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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 What is a magnetic microscope?
The ongoing development of 3D integrated circuits [1–5] using through silicon vias
(TSVs) [6–8] raises the question of how one can do failure analysis [9–11] on these novel
structures. Failure analysis or fault analysis is particularly useful during the development
of a new circuit fabrication process, such as that currently underway for through-silicon
vias [1, 12, 13]. Information about the location and underlying cause of device failures can
be used to guide modifications to the fabrication process to improve the yield of working
devices. 3D integrated structures present particular challenges because of the presence of
buried or hidden layers that are inaccessible to many techniques used in conventional fault
analysis [14], including optical inspection or scanning electron microscopy [15].
Magnetic field imaging [16–18] presents a potentially useful tool for fault analysis
in 3D samples because low frequency magnetic fields can penetrate through metallic,
semiconducting and insulating layers. In addition, magnetic imaging is nondestructive,
contactless, and does not require the removal of overlayers.
Figure 1.1 shows an overview of how a near-field scanning magnetic microscope
works. A small, very sensitive magnetic sensor is brought as close as possible to the surface
of the sample. Electrical power is applied to produce currents that flow through the sample
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and produce a magnetic field that varies spatially over the sample. The sensor is raster
scanned close above the surface of the sample, typically collecting the z-component of the
magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1.1. This field is then used to reconstruct the spatial
distribution of the currents in the sample. From the resulting current map, one can identify
the possible locations of shorts, opens, and other defects in the sample [19–21]. Prior to
the work described in this thesis, Fourier transform based techniques were the state of the
art for extracting a current map from a magnetic image [21, 22]. These Fourier techniques
are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. While very powerful, Fourier inverses require an
assumption that all the currents are in a single plane, and therefore they cannot reconstruct
3D currents [22].
In this thesis I describe a method to convert magnetic images of technologically inter-
esting microelectronic circuits into three dimensional current distributions. To demonstrate
this new approach, we used a spin-valve sensor and a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) to acquire magnetic images of samples in which the current path mean-
dered between 3 and 5 metallization layers. I then describe how I used a custom 3D Solver
algorithm I built to reconstruct the currents in the samples from the 2D magnetic images.
1.2 Applications of magnetic imaging
Perhaps the most well-known examples of magnetic imaging are in bioimaging.
Because magnetic imaging is non-invasive, it is particularly attractive for imaging people.
Without a doubt the best known type of magnetic imaging is Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) [23, 24]. In MRI, a strong magnetic field and various gradients are applied to the
2
Fig. 1.1. Overview of scanning magnetic microscopy. (a) A magnetic sensor is brought
as close as possible to the surface of a semiconductor sample. The sensor is then raster
scanned above the sample, with the sensor collecting magnetic field measurements as a
function of its position. Using AC current in the sample, a lock-in amplifier is used to detect
the sensor output with a good signal-to-noise ratio even in an unshielded environment.
Typically the sensor only measures one component of the magnetic field. (b) Resulting
false color magnetic image. Red represents positive field, while blue represents negative
field along the z-axis.
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subject, which is typically a live person. Nuclei with magnetic moments (mainly hydrogen)
align along the applied field and precess at a frequency that depends on the local field
strength. By measuring the strength of the rf field emitted by the precessing nuclei as a
function of the frequency, one can generate spatially resolved images with contrast between
different tissues.
A lesser-known type of bio-imaging involves using SQUIDs to detect weak mag-
netic fields produced by biological activity in living organisms. Magnetoencephalography
involves using arrays of SQUIDs to image neural activity by directly measuring the field
due to currents produced by neural activity in the brain [25, 26]. A similar technique,
magnetocardiography, uses SQUIDs to image the heart [27–30].
Scanning SQUID microscopy was invented at the University of Maryland in the
1990’s [31,32]. The technique has been used to find defects in metallic parts, such as cracks
or inclusions [33,34], and in superconductingwires [35], aswell as for semiconductor failure
analysis, as discussed below, and for imaging the behavior of high-Tc superconductors
[36–38].
Single SQUID sensors have been fairly widely used to measure magnetic properties
of a wide variety of samples since at least the 1970’s. For example, SQUIDs are used in
Quantum Design’s Magnetic Property Measurement Systems (MPMS) [39,40] to measure
the magnetic properties of samples as a function of magnetic field strength and temperature.
In geophysics, SQUIDs have been used to measure the properties and composition of
rocks [39, 41], search for oil [39, 42, 43], and profile the conductivity of the ground as a
function of depth [44].
Many other types of magnetic field sensors are widely used. AMR and GMR sensors
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are commonly used in hard drives thanks to their low cost, small size and high speed [45].
Spin exchange relaxation-free (SERF) magnetometers [46] are seeing considerable recent
interest, as are Nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamonds [47,48]. For an in depth overview of
magnetic sensors, see the SQUID Handbook [21].
1.3 Failure analysis & circuit analysis
There are two broad types of failure analysis techniques. The first involves directly
imaging a sample, and then trying to distinguish the physical characteristics (metal, insulator,
thickness, etc) or composition of the sample (Al, Cu, SiO2, etc). Optical imaging using a
conventional lens-based microscope has a spatial resolution limited by diffraction [49] to
about 500 nm for visible light. While optical images can resolve depth information and see
through transparent overlayers, metal layers can typically only be imaged on the surface.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has a much finer resolution, routinely imaging at
20 nm and often better [50], but can only image the surface of samples. Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) is particularly useful as it can image a sample layer by layer and produce cross-section
images [51]. However, the sample is destroyed in the process.
Unfortunately, while these techniquesmay give a very good image of a sample, defects
that cause electrical problems may not be detectable. Cracks in a metallization layer may
be buried or too small to resolve. Electrical shorts may be similarly hard to spot. In order
to deal with these shortcomings, failure localization techniques are used. The aim of failure
localization is to locate the defects that are causing a specific failure, rather than trying
to determine the precise physical nature of the failure. Once the defect location is found,
5
tools such as FIB can be applied effectively to examine the defect at high resolution. For
example, voltage contrast imaging [52,53] has been used to identify the location of leakages
or shorts. Another example is thermal imaging which takes advantage of the heat generated
by currents to reveal the location of shorts [54–57]. Finally, scanning magnetic microscopy
detects the field produced by the currents in the device and can locate electrical shorts or
opens [10, 58, 59].
In 3D integrated circuits, localizing failures ismuchmore difficult than in conventional
integrated circuits because there are multiple layers the failure could be in, the layers
are relatively thick (tens of µm), and the devices tend to be large, densely packed and
complex. Techniques that can provide vertical resolution for fault localization in die stacks
are particularly important. Unfortunately, existing failure localization techniques have
typically focused on 2D devices. With the rising use of Through Silicon Vias (TSVs),
identifying which layer a defect is in has become more urgent for companies pursuing this
technology.
1.4 The Standard Inverse
Given a current path, it is easy to find the magnetic field it produces by applying
the Biot-Savart law [60]. We can think of the Biot-Savart law as a function that converts
current distributions to magnetic field images. If instead one finds the current path from a
measured magnetic field, this is called finding the “magnetic inverse,” since one is trying
to apply the inverse of the Biot-Savart law.
Techniques that can convert a magnetic image into an image of current density have
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been widely used for more than two decades [31,32,61]. Much of this work has been done
using a Fourier based approach that is so ubiquitous it is called the “standard inverse.” An
intrinsic feature of the standard inverse is that it is restricted to two dimensions. In other
words it cannot resolve into separate layers currents that are flowing on different layers. For
many samples, two dimensions is a good assumption, and this has made the standard inverse
a very useful and powerful technique. For example, most conventional silicon chips are
built with many different layers, but these layers are so thin that they can be treated as being
at the same height for many purposes. On the other hand, three-dimensional integrated
circuits utilizing TSVs have currents that are flowing on well-separated layers, typically
20-100 µm from one layer to the next. Although the standard inverse can be applied to
magnetic images of such samples, the resulting current density images do not provide an
accurate representation of the 3D current flow in such samples.
1.5 Vertical and lateral resolution
Unlike the Fourier based standard inverse, the 3D Solver technique I describe in this
thesis in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 allowed me to resolve current paths in 3D and achieve
sub-micron vertical resolution. I was also able to achieve sub-micron lateral resolution
(see Chapter 8) and this also represented a significant improvement over what the standard
inverse could achieve with the same starting magnetic image. How this is achieved and why
the spatial resolution is better is discussed in Chapter 3.
I should emphasize here that the exact definition of spatial resolution is not obvious,
andmany different definitions can be used. At first sight, themost straightforward definition,
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in analogy with optical images, would involve some measure of the spatial sharpness of the
imaged magnetic field. However, what we care about most are the currents in the sample,
and it is the ability to spatially resolve currents in the sample that is important. Even so,
defining spatial resolution is not simple, as I discuss in Chapter 3.
1.6 Overview of the thesis
In this thesis I present the results from my research on 3D magnetic imaging. This
research was supported by a subcontract from Neocera, LLC., and was part of a project
funded by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA). The goal of the
project was to develop 3D magnetic imaging capability and use it to identify and locate
electrical defects in semiconductor such as shorts devices. Our research was specifically
aimed at imaging 3D integrated semiconductor chips that use TSVs, and identifying which
layer a defect was located on – that is, obtaining vertical information about the location of
the defect.
My work was mainly focused on developing the 3D inverse – creating a 3D current
map from a magnetic image of a sample. The physical systems that we used for collect-
ing magnetic images, the magnetic microscopes, were mainly located at Neocera. The
analysis of magnetic images, as well as improved understanding of magnetic inverses, in-
formed design decisions that influenced the microscope development and also let us identify
shortcomings or errors in the magnetic scanning.
In Chapter 2, I describe the standard magnetic inverse. This was the state of the art
approach before I started on this project, and I discuss its advantages and shortcomings. In
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Chapter 3, I discuss the theoretical underpinnings of our new inverse technique. I discuss
the basic approach as well as the practical algorithms that the inverse uses.
In Chapter 4 I discuss the algorithms I implemented to make an actual 3D Solver
program that could be used to analyze real magnetic images. In Chapter 5, I discuss the
operation of the 3D Solver from a user perspective instead of a development perspective.
In Chapter 6, I discuss the MAGMAmagnetic microscope system we used to acquire
magnetic images. This system was a new design that was developed at Neocera specifically
for the 3D imaging project. Chapter 7 looks specifically at the spin-valve sensor used in
the MAGMA system. These sensors exhibited some unusual properties, which are still not
completely understood. In particular, we were surprised by the component of field that the
spin-valve sensors detected, and this is discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8 I demonstrate the capabilities of the 3D Solver by describing results on
select magnetic images. Over the course of my work we acquired hundreds of magnetic
scans and then ran these through various versions of the 3D Solver to understand how
different samples and parameters affect our inverse technique. I present a representative set
of interesting scans and use these to illustrate the capabilities of the microscope and solver.
Finally, in Chapter 9 I examine possible future work and conclude with a brief summary of
my main results.
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Chapter 2: Standard FFT Magnetic Inverse
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I discuss a well-known fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [62]
for converting a 2D magnetic image into a 2D current density image. This FFT approach
is so widely it is referred to simply as “the standard inverse.” It has been the norm for
transforming scanned magnetic images of circuits into current maps for at least the last
decade [63, 64]. The ability to quickly and easily generate a current density image is a
critical step in the magnetic imaging process for failure analysis because a current map
can directly reveal the location of shorts, leakage, and other defects in a sample. The FFT
inverse has two key advantages: it is extremely fast and it requires very few input parameters
from the operator – usually just the sensor-to-sample distance and a k-space window cut-off
parameter. As I discuss below, it also has some very significant limitations.
Given a current path, it is easy to find the magnetic field it produces by applying the
Biot-Savart law [65]. The Biot-Savart law can be thought of as a function that converts a
current distribution into a magnetic field image. A process that instead finds the current path
from a measured magnetic field is called a “magnetic inverse,” since one is trying to apply
the inverse of the Biot-Savart law. Prior to our work, Fourier transform based magnetic
inverse techniques were the state of the art for performing a magnetic inverse on scanned
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magnetic images of circuits. Although very powerful, the FFT approach is only valid if all
the currents are in a single plane [22]. In particular, the standard inverse cannot reconstruct
3D currents. If one nevertheless applies the technique to samples with 3D currents, by
assuming that all of the currents are at a distance z from the image plane, then one obtains
a 2D current image that is physically incorrect. Typically one finds that any currents that
are further away than z appear out of focus or blurrier, while currents that are closer than
z show strong “ringing” or overshoot effects (see Section 2.5). In order to reconstruct the
correct current flow in multi-layer samples, one clearly needs an inversion technique that is
not limited to current flow in two dimensions.
In this Chapter, I review the derivation of the standard inverse. I next discuss the
extension of this technique to include the case of a sensor tilted with respect to the imaging
plane. Then I discuss the signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution of the standard inverse,
following the discussion in Ref. [59]. Finally, I look at the advantages and disadvantages of
the standard inverse, and explain why we decided to develop our own technique for solving
the magnetic inverse for 3D current paths.
2.2 Derivation of the Standard Inverse
2.2.1 Inverse of Bx and By
The following derivation of the standard inverse is based on the discussion found in
Chapter 6 of Chatraphorn’s thesis [59]. Given a magnetic field image B(~r) that covers
a finite area, we want to find the current density ~J (~r′) that produced the field. This is
11




∫ ~J (~r′) × (~r − ~r′)
|~r − ~r′|3
d3~r′ . (2.1)
In Eq. (2.1), µ0 = 4π × 10−7 T m/A is the permeability of free space, ~J (~r′) is the current
density in space at location ~r′, and ~B(~r) is the resulting magnetic field at ~r . Typically, only
one component of the field (Bx, By or Bz) is measured. I first look at how to invert Bx and
By, and then look at Bz.
For the standard inverse to be valid, the current ~J must be the only source of the
measuredmagnetic field. In addition, I assume the current is contained in a two-dimensional
plane called the sample plane, which I define as the x-y plane. In other words, the vertical
component of the current distribution is 0 at all locations:
Jz = 0 . (2.2)
Thus the standard inverse solves for a current flow on a flat surface ~J = (Jx, Jy, 0).
I will assume the sensor-to-sample distance z0 is constant so that the sensor imaging
plane and the current plane are parallel. z0 must be known to apply the standard inverse
and obtain the correct solution for ~J. I define the z axis so that z = 0 for the sample plane.
Therefore, points on the current plane are of the form ~r′ = (x′, y′, 0), while the position of
the sensor is ~r = (x, y, z0).
Next, I assume that the current is quasistatic, and therefore
∇ · ~J = 0 . (2.3)









Since Jz = 0, this yields:







Jy (x′, y′, 0) ∗ z0
[(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + z20]
3/2
dx′dy′ (2.5)
where I integrated over z′ and used the assumption that the current density is contained in
the sample plane in a layer of thickness d  z0. Similarly, for By we get







−Jx (x′, y′, 0) ∗ z0
[(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + z20]
3/2
dx′dy′ . (2.6)
Note from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) that when the vertical component of the current is
zero, the magnetic field in the x and y directions is solely generated by the current in the y
and x directions, respectively. The expression for Bz is slightly more complicated:







Jx (~r′) ∗ (y − y′) − Jy (~r′) ∗ (x − x′)
[(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + z20]
3/2
dx′dy′ . (2.7)
To proceed, I now define the 2D Fourier transforms of the x-component of the field
with respect to x and y only, i.e.





Bx (x, y, z)e−i(kx x+ky y)dxdy . (2.8)
Throughout this thesis I will use lowercase letters to represent the 2D Fourier transforms of
uppercase functions. The inverse Fourier transform of bx gives Bx:







bx (kx, ky, z)ei(kx x+ky y)dkxdky . (2.9)
The convolution theorem [66] states that if H is the convolution of two functions




F (~r′) ∗ G(~r − ~r′)dn~r′ , (2.10)
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Then h(~k) = f (~k)g(~k), where f , g and h are Fourier transforms of F,G and H , respectively.
I can now define three Green’s functions:


















The Fourier transforms of functions Gx,Gy and Gz can be obtained analytically (see [59]
Appendix C), and one finds:


















k2x + k2y .
Examining Eq. (2.5) reveals that Bx is a convolution of Gz and Jy with respect to x
and y and I can write





Jy (x′, y′, 0)Gz (x − x′, y − y′, z0)dx′dy′ . (2.17)
Therefore from the convolution theorem
bx (kx, ky, z0) = jy (kx, ky, 0)gz (kx, ky, z0) . (2.18)







ekz0 bx . (2.19)
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A similar calculation can be done to find jx . Starting from Eq. (2.6) we see that By is a
convolution of Jx and Gz:





Jx (x′, y′, 0)Gz (x − x′, y − y′, z0)dx′dy′ . (2.20)
Applying the convolution theorem again gives
by (kx, ky, z0) = − jx (kx, ky, 0)gz (kx, ky, z0) . (2.21)





2.2.2 Inverse of Bz
So far we have seen that we can obtain Jx from By and Jy from Bx . In fact, as we
will see presently we can obtain Jx and Jy from any one component of the field. The idea
is that Eq. (2.3) (∇ · ~J = 0) gives us a relationship between jx and jy. Taking the Fourier





e−2πi~k ·~r∇ · ~Jdxdy = 0 . (2.23)














dxdy = 0 . (2.24)
Integrating by parts gives:
[









~k ·~r dxdy = 0 . (2.25)
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−2πikx Jx − 2πiky Jy
]
e−2πi~k ·~r dxdy = 0 . (2.26)
From the definition of jx and jy, this gives
ikx jx + iky jy = 0 , (2.27)
and thus
kx jx = −ky jy . (2.28)
Equation (2.28) is a key result: from conservation of current, knowing Jx automati-
cally gives us Jy, and vice-versa. This means that measuring either Bx or By is enough to
determine both Jx and Jy. As we will see presently, it also allows us to obtain them from
Bz. To see how, start from (2.7):





Jx (~r′) ∗ Gy (~r − ~r′) − Jy (~r′) ∗ Gx (~r − ~r′)dx′dy′ (2.29)
Since Fourier transforms are linear operations, we can apply the convolution theorem to
each term in Eq. (2.29), and we get:
bz (kx, ky, z) = jx (kx, ky, z)gy (kx, ky, z) − jy (kx, ky, z)gx (kx, ky, z) . (2.30)




e−kz ( jx ky − jykx) . (2.31)
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Combining (2.28) with (2.19), (2.22) and (2.31) we can now obtain relationships between







































Eqs. (2.32 - 2.37) are expressed in terms of the Fourier transforms of the magnetic
field and current. To express these in terms of the magnetic field and current directly, we
can use the definition of the inverse Fourier transform (Eq. (2.9)). For example, this turns
Eq. (2.32) into




















Note that in practice, the integral over real space (dx and dy) is limited by the area covered
by themagnetic scan. For noise reasons discussed in Section 2.4, the integral over frequency
space (dkx and dky) must be cut off at high frequencies with a noise cutoff kw. If a square
cutoff is used, I can rewrite Eq. (2.38) as









k tan θk ekz0
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scan





Other cutoffs, such as Gaussian or Hanning have been used and tend to produce less ringing
artifacts [10].
2.3 Tilted Standard Inverse
As part of the IARPA 3D magnetic imaging project, we collected scans with spin-
valve sensors that had significant sensor tilt. Instead of collecting the magnetic field along
the z axis as intended, these sensors measured the field at a significant angle θ from the z
axis, sometimes as large as 40◦ (see Chapter 7 for examples). In Section 2.2, I described
how the standard inverse uses the field component along the x, y or z axes to find the current
density. A slight modification allows the inverse to work for a measurement of the magnetic
field in an arbitrary direction. Using such a modified inverse is preferable to trying to
precisely align the sensor in a particular direction. Of course one needs to input the tilt
angles to use the inverse. It turns out that we can easily measure the sensor orientation
via a calibration scan – ideally an L-shaped or T-shaped current path, and use the angles
measured for subsequent scans.
To modify, the standard inverse to take tilt into account, I again assume the currents
in the sample are confined to the x-y plane (see Fig. 2.1), and that the sensor imaging plane
is parallel to the sample plane, a distance z away. However instead of measuring Bz, the
sensor measures Bm = Bx sin θ cos φ + By sin θ sin φ + Bz cos θ. The idea is to now find
modified versions of Eqs. (2.32 – 2.37) that give jx and jy in terms of bm rather than in
terms of bz.
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Fig. 2.1. The sensor tilt angles θ and φ follow the conventional definition for spherical
coordinates and determine which component of the magnetic field the sensor detects. Note
that the imaging plane and the current carrying plane are parallel and independent from the
sensor angles.
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Since Fourier transforms are linear, we can immediately write
bm = bx sin θ cos φ + by sin θ sin φ + bz cos θ . (2.40)
From Eqs. (2.32), (2.34) and (2.36) we can then write































(−kx sin θ cos φ − ky sin θ sin φ + ik cos θ)
bm . (2.42)






(−kx sin θ cos φ − ky sin θ sin φ + ik cos θ)
bm . (2.43)
We can check that Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43) make sense by verifying that they reduce to Eqs.
(2.32 - 2.37) when θ = 0 (Bm = Bz), θ = π/2 and φ = 0 (Bm = Bx), and θ = π/2 and
φ = π/2 (Bm = By).
2.4 Noise and spatial resolution
In this section I review how the spatial resolution of the standard inverse is determined
by the noise in the original magnetic image. The key point is that Eqs. (2.32 – 2.39) contain
an exponential ekz0 term. This means that noise at high spatial frequencies (kz0  1)
will be amplified exponentially with the size of Fourier k-space included in the inverse.
Therefore we must use a low-pass k-space filter to cut out high spatial frequency noise.
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We call the filter cut-off spatial frequency kw. To understand how noise limits the spatial
resolution, one needs to understand how the cutoff frequency affects both the signal and the
noise. We look at both of these in turn.
To start, consider the case where there is a single pixel of noise in an otherwise blank
image:
Bz (x, y) = B0δ2(x, y) A (2.44)
where B0 is the noise in the pixel and A is its area. I now calculate what current the standard
inverse would assign to this magnetic image. Following the derivation in [67], one obtains
bz (kx, ky) = F(Bz (x, y)) = B0 A . (2.45)
Using Eq. (2.36),







and according to [59] this yields:




















with the approximation holding for kwr  1, where r =
√
x2 + y2, and J1 is the Bessel
function of the first kind of order 1. Similarly, the y component of the current density can
be reconstructed as:












The resulting squared current density is











The only spatial dependence in Eq. (2.50) comes from the Bessel function argument,
kwr . Thus we know that the current noise will be azimuthally symmetric for one pixel
of field noise, with a radial dependence similar to J1. That is, it will resemble concentric
rings of current. The radius of the first and highest ring will be located at the maximum of
J1(kwr), which depends on the cutoff frequency kw. For example, Fig. 2.2 (a) - (e) show
plots from applying Eqs. (2.48 – 2.50). Figures 2.2 (b), (c) and (d) show the overall shape
of the noise in the image. Figure 2.2 (e) shows that the cross-section of Jy along the x axis
has the shape of J1. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the noise in Jx , Fig. 2.2 (c) shows the noise in Jy,
and Fig. 2.2 (d) shows the noise in J2. I note specifically from Fig. 2.2 (d) that the noise is
azimuthally symetric and consists of one main ring (corresponding to the max of J1), and
a series of smaller “ripples”. Figure 2.3 shows a perspective view of the plots in Fig. 2.2;
these plots make it easier to judge relative heights. For this simulation, I used reasonable
imaging parameters: B0 = 100 nT, z = 100 µm, A = 100 µm2, kw = 2π · 4.7mm−1.
I can use the single pixel noise result to find what happens when there is magnetic
noise in each pixel of the entire image. Since Fourier transforms are linear operations,
one can simply add up the current density noise in k-space due to each pixel’s magnetic
noise. A reasonable assumption is that the magnetic noise follows an uncorrelated Gaussian
distribution. In [68] Chatraphorn calculates the standard deviation of the current density
































Fig. 2.2. (a) Perspective view of a single pixel of noise B0 in a magnetic scan measuring Bz.
(b) Current density noise in Jx due to magnetic noise in (a). (c) Current density noise in Jy
due to magnetic noise in (a). (d) Current noise power density in J2 due to magnetic noise
in (a). (e) Line cut in (c) along the x axis shows that the noise in (a) closely follows the
profile of the bessel function J1. For these plots, B0 = 100 nT, z = 100 µm, A = 100 µm2,
kw = 2 · π4.7mm−1.
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Fig. 2.3. Perspective view of Figure 2.2 (a) - (d). (a) Perspective view of a single pixel of
noise in a magnetic scan measuring Bz. (b) Current density noise in Jx due to magnetic
noise in (a). (c) Current density noise in Jy due to magnetic noise in (a). (d) Current density
noise in J2 due to magnetic noise in (a).
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Here,∆B is the standard deviation of the noise in the image,∆x is the pixel-to-pixel distance,
and ∆J2 is the variance of the current density. I note that in fact the resulting current density
noise is correlated spatially in the current density image. Qualitatively, it will not look fully
random, but like a superposition of rings that circle the pixels with highest magnetic noise.
To proceed to find the spatial resolution, I next consider the case of a straight wire,
carrying a current I along the x axis. While there are many ways one can define “spatial
resolution,” here I define the spatial resolution as the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the peak in a current density squared image of an infinitely thin wire. This is the
separation at which the J2 image of two wires would merge together and look like only one
wire. There are other definitions of spatial resolution that we could pick, but this definition
makes the analysis straightforward and the need to resolve adjacent long wires is a common
situation that is important to understand. For a single long wire carrying current I along
the x-axis, the current density is








where d is the nominal thickness of the wire. I now assume that the imaging system
measures magnetic field Bz (x, y) due to ~J. This image is then transformed into Fourier
space, processed and then transformed back into real space to find the current (see Fig. 2.4).
In the Fourier transform step from ~B(x, y) to ~J (x, y), we must cut off the integration
over real space to include just the area scanned. Theoretically, we should be integrating over
all space, but in practice we only scan a finite area in a region near the sample. Provided
the area we scan is large, this approximation is good because magnetic fields drop off as
they get further from their source — but it introduces artifacts which can cause distortion.
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Real Space Fourier Space
Fig. 2.4. Diagram of how the fourier inverse works. We assume a current distribution ~J
(bottom left) has generated a magnetic image ~B (top left). For the inverse, we measure the
magnetic image ~B, then transform it into Fourier space to get ~b (top right). This introduces
some defects since we can only image a finite area. We then use Eqs. (2.32 – 2.37) to
reconstruct the currents ~j in k-space (bottom right). Finally, we transform the currents back
into real space (bottom left) to obtain ~J. This time, noise forces us to introduce a k-space
cutoff, limiting the spatial resolution and introducing windowing artifacts.
Similarly, in the inverse Fourier transform step, we must cut off the integration in k-space
at kw due to noise. This is what limits the spatial resolution.
To understand the effects of a k-space cutoff kw, ignoring any effects from real-space
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cutoff or noise, we first note that with no cutoff in k-space that


















If we did an inverse Fourier transform over all k-space, this would yield an infinitely
sharp feature, and the spatial resolution s = 0. However, instead of a true inverse Fourier
transform, we must use a hard cut-off in k-space and find







e−ik xdk . (2.56)
This integral can be solved analytically. From [68], we get













With different window choices, one finds somewhat different relationships between s and
kw.
Equations (2.51) and (2.57) can now be combined to get the dependence of the spatial
resolution s on the noise ∆B in the sample. The peak current density given by the inverse









e2kw z (2kwz − 1) + 1
] . (2.59)
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Where S/N is an arbitrary threshold that there is enough signal in the image (typically,
one would set S/N = 1). This implies that the spatial resolution is linear in the sensor-to-
sample distance z. With typical SQUID imaging parameters, a z/s = 5 is achievable [68].
However, the logarithmic dependence in (2.60) means that improving on this performance
will require logarithmic improvements in the magnetic noise or the sampling distance.
2.5 Advantages and limitations
The standard inverse has several advantages that have made it a popular choice as
an inverse technique. First, it is a fast algorithm to run, giving a nearly instant solution.
This is in part because the solution can be written in a closed mathematical form (see
Eqs. (2.32-2.37)) and because computers can run an FFT very efficiently. Having a closed
mathematical form also makes the code for running the algorithm simple to write, test and
debug. Second, the inverse requires few parameters to run; the algorithm only needs a
magnetic scan, the sensor to sample distance z0, and a value for the k-space cut-off kw.
Optionally, the user may specify a custom Fourier space filter. Otherwise, a default can
be used (typically a Hanning filter). If there is a possibility the sensor is tilted, then the
user would have to specify values for the sensor angles as well. This is a very small and
intuitive set of parameters — and only the sensor-sample distance z0 is truly required. This
simplicity leads to the possibility of a simple user interface and less effort by the user. This
is an important advantage when considering commercial applications.
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It is also interesting to note that the output of the standard inverse is two current
density images (of Jx and Jy) that are sampled on the same spatial grid as the original
magnetic scan. Often, the two images can be combined by mapping the sum squared of the
two values, J2 = J2x + J2y . Because of current conservation, J2 images can show the path
taken by a current and these images tend to be much more easily understood by people than
the magnetic images or the individual Jx and Jy images. These advantages have made the
standard inverse the main inverse method for at least the last 15 years for semiconductor
imaging.
The standard inverse also has some serious limitations. Themost important one is that
it assumes that the currents in the sample are limited to a single plane. That is, the inverse
cannot correctly resolve currents in three dimensions or currents that flow in more than one
layer. Trying to apply these techniques to samples with 3D currents, by assuming that all
of the currents are at a distance z0 from the image plane, results in a 2D current image that
is physically incorrect. This limitation of the standard inverse is a major motivation for my
work on developing an alternative inverse.
Because the Fourier method requires a high spatial frequency cutoff kw to achieve a
fine spatial resolution s, it has difficulty with sharply spatially defined fields or currents.
kw is limited by the noise in the system and in practice it does not go higher than kw ≈
2π · 10 mm−1. From Eq. (2.58) this means that the effective resolution in the reconstructed
current image is limited to about 45 µm regardless of the magnetic scan resolution. This
limitation is due to the exponential amplification of the high-frequency noise in eqs. (2.32
– 2.39). There is no fundamental reason the high-frequency noise should limit the spatial
resolution in this way and other inverse techniques do not have this limitation. Other
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methods can realistically provide much higher current resolution from a lower resolution
magnetic image. Due to the Fourier nature of the inverse, high-frequency contributions are
also limited by the Nyquist sampling frequency. However, since magnetic scans are often
sampled at 1 µm, and could be sampled at even finer resolution, the noise usually limits kw
well before Nyquist sampling rate does.
Another problem with the standard inverse is that the reconstructed currents include
noise and artifacts. This is particularly a problem at the edges of the magnetic image,
which typically produce a sudden cutoff in the magnetic field. This leads to artifacts such
as Gibbs overshoot and ringing. Indeed, we see the same ringing effects that plague other
Fourier based method with high-frequency cutoffs, such as jpeg image compression [69] or
audio mp3 compression [70]. Different cutoffs, such as Gaussian or Hanning, can be used
to eliminate ringing due to a square cutoff [10, 71]. However the artifacts cannot be fully
eliminated because they are also caused by the missing high-frequency terms. Therefore in
order to get artifact-free current densities image of a sample, one must take a magnetic field
image much larger than the section one is actually interested in. In practice, this means one
needs to spend more time taking images, and most of the area one is imaging will not be of
interest.
A related problem is that the Fourier method applied to Bz to date assumes continuity
of current and does not deal appropriately with currents that run off the boundary of the
image. If currents run off the image, the inverse produces compensation currents that run
back into the image. In addition, if the boundary of the image occurs in a region where Bz or
its gradient are non-negligible, the inverse tends to generate large artifacts. The exponential
factor in k-space amplifies any abrupt features, including the edges of an image.
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Another potential problem with the standard inverse is that any vertical currents in
the sample will lead to unphysical artifacts in the current density since the inverse assumes
there are no vertical currents. Vertical infeeds and outfeeds are particularly problematic
because the current entirely disappears, effectively creating a current sink or a current
source. Since the standard inverse assumes conservation of current in 2D, this results in
introducing currents that do not exist and the answer will be unphysical.
I should also note that the standard inverse generates a current density image with
noise that depends exponentially on the cutoff kw or equivalently the spatial resolutions (see
Eq. 2.58). This makes it very hard to get significantly better spatial resolution by reducing
the noise in the system. Averaging longer or building lower noise SQUIDs will yield very
small improvements in the spatial resolution, as the resolution’s dependence on the noise
is logarithmic. In practice, this means SQUID systems using the standard inverse will be
stuck at a spatial resolution of s ≈ z/5 at best [68].
Finally, it is difficult to incorporate information about the current flow or other known
constraints into the standard inverse solution, such as the location and strength of the infeed
and outfeed currents. The inverse will give a false solution when wrong parameters (such as
z0 or the sensor tilts) are used, and there is no metric for measuring how good the obtained
solution is.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I derived the standard Fourier magnetic inverse from the Biot-Savart
law. I also showed how the standard inverse can be modified to account for sensor tilts
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– a very useful extension for practical applications. We also saw that while the Fourier
inverse’s simplicity has made it successful in scientific and commercial applications, it also
has significant drawbacks. Most importantly, the Fourier inverse cannot be used to find 3D
currents distributions.
I note that there is a fundamental trade-off between assumptions and results. Making
more assumptions about your sample lets you perform a magnetic inverse which would
otherwise not be possible. On the other hand, the more assumptions are made, the fewer
samples can be successfully “inverted" because fewer samples will meet the constraints. It
appears to be quite difficult to introduce new constraints in the Fourier approach, which
makes it difficult to tailor the inverse even when additional information is available about a
sample. For 3D applications, we specifically need to relax the requirement that the sample
have 2D currents and must introduce new constraints. Doing so required us to abandon the
standard inverse and develop the new approach described in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: A 3D Inverse Technique
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 I examined the standard FFT magnetic inverse and discussed its advan-
tages and disadvantages. In particular I emphasized why it wasn’t suitable for multilayer
samples. Here, I introduce a new inverse technique we developed to reconstruct current
paths from magnetic images. Unlike the standard FFT magnetic inverse, this new technique
was designed to handle current paths on multiple layers and we call it the “3D inverse” to
distinguish it from the standard inverse.
In Section 3.2 I show why a general inverse isn’t possible for the Biot-Savart law,
and why any inverse must incorporate constraints on the possible solutions for the currents.
In Section 3.3 I present the constraints we chose for the 3D inverse, which are suited for
imaging 3D circuits. In Section 3.4 I give an overview of the search process, which is
explained in detail in Chapter 4. In Section 3.5 I show that the constraints that we use for
the 3D inverse are sufficient to guarantee a unique solution. In Section 3.6 I introduce the
concepts of current rings and the least resolvable rings. The least resolvable ring patterns
limit the spatial resolution of the inverse, and are also a critical concept in the inversion
algorithms I describe in Chapter 4. In Section 3.7 I examine the signal-to-noise ratio
expected for these least resolvable rings and from this find the spatial resolution achievable
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with the 3D inverse. I briefly compare the performance of the 3D inverse to the spatial
resolution obtained via the FFT routine, and to the ultimate limits on spatial resolution that
can be obtained using any magnetic inverse technique. Finally, I conclude in Section 3.8.
3.2 Need for constraints
The fundamental difficulty in reconstructing a 3D current path from a 2D magnetic
image is that the Biot-Savart law, which calculates magnetic fields from a current distri-
bution, does not have a unique mathematical inverse because it is not one-to-one. That is,
two different 3D current distributions can give exactly the same magnetic field image. For
example, consider the following two cases involving a long coaxial cable. In the first case,
current flows axially down the outer cylindrical sheath of the cable. In the second, current
flows through the central wire of the cable. Both current distributions produce the same
magnetic field outside of the cable. This makes it impossible to distinguish which current
distribution is present from just a magnetic field image outside the cable. In order to elim-
inate incorrect current distributions, one needs to apply a sufficient number of constraints
on the allowed current distributions to get a unique solution.
I note that a key characteristic of the complete set of constraints is that it must exclude
all current distributions that produce no external magnetic field. For example, all magnetic
inverses need to exclude coaxial cable geometries in which there is current flowing in
the inner conductor and equal but opposite current flowing in the outer conductor, as this
produces no net magnetic field outside the cable. In fact, excluding all non-zero current
distributions producing zero magnetic field is a sufficient condition to guarantee that the
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inverse has unique solutions. To see this, consider an inverse whose image range (output)
contains no current distributions producing no magnetic field except the trivial case, i.e.
only the ~J = 0 distribution produces zero field. Now suppose there are two distinct current
distributions, ~J1 and ~J2, that produce the same magnetic field. The difference, ~J2 − ~J1, must
produce zero magnetic field, because the Biot-Savart law is a linear transformation. Since
only the ~J = 0 distribution can produce zero magnetic field, ~J2 − ~J1 = 0. However, by
assumption ~J1 and ~J2 are distinct. By this contradiction we see that excluding such fields
guarantees a unique inverse.
3.3 Reasonable constraints for semiconductor circuits
For computer chips, multilayer modules [72, 73] and 3D integrated circuits built
using through silicon via (TSV) there are natural constraints which we can apply. Typical
semiconductor devices are fabricated according to well-known rules which restrict the
possible flow of currents. By taking these restrictions into account, we developed a set of
constraints on the set of possible current paths that are sufficiently powerful that the inverse
will yield a unique solution.
The first assumption is that the current can only flow in wires on a finite-sized 3D
orthogonal grid-like pattern, i.e. along short segments that are along the x, y and z
directions. We assume that these segments have a well-defined width and are formed from
thin films with a thickness d that is negligible compared to all other dimensions in the
problem. In this sense we discretize the problem into a lattice – current can only flow
through straight segments between adjacent lattice points. I note that this is not consistent
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with some structures found in microelectronics such as ground planes.
Second, I assume that the grid only has a finite number of layers (typically no more
than 5) in the z-direction (depth) and is of finite extent in the x and y dimensions. Since the
grid is orthogonal, all current flow between the layers is vertical, i.e. along the z direction.
For computational reasons, our grid has uniform spacing in x (wx) and in y (wy), although
wx = wy is not required. In z, each current carrying layer can be separated by an arbitrary
distance hi, where h1 represents the distance between layers 1 and 2, and so on. We will
refer to this as a 3D Manhattan lattice.
Third, I assume that all currents outside of the finite 3D grid region of the sample are
known and that we are only concerned with finding currents in the grid region. Naturally, I
assume that the input leads and output leads supplying current to the sample must connect
with a path inside the sample. If any other sources ofmagnetic field are present (e.g. currents
outside the imaging region) the assumption is that they are known and their magnetic field
contribution can be substracted from the magnetic image so that we are left only with the
magnetic field from currents inside the sample.
Fourth, I assume that we can apply Kirchhoff’s current conservation law: the net
current through any lattice point is zero. That is, all current going into a lattice point must
come out. Fifth, I assume that the current in a given wire will follow a single connected
path, so that at every point the current in a wire is the same. That is, current does not
branch at the vertex of lattice points. Since current is conserved, each segment that is part
of the wire carries the same current I and all other segments carry zero current. In practice,
the 3D solver will allow for more than one wire and this introduces some complications,
as we will see in Chapter 4. It turns out the situation is manageable, even if the wires
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carry different currents, provided there aren’t too many wires, and this allows for a limited
number of branching points by splitting one wire into two separate wires. For the purpose
of understanding uniqueness, I will assume here that there is only one wire. Sixth, I assume
we are measuring a component of the magnetic field – typically the z component. Seventh,
I assume that the sensor is a fixed distance z above the top surface of the sample. Eighth,
I assume all current carrying layers are parallel to each other and to the imaging plane.
Ninth, I assume that each wire has uniform width b. Tenth, I assume that a wire cannot
overlap or intersect itself. In addition to preventing branching, this means that there are no
current sinks or sources, such as batteries, embedded in our circuit. Note that assumption
four and ten imply that the only currents present in the sample are supplied by means of
input and output leads attached to the boundary of the sample, and the boundary conditions
are known.
The use of a regular 3D Manhattan lattice is mostly for convenience and it appears
this approach can be extended to include 45◦ segments, for example. Constraints five and
ten greatly simplify the types of paths that need to be considered and also ensure that there
are no branches of a path that have arbitrarily small current flow and no sections of paths
that exactly overlap with segments of the path carrying the opposite current.
3.4 3D technique overview
In our 3D technique, we resort to a search over possible current paths that meet the
constraints laid out in Section 3.3. We can think of this as a highly restricted search in the
phase space of current distributions. During the search, we make a small variation in an
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existing or starting path, calculate the field it would produce, compare this to the measured
field, and select for paths that produce a closer & closer match to the measured field. By
choosing paths that minimize the difference between the observed field and the fitted field,
we obtain a best fit path.
The first step in such a path search is to find a reasonable starting path, ideally
one that is close to the actual solution. We call the process of generating a starting path
“wirization.” We use a variety of custommade algorithms to obtain starting paths, including
inputting a path known from CAD, hand-drawing a suspected path, and using the Hosaka-
Cohen transform [74], which uses the field derivatives to find an approximation to the
current density. As another example, one could start with the solution provided by the
2-dimensional FFT inverse and discretize it to create a path in 3D. Although the initial path
would be incorrect, in favorable cases it could be similar enough to the true path to allow
an iterative search algorithm to go from the initial solution to the correct solution.
The actual path search is composed of two parts. The first part of the search starts
with the initial path and then makes a series of relatively small changes in the geometrical
path the current takes through the lattice so as to minimize χ2 (see Eq. 3.13) between the
measured magnetic field image and the magnetic field calculated from the test path. Given
typical lattice sizes of a few layers and about 20,000 x-y vertices, a typical current path may
be thousands of segments long, and thus go through thousands of lattice points. In this case
the search algorithm will typically search through millions of combinations to produce a
best fit. Since it takes far too long to test all possible paths, I devised a few routines which
make a few simple types of restricted path changes. For example, the “z-search” part of the
routine tries moving a designated number of segments up or down in different layers. All
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the path search algorithms rely on continuity of current, so that when the path is varied, the
routine does so in a manner which maintains a connected path.
The second part of the search relates to optimizing the imaging and sample parameters.
In many cases, important sample parameters will be unknown or only roughly known. For
example, the layer-to-layer spacing h in the sample and the trace width b of the current
carrying path need to be known quite accurately to accurately calculate the magnetic field
from a current path. In some cases, these parameters might be known, but not to sufficient
precision to allow a goodmatch between a simulated path and the data. For example, inmany
samples our images are sensitive to sub-µm differences in the layer-to-layer separations. As
part of our path search process, we must optimize both the sample parameters and the
geometrical distribution of current.
In addition to the sample parameters, the search process must also find accurate values
for several scanning parameters, including the sensor gain g, the sensor-to-sample distance
z, the sensor tilt and alignment (θ and φ), the noise level σB in each pixel, and whether
an (ac) offset field is present. Although we can determine some of these parameters from
independent measurements on test samples, we typically need to know them quite accurately
and in practice try to find best fit values along with the sample parameters and the path. For
example, since we control the input current to our sample, we may know with a precision of
1%what the input current I is. However, as we apply the inversion algorithm to the scan, we
may need to know I to better than one part in one thousand. Also, since there can be leakage
currents outside of the range of the image, we can’t assume the input current we feed into
the sample is known with certainty, and we must use the image to fit for it. Similarly, we
typically know the sample has been aligned with the x-y scan directions (in-plane rotation)
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to better than 1◦. However, our inverse is typically sensitive to rotations on the order of
0.01◦. Fortunately, such global parameters as the gain, currents, rotation angles, and sensor
rotation can usually be fit very well from the data.
The main difficulty of the path search approach is that it is susceptible to becoming
trapped in local minima of χ2, i.e. stuck with a path that produces a minimum in χ2
compared to “nearby” paths, but which isn’t the global minimum. This is a reflection of
the underlying physics of the situation – there can be many distinct current distributions
that produce nearly the same magnetic field image but have current paths that look quite
different. In addition, some samples have paths that are more prone to getting trapped in
local minima than others. As a rule of thumb, the more complex the circuit and the poorer
the signal-to-noise ratio, the more susceptible the search is to getting trapped in a local
minima. Also, the parameter and path search tend to be heavily correlated. In particular,
mistakes in the parameters make it difficult to find the correct path, and vice versa. On the
other hand, if one possesses good information about key parameters such as the gain g and
layer separation z and a good guess for a starting path, and the path is not too complex, the
routine can work remarkably well. In practice, we usually start with best guesses for the
parameters and do a series of automated and hand-drawn searches on the path. We then go
back and try re-optimizing the parameters, and again search on the path, going through this
iterative cycle until the fit has converged. Depending on the complexity of the sample and
the image, and the amount of information known about the image, this process of analysis
can take a few hours to many days of patient work.
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3.5 Uniqueness of solution
Given a magnetic field image produced by currents in a sample that obeys our con-
straints, I now examine whether there is a unique solution for the source currents that
produced the field. For this discussion, I assume that the current I in the path, the number
of layers nL, the grid sizes wx and wy, the layer spacings hi, and the sensor-to-sample
distance z are known and that the true path that produced the image exists and obeys the
constraints. I assume that each trial path and the true path consist of only one wire, although
the approach is generalizable to multiple wires.
In the following argument I will suppose the contrary and establish that this causes a
contradiction. That is, I start by assuming that there is a solution path P1 that produces a
magnetic field B1(x, y, z0) but this solution is not unique. Thus there is a second path P2
which differs from the first path but produces a magnetic image B2(x, y, z0) that is equal
to B1(x, y, z0). The constraint on boundary conditions ensures that both paths start at the
same location and end at the same location, so for the paths to be distinct there must be one
or more segments inside the sample region that are on one path but not on the other. The
segments that differ must lie on the 3D Manhattan lattice, since they are just a subset of
segments from two paths that obey the constraints.
I construct the difference between the two paths ∆P = P2 − P1. Segments where the
two paths are the same will cancel out, i.e. contribute nothing to the difference image, and
thus can be effectively erased from the difference path as well. The resulting difference
path must form one or more closed loops on the 3D Manhattan lattice corresponding to
sections where the two paths diverged from each other. To see why ∆P must form a closed
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Fig. 3.1. A blue and red path go through a sample grid. The red and blue paths are very
similar but differ in three areas. The difference between the paths forms closed rings of
current shown in green. These rings are the smallest geometrical differences which can
occur between different paths on the sample grid and are therefore fundamental units of
path difference. On the left, an “xy ring” is shown, in the middle an xz ring, and on the
right a yz ring.
loop, we first note that ∆P must have at least one segment since by assumption P1 , P2.
Furthermore, note from constraint four that current is conserved for P1 and P2; therefore
current is also conserved in ∆P. But since the infeed and outfeed currents are the same for
P1 and P2, and we know there is at least one segment in ∆P, it must be that the current
in ∆P forms one or more closed loops. The smallest possible closed loop is formed by a
single rectangular ring of current oriented in the xy, xz or yz plane (see Fig. 3.1).
I proceed by noting that any closed loop, or set of closed loops, created by taking the
difference between two paths on a 3D Manhattan lattice can be constructed by superposing
x, y and z segments in appropriate locations with appropriate orientations. Furthermore,
any closed loop difference path formed from paths that meet our constraints must have at
least two x or two y segments in it, i.e. a closed loop must be constructed from at least one
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xy, xz or yz ring. Thus ∆Bz, the z-component of the magnetic field of ∆P, can always be
written as the sum of the field produced by x and y segments on a 3D lattice and there are
always contributions from at least two x segments or two y segments when P1 and P2 differ
(the z segments contribute no field in the z direction).
Note that ∆Bz can also be written as the difference between the z-component of the
field from P1 and P2:
∆Bz (x, y, z) = B2,z (x, y, z) − B1,z (x, y, z) = 0 . (3.1)
As stated above, I can also write∆Bz as a sum of the fields due to the x and y segments
in the difference path:
















where Bxsegz (x, y, z) is the z-component of magnetic field at location (x, y, z) from an x-
oriented segment with current I that starts at position (0,0,0) and ends at (w,0,0), Nx is
the total number of x-segments in the difference path, the n-th x-segment in the difference
path extends from (xn, yn, pnh) to (xn + w, yn, pnh), and αn = ±1 for current flowing in
the ±x direction in the n-th x-segment. Similarly, Bysegz (x, y, z) is the z component of the
magnetic field from a y-oriented segment with current I that starts at (0,0,0) and ends at
(0,w,0), Ny is the total number of y-segments in the difference path, the n-th y-segment in
the difference path extends from (x′n, y′n, qnh) to (x′n, y′n + w, qnh) and βn = ±1 for current
flowing in the ±y direction in the n-th y-segment. Finally, pn is the layer depth number of
the n-th x-segment and qn is the layer depth number of the n-th y segment. Possible values
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for pn and qn range from zero for a segment in the top layer to NL − 1 for a segment in the
lowest of the NL layers.
To proceed, I take the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.2) to find:
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And using Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37),


























k2x + k2y and j0x and j0y are the fourier transforms of a single +x and +y
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(3.12)
Equation (3.12) must be true for all (kx, ky). Notice that I have separated the exponents
in the brackets into their real and imaginary components, with the real components being
−qnhk and −pnhk. Thus for large values of k, all the terms will be suppressed except for
the contribution from segments on the topmost layer for which q1h = p1h = 0. Thus we
can consider just the segments on the first layer and the total field from all those segments
must vanish for Eq. (3.12) to be satisfied for all values of k.
We can similarly “peel away” each subsequent layer, one by one, by noting that the
field from each lower layer is negligible at large k. Thus, each layer must have currents that
produce zero net field.
However, from the discussion on the standard inverse in Chapter 2 we know that if
all the currents are in a single plane and produce zero field, the only current distribution
that creates this situation is the zero current distribution. Thus we find that if B1 = B2, then
P1 = P2. In other words, if two paths produce the same magnetic field then they must be
the same path. Therefore each magnetic field has a unique inverse, we have a contradiction
and our original assumption that there are two distinct paths that obey the constraints and
produce the same magnetic field must be incorrect. We conclude that any given path (call it
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path 1) that obeys the constraints produces a magnetic field B1(x, y, z) that is unique to the
path, i.e. there is no path 2 that generates the same field as path 1, meets the constraints,
and differs from path 1 in the location or orientation of any segments.
3.6 3D Inverse signal-to-noise-ratio and current rings
An important consideration in applying the 3D inverse is to understand the minimum
grid spacing w that can be used. If too small of a grid spacing is chosen, then there will be
configurations that cannot be distinguished from each other due to noise in the image and
the technique will not be able to generate a unique solution. Furthermore, the number of
possible paths grows rapidly as the grid spacing is reduced in size. In practice, even if the
path is resolvable in principle at a fine grid spacing, it may take a prohibitive amount of time
to find the solution. Here I examine how the noise limits the minimum grid spacing but
ignore possible practical limitations to finding it, which are addressed in Chapter 4 where I
discuss actual inversion algorithms.
To understand what limits the grid size, I consider one of the simplest types of paths,
a linear via chain (see Fig. 3.2). In this case I assume a simple trial path with N lateral
segments oriented along the x-axis and 2 layers. Note that we can ignore the presence
of any layer-to-layer z segments since they contribute nothing to the z-component of the
magnetic field. This trial path may be an initial guess that was chosen based on the data
collected or from some other information. It is always possible to create such a trial path
(see Section 5.4 for practical details).
Once an initial path is selected, we then calculate the expected magnetic field
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Btheoryz,i (I, xi, yi) from this path at the Nm points where the data was measured and compare













The next step is to vary the path until one finds the path with the lowest χ2. By adding
one or more closed square current rings (see Fig. 3.2 (a)) to the trial path, we can obtain
any other valid linear chain path, including the true path. For a linear via chain, the rings
lie in the x-z plane and have height h along the z-axis and length w along the x-axis. To
maintain a fixed current in a single current path, only certain rings or combination of rings
will be allowed to be added to an existing path. Determining which rings can be added is
somewhat complicated, but the rule of thumb is to cancel some existing segment in the path
while adding others to maintain continuity of currrent. For example, in Fig. 3.2 (a), I added
a +y ring to raise a bottom segment, and then a -y ring to lower a top segment. The resulting
path is shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). These rings represent the difference between the paths in Fig.
3.2 (a) and (b). Because the Biot-Savart law is linear, the magnetic field produced by these
rings is equal to the difference between the magnetic fields of the two paths.
To find the minimum grid size w, we must find the minimum value for w at which
we can distinguish between the magnetic fields of any two paths in the presence of noise.
Since two paths always differ by some set of closed rings, this problem reduces to finding
the value of w for which the signal of any combination of rings is detectable over the noise
in the image. To proceed, I will first examine the noise in the image. Next, I examine which
ring combinations give the smallest signal and use the S/N to find the minimum grid size
w.
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Fig. 3.2. (a) Two rectangular current rings (green), a +y ring and a -y ring, are added
to a linear via current path (blue curve). The +y ring raises a current segment from the
lower layer to the upper layer and produces a magnetic moment oriented in the +y direction.
The -y ring produces a magnetic moment oriented in the -y direction and lowers a current
segment on the upper layer to the lower layer. (b) The current path resulting from adding
the two rings to the blue current path shown in (a).
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I now consider two paths P1 and P2 with corresponding magnetic fields B
theory,1
z,i and
Btheory,2z,i for i = 1 to Nm. I assume that the first path is in fact the true path and the second






























Since P1 is actually the true path, the difference between the data and B
theory,1
z,i will
just be due to random error and we can write:
Bdataz,i − B
theory,1
z,i = ∆Bi (3.17)




















≈ Nm . (3.18)
The difference between the two values of χ2 is











































Since P1 is the true path, we expect χ22 > χ
2
1 and so∆χ
2 > 0. Of course the value of χ2 will
vary from one image to the next by about ±
√
Nm because of noise in the measurement. The
key question we need to answer is whether or not this difference is statistically significant.
If the difference is statistically significant, then we can say that the two paths are resolvable
and we will find ∆χ2 > 0.
To proceed, we note that the value of χ2 has some uncertainty because the values
Bdataz,i are uncertain, i.e. if we repeat the measurements of the field, we will get values that























































































































































= 4χ21 . (3.29)


















Examination of these expressions reveals that the factor of two or four arises simply
because Bz enters as a square in the definition of χ2.





≤ ∆χ2 . (3.32)

























































































Now if we sample heavily, then the second term on the right in Eq. (3.36) will on average
tend to zero since the Bni are randomly distributed errors with mean of zero. Thus we can





















≥ 2σB . (3.38)
This is a key result, and we can write it in an equivalent form. Assuming that the





















where Nm is the number of points the field was measured at.
From the above discussion, I can now define the signal-to-noise ratio for detecting a









and the effective noise in the image to be:
N = 4σ2B (3.42)
where σB is the RMS magnetic field noise in each pixel. Notice that this is not the total
noise from all the pixels, and it is not the noise in one pixel, but an effective noise that we
have defined in an ad hoc fashion based on the χ2 analysis. The signal-to-noise ratio for









If we define the minimal detectable signal to be when S/N = 1, then I recover Eq. (3.38).
3.7 Spatial resolution and least resolvable rings
Naively, onemight think that paths that differ by just one ring have the closestmagnetic
fields. However, this is not the case because the field from different rings can partially,
although not completely, cancel each other out. This means that typically two paths with
almost the same magnetic image will differ by many current rings.
To gain some insight, the best way to think about the rings is to treat them as magnetic
dipoles. Two opposite dipoles (i.e. two rings) stacked next to each other form a magnetic
quadrupole, whose far-field signal is fainter than the signal of a single dipole. Similarly,
the signal of two quadrupoles, an octupole, is smaller in the far-field, and so on. These are
the higher magnetic multipoles, and the χ2 of some of these ring patterns can be much less
than the χ2 of single ring defects.
Figure 3.3 illustrates this problem. Figure 3.3 (a) shows the field of a single ring of
current, a magnetic dipole. Figure 3.3 (b) shows the field due to two rings that are placed
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Fig. 3.3. (a) z component of the magnetic field (Bz) from a single square ring of current
in the x-z plane. The ring produces a magnetic dipole pattern. (b) Bz from two adjacent
(center-to-center 10 µm) x-z rings with opposing current. The two rings produce a magnetic
quadrupole pattern. This field is very faint compared to the field in (a). (c) Field of two
rings of current separated by the correlation length, 100 µm (center-to-center is twice the
imaging distance). The fields do not overlap and the image behaves as two dipoles rather
than a single quadrupole. All images have same color scale. z = 50 µm, square rings are
10 µm long and 10 µm high and scan has 1 by 1 µm resolution.
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adjacent to each other, with current flowing in opposite directions. The field from these
opposing rings partially cancel. The two figures use the same color scale for the magnetic
field, and we can see that the field in Fig. 3.3 (b) is much smaller than in 3.3 (a).
Strictly speaking, the field pattern is only approximately a quadrupole, the approxi-
mation being good when the imaging distance z is much larger than the distance between
the dipoles and the layer-to-layer separation. In Fig. 3.3 (c) we have moved the dipoles so
that they are separated by their correlation length of ∆x = 2z = 100 µm. When the two
rings are separated by ∆x we see that the image resembles that from two independent full
strength dipoles rather than the weak quadrupole field as in 3.3 (b). Note that the maximum
value for Bz in 3.3 (c) is almost as strong as the maximum value for Bz in 3.3 (a).
Figure 3.3 illustrates the significance of the multipole expansion [60]. Just as the field
of a quadrupole is fainter than the field of a dipole, the field of the quadrupole is fainter than
that of an octupole, all other things being equal. At first sight, this is worrisome because
it suggests that the field of higher and higher order n-ring multipoles will be fainter and
fainter.
Thankfully, we are saved by the physical size of the structure. An n-ring multipole
produces a structure that grows linearly in size as nw, where w is the length of an x segment.
However when nw ≈ 2z, which is the correlation length of the rings, the multipole no longer
behaves as a multipole but instead its field appears as that of independent ring combinations.
Roughly speaking, the correlation length is the distance between two rings at which the
field from the rings stop melding together and instead appear as independent rings. A more
rigorous definition is that it is the separation between two rings at which the power of the
signal integrated over the image from the structure is smaller than the power from one ring
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Fig. 3.4. The blue losanges show the integrated signal power S2 in a 2-ring quadrupole vs.
the ring center-to-center distance d. For d < z, S2 is smaller than the signal for a single
ring. S2 approaches the signal of two distinct rings around d = 2z. For this simulation,
z = 50 µm, g = 1, rings are (10 µm)2, simulation is (300 µm)2 with (1 µm)2 pixel size.
(i.e., at what ring separation does power from the 2-ring multipole become stronger than the
1-ring dipole). Figure 3.4 plots the integrated power signal S2 of two rings vs. the distance
between the rings for a scan distance z of 50 µm. As we can see, S2 becomes greater than
the signal due to a single ring when the separation between the rings d ≈ 1.2z, and S2
approaches 90% of the signal of 2 independent rings when d ≈ 2.2z. Thus for segment
lengths w  z, the correlation length is ≈ 2z.
Figure 3.5 shows some of the lowest order multi-ring patterns that occur in a linear via
chain. In bold I show “pure” multipoles such as the 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-ring multipoles. Some
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ring patterns also have components from multiple n-poles, such as the 6-ring which is the
sum of a 2-ring and 8-ring pattern. In practice we do not search for multipoles with more
than 16 rings (a 32-pole) for two reasons. First, for typical imaging parameters 6-10 ring
poles tend to produce the weakest signal. Second, the computational difficulty of searching
for higher order multipoles grows exponentially. This is almost never an issue because our
grid size w is limited by sensor noise before we reach w/z ratios where these higher order
multipoles have the lowest signal.
For a single ring (dipole), I present the S/N analysis analytically. For higher order
multipoles, I present a numerical analysis using typical imaging parameters. For a single
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Fig. 3.5. Various low-order y-ring combinations used for the calculations of the S/N ratio
versus grid spacing. The 1, 2, 4, 8, 16-ring configurations are “pure” multi-poles. The 6
ring combination is formed from the 8-ring combination by pushing the left and right four
rings together, overlapping a + and -y ring to produce a zero in the center cell. The 6-ring
pattern (also can be called a 7-ring pattern with the central ring being zero) is a pure 16-pole
configuration, with a smallermoment than the 8-ring combination it was spawned from. The
short 6-ring combination is spawned from the 6-ring configuration by deleting the central
zero and pushing the remaining cells together, and it is not a pure multipole configuration.
The 16-ring spawns 14-ring, 12-ring, 10-ring and a short 8-ring configuration as shown.
The 14-ring can also be thought of as + and - 7-ring configuration and is a pure 32-pole
configuration, with a lower moment and longitudinal extent than the 16-ring that spawned
it. The 12 ring, 10-ring and short 8 combinations are not pure multipoles.
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In the last step I have replaced the sum by an integral (normalized by the area L2 of
the picture) and extended the limits of the integration to infinity. This should be a good
approximation for relatively large pictures (L  z) since the field falls rapidly with distance








































Setting S/N = 1 we find the minimum resolvable grid spacing for a single xz or yz ring in














In the standard magnetic inverse, the ratio z/s of the separation z to spatial resolution
s can typically be about as larg e as z/s = 4 or 5, but not much larger. With this in mind,
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This ratio can be substantially larger than 4 or 5, and the scaling with I and ∆x is much
stronger than the logarithmic dependence found for the standard magnetic inverse [58, 75].
Consider for example an image with a field noise in each pixel of σB = 20 pT, data
measured on a square grid with ∆x = 10 µm, L = 1 mm, h = 20 µm, Nm = 104, the current
carried in the path is I = 10 µA and the sample was imaged at a distance of z = 100 µm.
One finds from Eq. (3.56) that the minimum resolvable grid size for one ring variations is:
wmin = 0.184 µm, and thus z/wmin = 540. Note that this result only holds for single ring
variations. As noted above, for higher order multipole this ratio gets significantly worse.
For a given lattice size w and distance z, we expect there will be a ring arrangement
that is least resolvable, and it is the signal produced by this arrangement that ultimately
determines whether the path is or is not resolvable at length scale w. From numerical
simulations, I have found the ring patterns presented in Fig. 3.5 to be the least resolvable
for linear via chain paths with typical parameters found in our samples. For different
parameters, and specifically if the z/w ratio were much increased, we would expect even
larger patterns to also be important. Note also that this analysis is conducted on a 2-
layer linear via chain. For multi-layer and more complex 3D paths the analysis is more
complicated because the resulting 3D ring patterns are more numerous and rings buried
deeper in the structure contribute less to the field, and multiple rings buried deep can cancel
out a single top-layer dipole.
Figure 3.6 shows a plot of the S/N ratio for 1-ring, 2-ring, 4-ring, 8-ring and 16-
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ring multi-pole configurations as a function of the grid spacing w with h = 20 µm and
z = 100 µm. Notice that S/N = 1 along the horizontal dashed red line. Examining this
line we see that the least resolvable ring configuration at S/N = 1 for this subset of all
possible configurations is the 8-ring configuration, which requires a grid spacing of about
9 µm or larger in order to be resolvable. Notice that all other ring combinations hit S/N = 1
at a smaller grid spacing, although the 4-ring and the 8-ring are almost equally difficult to
resolve. Note also that the 16-ring configuration is easier to resolve than the 8-ring, and
the 1-ring and 2-ring are the most easily resolved. It is also interesting to see that at a grid
spacing of 10 µm, the 4-ring is still the most difficult to resolve, with a signal-to-noise ratio
of about 3.6, while the 8-ring has a nearly identical S/N ratio. Finally, notice that the curve
for the dipole intersects S/N = 1 at w = 0.2 µm. This is consistent with the dipole analysis
above which gave S/N = 1 at about w = 0.18 µm.
Figures 3.7 to 3.11 show similar plots of the S/N ratio for z = 120 µm, 80 µm, 60 µm,
40 µm, and 20 µm for multi-pole ring configurations as a function of the grid spacing w
with h = 20 µm. Notice that in each case the least resolvable ring configuration is the
6-ring configuration (see Fig. 3.5). Notice also that the minimum grid spacing shrinks
steadily as z decreases, from wmin = 11 µm at z = 120 µm, to wmin = 1.3 µm at z = 20 µm.
In this range of z, the z/wmin ratio stays relatively constant from around z/wmin = 11 at
z = 120 textmu m to about 15 at z = 20 µm.
For these plots, I used typical SQUID imaging parameters as listed in each figure
caption. Note that if the current were raised from 10 µA to 100 µA, the S/N would increase
by 100 (all of the curves would be displaced upward on the S/N axis by a factor of 100).
For example, in Fig. 3.6, this would yield a new minimum grid spacing of about 5 µm
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Fig. 3.6. S/N for the y-ring configurations shown in Fig. 3.5. The 6-ring is least resolvable,
requiring a grid spacing of about 9 µm to produce a S/N ratio of 1. The next least resolvable
are the 8 and 4-ring. For this plot z = 100 µm, I = 10 µA, σB = 20 pT per pixel, Nm = 104,
L = 1 mm, and the layer separation was fixed at h = 20 µm.
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Fig. 3.7. S/N for rectangular y-ring configurations shown in Fig. 3.5. For this plot
z = 120 µm. The 6-ring combination is the least resolvable, requiring a grid spacing of
about 11 µm to produce a S/N ratio of 1. Here I = 10 µA, σB = 20 pT per pixel, Nm = 104,
L = 1 mm, and the layer separation was fixed at h = 20 µm.
instead of 9 µm. While the dependence of the minimum grid spacing on the current (or
noise amplitude) is fairly weak, it is much stronger than the logarithmic dependence found
in the standard magnetic inverse. Also, it generally will not be possible to achieve good
inversions at S/N = 1, but rather at a somewhat higher S/N . Thus improving the S/N is
important because the higher the S/N ratio, the easier it will be to work at a given grid size.
Based on the above signal-to-noise analysis, we see that the 3D inverse’s resolution
can achieve z/wmin ≤ 11 for typical samples and typical SQUID imaging parameters and
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Fig. 3.8. S/N for a single rectangular y-ring, as well as multi-poles built from 2, 4, 8,
16 rings and a few other combinations of +y and −y rings. For this plot z = 80 µm and
h = 20 µm. The 6-ring combination is the least resolvable, requiring a grid spacing of about
6.8 µm to produce a S/N of 1.
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Fig. 3.9. S/N for a single rectangular y-ring, as well as multi-poles built from 2, 4, 8, and
16 rings and a few other combinations of +y and −y rings. For this plot z = 60 µm and
h = 20 µm. The 6-ring combination is the least resolvable, requiring a grid spacing of about
5.0 µm to produce a S/N of 1.
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Fig. 3.10. S/N for a single rectangular y-ring, as well as multi-poles built from 2, 4, 8,
and 16 rings and a few other combinations of +y and −y rings. For this plot z = 40 µm
and h = 20 µm. The 6-ring combination is the least resolvable, requiring a grid spacing of
about 3.1 µm to produce a S/N of 1.
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Fig. 3.11. S/N for a single rectangular y-ring, as well as multi-poles built from 2, 4, 8,
and 16 rings and a few other combinations of +y and −y rings. For this plot z = 20 µm
and h = 20 µm. The 6-ring combination is the least resolvable, requiring a grid spacing of
about 1.5 µm to produce a S/N of 1.
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for imaging distances from z = 20 µm to z = 120 µm. This is significantly better than
z/w ≈ 4.5 which is what the standard inverse can achieve. In his paper on the ultimate
limits of magnetic field imaging resolution (see Appendix B), John Matthews finds that the
ultimate spatial resolution for a SQUID microscope is about 0.5 µm for z = 100 µm. This
is much better resolution than the 3D Solver can achieve under the same conditions. The
implication is that the addition of more constraints could in principle lead to as much as a
factor of 200 further improvement in the spatial resolution by eliminating difficult to resolve
ring patterns.
3.8 Conclusions
In Chapter 3, I described a new approach to obtaining a 3D magnetic inverse that uses
grid-based constraints. These constraints are an appropriate way to discretize the magnetic
inverse and are consistent with many real samples. I showed that these constraints guarantee
a unique solution for the current path. I also analyzed this inverse’s noise performance and
showed that we can expect a best case resolution of z/wmin = 11, about a factor of two better
than the standard inverse for typical imaging and sample parameters. In the next Chapter, I
introduce the algorithms that I used to run the 3D inverse in practice.
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Chapter 4: Implementing the 3D Solver
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I discuss the search algorithms that I developed for the 3D Solver. In
Section 4.2 I present the z-search algorithm, which is the main search function we use to
place segments in the correct layer. In Section 4.3, I present the corner search algorithm,
which we use to search the path laterally but does not change the layer assignment of
segments. These are the core routines that power the 3D Solver and allow it to reconstruct
the geometrical path that the current takes through a sample. Both the z-search algorithm
and the corner search algorithm are essentially a series of local searches that concern the
details of the path taken by the current.
The third critical search algorithm we use is the parameter search, which runs com-
pletely independently from the segment searches. The parameter search is used to determine
the parameters of the sample and of the scanning process, including the input current I,
the sample-sensor distance z, the spacing between different layers of the sample hi, the
sensor tilts θ and φ and the gain g. These parameters are global parameters in the sense
that changing any of them affects our model of the entire image instead of a small localized
region. The parameter search is covered in Section 4.6.
Finally, I present some important but secondary algorithms that are critical to obtain-
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ing a good fit. In Section 4.4 I cover how I take into account the infeeds and outfeeds of
samples. In Section 4.5 I explain how I use a χ2 statistical test to know when we have
arrived at an acceptable solution for the inverse. In Section 4.7 I cover the use of multiple
wires in the inverse, and in Section 4.8 I cover the use of cropping to conduct region of
interest searches on small parts of the image.
4.2 Z-search algorithm
To simplify the discussion of path search algorithms, I start by considering linear via
chains (LVCs), which are some of the simplest paths. LVCs are paths that can meander over
two or more layers in z but do not meander in x or y. To make things even simpler, I first
consider LVC paths that are built from x segments that are on only two layers. That is, each
lateral (+x) segment can either be in the top layer or the bottom layer. Fig. 4.1 (a) shows an
example of such a path in blue.
LVCs are drawn from a very restricted set of 3D paths, and this greatly simplifies the
path search. First, an LVC has no y segments or −x segments. Moreover, it has a fixed
number of +x segments, which is a great advantage. For a two-layer LVC, the only variation
in the path is that +x segments may be in the top layer or the bottom layer. Of course, z
segments will need to be incorporated into the path in order to keep top layer and bottom
layer segments connected.
In Fig. 4.1 (a), the initial test path (red) is a straight line that is completely in the
top layer. The true path (blue) is different and has some +x segments in the lower layer.
Given a test path, the routine calculates the corresponding magnetic field and the difference
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Fig. 4.1. Basic path search algorithm approach. (a) starting path (red) is superposed on
true path (blue), with Bz shown above. (b) Difference image above the paths shows areas
of discrepancy. These correspond to discrepancies in path shown by the green current
rings. (c) Vary the starting path to lower the χ2. As the search progresses, we eliminate
discrepancies and our test path gets closer to the starting path.
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between the magnetic field from the data and from the test path. As seen in Fig. 4.1 (b),
the difference image shows discrepancies that correspond to the errors in the path. The
difference image is precisely the magnetic field due to just the difference in path between
the true path and the test path. The path difference can be thought of as composed of rings
of current, as described in Section 3.6 (see Fig. 3.2). Moreover, the field produced by the
rings increases the χ2 of the difference field above the value it would have if it were just
due to noise and the test path was the same as the true path.
The object of the path search is to get rid of these rings of discrepancy. For example,
suppose there are 100 +x segments in a 2 layer LVC. The good news is that there are only
100 rings of current possible – one for each +x segment, sandwiched between the top and
bottom layers. A naive search would simply go through the test path, trying to add each














you would keep the ring. If it didn’t improve the χ2, you would remove the ring. The
problem with this approach is that, as we saw in Section 3.7, some combinations of rings
have magnetic fields that almost cancel (see Fig. 3.3). Thus, adding a single ring of current
may not improve the χ2, and the search would be stuck in a local minima.
To get around this, another naive approach would be to try every possible combi-
nation of rings. This would guarantee that we find the combination with the lowest χ2.
Unfortunately, for an LVC with 100 +x segments, which is quite a short path, this would
require 2100 ≈ 1030 trial paths, which is not computationally feasible.
There is a middle ground between these two approaches. Considering adding a single
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ring at a time to the path is very fast but leaves us susceptible to local minima. Considering
every possible ring simultaneously gives us too many ring combinations to compute and
is not feasible practically. This suggests that we should consider a small number of rings
simultaneously, enough to avoid local minima but not so many that the combinatorics of the
problem become intractable. In this manner, we search for small multipole combinations
such as 2-ring, 4-ring or 6-ring combinations, but avoid the largest ring combinations which
are the most time consuming but not necessary for the search. From Section 3.7, given
the scanning distance z and our desired segment length w we can compute the correlation
length to know how many rings we need to search over. For example, for typical SQUID
imaging parameters (z = 60 µm, h = 20 µm, w = 5 µm), we need to search over 6 segments,
which is no issue computationally. Note that for deeper layers, the distance to the layer itself
must be taken into account. Note also that while the minimum value for w will typically
be limited by noise, it could be limited by our computational capacity if the noise were low
enough. On the desktop computer I used, 12-ring combinations were the computational
limit for a reasonable search timeframe of a few hours. The algorithm for the z search is as
follows.
(1) First, the z search function captures inputs such as the area of the image to calculate
the χ2 over, the number of rings to search over nr (dictated by the correlation length), and
which segments to search over.
(2) It identifies all of the x and y segments in current wire being searched. Note
that the number of x and y segments stays constant but that the number of z segments may
change.
(3) It calculates the χ2 of the current best fit magnetic image, χ2test .
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(4) Starting at the beginning of the path, the search calculates the field of every ring
combination that can be added to the first nr segments (i.e. lateral segments 1 to nr). Each
segment can be raised by a + ring, lowered by a - ring or not moved at all (see Fig. 3.2).
Thus, the routine calculates the field of 3nr ring combinations. For each ring combination, it
adds the field generated to the current best fit magnetic image and computes the χ2, keeping
track of the lowest computed χ2.
(5) At the end of step (4), the routine selects the path with the lowest computed χ2 as
the new best fit path. The set of segments to be varied increments by 1 (i.e. the new set of
lateral segments are number 2 through nr + 1).
(6) Steps (4) and (5) are repeated until the end of the wire is reached.
(7) If multiple wires are being searched on, the search (steps (1) through (6)) is
executed on the next wire.
(8) The search outputs the results to the main GUI interface.
Compared to the two “naive” approaches described above, our z-search algorithm
represents a middle ground. It searches over enough ring combinations to capture correlated
rings, but not so many that the problem is computationally intractable. This may still involve
a very large number of possible paths, but it is far fewer than all possible paths.
In Figure 4.2, I show the results of applying the z search algorithm to a real magnetic
image. Figure 4.2 (a) shows a magnetic image (taken by spin-valve) of sample 1, a 3-layer
LVC.After applying a straight line initial path, we end upwith a pathwith 1200 +x segments.
All these segments are assigned to the top layer. We then do an initial fit to the parameters
(see Section 4.6). Next we apply the z-search algorithm. Fig. 4.2 shows the reconstructed
field from our algorithm. The difference between the data and simulated image is shown in
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Fig. 4.2. Results from a z-search on a magnetic image from a 3 layer test sample. (a) The
original magnetic image of sample 01, a 3-layer linear via chain. (b) The fit after running
the search and optimizing parameters. (c) Agreement between the data and fit are good
except at the ends of some of the top-layer segments. (d) Side view of reconstructed path
matches what we know from optical imaging of the sample.
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Fig. 4.2 (c). As we can see, the difference is small and thus the fit and the data are very
similar. As is typical of real data, there are still some discrepancies in the data, particularly
close to the path. This may be from errors in the path or that the model does not exactly
replicate the distribution of current in the path itself (the current distribution through vias
and around corners is not modelled exactly). Another type of discrepancy that can occur is
when the segment lengths in the actual path are not commensurate with the segment length
used in the model path. It could also represent that there are artifacts in the data, such as
position noise. Finally, Fig. 4.2 (d) shows a side view of the reconstruction of the path.
This was a very regular test pattern, so we knew the design of the path. Although most
of the segments we reconstructed matched the design, there were some discrepancies right
near the vias, where our reconstructed vias appear one segment before or after its location
in the real sample.
4.3 Corner search algorithm
The corner search consists of two search algorithms which run one after the other or
can be run independently. The first is a “clean-up” search which identifies specific situations
where well known errors are made in wirization paths. These typically occur at “corners” in
the path, i.e. places where an x, y or z segment is followed by a segment of a different type.
It is quite common for example for a corner to appear to early in the path or too late, and
therefore it is of interest for the search to be able to quickly get rid of these defects. Figure
4.3 (a) shows such an example. The x-y corner appears too early and should be moved by
one grid spacing to the right of its current location. The corner search tests about a dozen
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Fig. 4.3. The location of the x-y corner in paths (a) and (b) differ by one segment. This is
a common error in paths. The corner search helps to quickly identify such patterns.
such patterns, which contain either one or two rings.
The second corner search algorithm is a more general path search algorithm similar
to the z-search algorithm. Just like the z-search algorithm, it uses a correlation length
input parameter nr which specifies the number of rings to vary simultaneously. Rings
within nr of each other are varied simultaneously to ensure the search tries enough ring
combinations, while rings further away are not varied together to limit the number of
combinations searched. The algorithm for the corner search is as follows:
(1) Load input parameters such as the area of the image to calculate the χ2 over, the
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segments to search over and the number of rings to vary simultaneously nr .
(2) Identify all the x and y segments in the current wire being search. Note that unlike
in the z search, the number of lateral segments will vary dynamically during the search and
this must be taken into account.
(3) callculate the χ2 of the current best fit magnetic image, χ2test .
(4) Starting at the beginning of the path, the search calculates the field of every ring
combination that can be added to the first nr segments (i.e. lateral segments 1 to nr). Note
that unlike the z-search, each segment is not guaranteed to be able to move to the left or to
the right because I do not allow the path to self-intersect. Therefore, there are a maximum
of 3nr combinations but there could be fewer combinations as well. For each calculated
ring combination, the routine adds the field generated to the current best fit magnetic image
and computes the χ2, keeping track of the lowest computed χ2.
(5) At the end of step (4), the routine selects the path with the lowest computed χ2 as
the new best fit path. The set of segments to be varied increments by 1 (i.e. the new set of
lateral segments are number 2 through nr + 1).
(6) Steps (4) and (5) are repeated until the end of the wire is reached.
(7) If multiple wires are being searched on, the search (steps (1) through (6)) is
executed on the next wire
(8) The search outputs the results to the main GUI interface.
In Figure 4.4 I provide an example of the capabilities of the corner search algorithm.
Figure 4.4 (a) shows a simulated image of a 2-layer meandering path. To find a good
approximation to this path, I first applied a wirization algorithm (see Section 5.4) and a
parameter search. The resulting difference image between the signal and the field from the
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Fig. 4.4. (a) Magnetic data from simulated path. (b) B f it − Bdata (difference between fit and
data) after wirization and parameter search. χ2 = 1.4 × 108. (c) B f it − Bdata after one run
of lateral search. χ2 = 4.1× 107. (d) After 3 runs through the entire path, the corner search
algorithm has settled on a best path. The path is still incorrect because we have not done
any vertical searches and the parameters are still approximate because they were searched
based on the original wirization path. Improvements in the parameters used and z-searches
are needed to improve the path further. χ2 = 2.6 × 107. All images use the same color
scale from the top right of the figure.
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test path is shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). We can see that there are still significant discrepancies.
Since these discrepancies look like they were due to lateral rings, I next applied the corner
search algorithm. I did this over many steps, alternating with the parameter search. As we
can see it was possible to reduce the discrepancies between the simulated and real magnetic
images, although significant discrepancies remained (see Fig. 4.4 (c) and (d)). Using the
z-search as well, this path can be completely resolved and since this was a simulation, we
can check that we reconstructed the correct path.
4.4 Infeeds and outfeeds
One of the issues with real images is that the current leads, which are off of the
current image, produce magnetic field in the image. Because of this, we must compensate
for currents outside the image so that we obtain an image which only represents the currents
inside the area of interest. This is important as all circuits have leads bringing the current in
and out. We refer to these as the infeed and the outfeed currents. If these leads are vertical
(i.e. supply the current vertically through the bottom of the chip), then they do not affect
the magnetic field as vertical currents do not produce vertical magnetic fields. More likely,
however, the leads are either horizontal, or some combination of both, for example due to a
wirebond or a probe. Thus we need a routine to cancel out their fields.
Of course, users are not usually interested in the currents outside the image, so it is
not critical to get the infeed and outfeed currents exactly right. They only need to be good
enough to allow the path to be found inside the image. Additionally, infeeds and outfeeds
are often completely straight to a considerable distance.
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However, I should point out that it is usually critical to get rid of stray currents outside
the scope of the image that produce magnetic fields that affect the magnetic image. Because
of the lock-in method used to reduce magnetic noise, we only detect stray currents that are
at the same frequency as our signal. However, those are precisely currents that may be
connected to our infeed or outfeed leads. Therefore, care must be taken with the current
path as it gets close to the sample.
We offer two ways to add infeeds. First, you can manually add segments going in any
direction, because sometimes the operator knows what the infeeds look like because they
have physically connected a probe to the chip being imaged. However, sometimes the infeed
is actually a section contained within the chip and unknown to the operator. For example,
if one is only imaging a small part of a chip, may be contained in the chip. Therefore, our
second method is to use an automated infeed/outfeed algorithm, which adds segments to
minimize the χ2. The algoritm will keep adding currents as long as the χ2 decreases, but
stops if the χ2 starts increasing again. This way we hope to find roughly the correct length
of the infeed. The algorithm only adds segments that are in the same direction as the first
segment of the wire. That is, if the first segment is a +x segment, then all segments added
are also +x.
Finally, to guarantee that this algorithm terminates, we require that each step be at
least a 0.1% improvement in the χ2. Otherwise some scans could generate unecessarily long
infeeds – notably, scans that have very long (effectively infinite) infeeds. This requirement
means that the routine will stop addding infeeds if it makes the χ2 worse, or if it simply
doesn’t make a difference.
Figure 4.5 (a) shows a simulation where we know the path on the image is correct
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Fig. 4.5. (a) The path inside of image has been solved, but the infeeds are causing discrep-
ancies. χ2 = 1.8 × 105, z = 10.2 µm, g = 0.362. (b) After running auto infeed and outfeed
once, χ2 = 4 × 104, z = 10.0366 µm, g = 0.35542. Since the infeeds and outfeeds are
correlated, we do not get perfect solution on the first try, but the chi2 improves. We have also
run the parameter search in between infeed searches. (c) After a second pass: z = 9.986,
g = 0.35298, χ2 = 4.05 × 103. (d) After two more runs, the χ2 precipitously drops to
0.955, showing that we’ve reached the “true” solution. The difference image is entirely
blank and would only show noise on an adjusted color scale. z = 10 µm, g = 0.35355. All
images use the same color scale.
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but the infeeds are of the wrong length. We use our simple automatic algorithm to try to
find the lengths of the infeeds. The algorithm has to run multiple times because infeeds and
outfeeds are correlated and these are also correlated with the parameters. After running the
automated infeed routine once, we have lowered the χ2 and improved the image, but there
are still visible discrepancies. As we run the algorithm again (Fig. 4.5 (c)), the χ2 drops
and after 4 runs (Fig. 4.5 (d)), the χ2 shows that we have reached the true solution.
4.5 Noise and goodness of fit
A critical step in the path search is knowing when the best fit path has been found and












where Nm is the number of pixels in the image and σB is the standard deviation of the
noise in our image. The noise in our sensors obeys a normal distribution and our sensors
are calibrated in a known field to obtain σB. Additionally, images often have regions with
essentially no signal (far from any current source) and the noise in a scan can be found
by taking the standard deviation of the data in this region. An even better approach is to
find such a region in a difference image, where any background field has been removed
and only noise remains. This is useful because the conditions and the sensors can change
over time. Specifically, we’ve observed that the characteristics of the spin-valve sensors can
drift significantly over the timespan of a month. Thus an image we are trying to analyze
typically contains the information we need to estimate the sensor noise at the time the scan
was acquired.
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Fig. 4.6. (a) The “estimate noise level” tool in the 3D Solver GUI allows a user to select a
square region in the scan image and the tool then outputs the standard deviation of the field
in this region. (b) The region in the top left of the image has been selected. Estimated noise
in this region was 193 pT per pixel, consistent with typical values for our SQUIDs.
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To estimate the noise, I implemented a software tool that allows a user to manually
select a region of the image to try to extract the noise in the image. Figure 4.6 (a) shows
where the controls can be found in the 3D Solver GUI. In Fig. 4.6 (b), I have chosen a
region in the top left of the image to extract the noise. Since our sensors have a normal noise
distribution, we take the standard deviation of the data in this region to find the standard
deviation of the noise. The estimated noise in Fig. 4.6 (b) was 193 pT, consistent with
typical values for our SQUIDs.
As we improve the test path, we can take the standard deviation of the difference
image. This allows us to improve the noise estimate, because we get rid of signal that was
originally included in the noise estimate. If we can find a good solution for the test path, the
difference image will just show random noise and the noise estimate will be quite accurate.
We then use this estimate to calculate the χ2. If our inverse is perfect, then χ2 should
simply be the number of pixels. Because scans can vary greatly in the number of pixels, in
this thesis we use a reduced version of the χ2. Specifically, we divide the χ2 value by the
number of pixels. in this way, a χ2 of 1 shows a statistically solved scan. A χ2 greater than
one shows that we have not yet resolved the scan. Unless otherwise noted I will use this
convention throughout this thesis.
There are other types of noise we have encountered in our analysis, most notably
position noise from the stages, and artifacts from the SQUID contact pads (see Chapter 6).
We have also seen effects from thermal expansion of the MAGMA system. We have made
considerable efforts to minimize these, but these sources must be evaluated on a case by
case basis and they cannot be estimated using the included tool.
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4.6 Parameter search
The parameter search I built for the 3D Solver allows us to search on scan and wire
parameters. There are eight scan parameters one can search on: the sensor-to-sample
distance z, the gain g, the data offset B0, the sensor tilts θ and φ, and three sample alignment
parameters – the x sample offset, y sample offset and in-plane sample rotation. Each
wire also has several parameters that can be searched on, namely the current I, the wire
width b, and the layer-to-layer separations hi. The goal of the parameter search is to
find the combination of parameters which generates the lowest value for χ2. One critical
consideration when designing the parameter search was to try to minimize its runtime.
Early in the design process, it became apparent that different parameters require a different
amount of computation. That is, varying the z or the hi values requires re-calculating the
field of the entire current path. On the other hand, searching over B0 or g requires only a
simple additive or multiplicative operation which executes much faster. I identified three
levels of computational complexity depending on how time consuming the search was.
The first set of parameters require recalculating the field from each segment in the
path. This set includes z, the hi’s and the b’s and is the slowest set to search on. The
second set of parameters are the sensor tilts, and the sample x and y offsets and in-plane
rotation. Critically, none of these parameters require us to re-compute the field of each
segment individually. Instead, the sensor tilts require a few operations on the sum of the
field while the sample offsets and rotation require interpolation of the image. Finally, the
fastest parameters to search on are the gain, the currents in the wire and the data offset. The
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= g ∗ (I1 ∗ [B1] + ... + In ∗ [Bn]) + B0 (4.3)
Where [Bi] is the field from the i-th wire.
Because these three sets of parameters require vastly different amounts of time to be
searched on, I decided to build the parameter search in three levels instead of treating each
parameter equally. The first level includes the longest parameters to search on, the second
level includes the parameters which take a moderate amount of time to search on, and
the third level contains the fastest parameters to search on. For the top two levels, we use
MATLAB’s built-in fminsearch algorithm [76], which attempts to minimize the value of χ2
by trying different values for the parameters. The fminsearch function is an implementation
of the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [77]. This algorithm explores the phase-space of a
multi-variable function and attempts to find a local minimum while making no assumptions
about the gradient of the minimizing function. Each iteration of fminsearch recalculates the
χ2 for new values of the search parameters. In our three-level approach, for each iteration
of level 1 parameters, we optimize level 2 and level 3 parameters completely. Similarly,
each time a new set of level 2 parameters are tried, we optimize level 3 parameters. This
allows us to minimize the number of search iterations computed over level 1 parameters
and therefore minimize the number of times the field from the path is re-calculated from
scratch. Parts of the parameter search code can be found in Appendix A.3.
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4.7 Multiple wires
One enhancement that I made to the 3D Solver was to enable it to reconstruct multiple
current paths. In the original version of the 3D Solver, we assumed that there was only one
continuous wire of current and used a double array to store the wire information. Later on, I
created a wire object class in order to enable us to include multiple wires. The code defining
the properties of the wire class can be found in Appendix A.1. Each instance of the wire
class contains information individualized to each wire, such as the number of segments,
the segment coordinates, the segment lengths, the wire width, and the current through the
wire. I also rewrote the 3D Solver functions to loop over instances of the wire class instead
of assuming that there was only one wire in the image.
To test the multiwire capabilities, we created a set of simulated SQUID images of
2-layer multi-wire samples (see Figs. 4.7 and 4.8). As with the multi-layer simulations, one
purpose was to develop our own abilities to use the Solver on samples with more challenging
characteristics. Another purpose was to demonstrate that the 3D Solver can obtain the exact
3D path in non-trivial case where there are multiple wires. For these initial test cases, the
paths were relatively simple in that they only involved 2-layer patterns and the images had
good but realistic levels of S/N . A challenging aspect was that, although the paths were not
heavily corrugated, there were long sections with irregular steps in some of the wires. Note
that the person who solved for the paths was not the person (K. Torkashvan) who created
the simulated patterns and therefore had no prior information about the paths except that
there were multiple wires present and that they meandered over two layers. Another quite
challenging and realistic aspect of this exercise was that it was not known at the start if some
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Fig. 4.7. (a) “Intermediate Mutli-wire” simulated SQUID magnetic field image of a 2-
layer multi-wire sample. (b) Bfit-Bdata afer running the 3D Solver. The main discrepancies
remaining are in the in-feed and out-feed lines on the right side of the image - all segments in
the frame of the image appear to be correctly placed. The best fit path is shown supersposed
on both images. Note that there are eight disconnected wires, some of which cross over
others.
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Fig. 4.8. (a) Simulated SQUID magnetic field image of a 2-layer multi-wire sample. (b)
B f it − Bdata after running the 3D Solver. All segments appear to be correctly placed and
the residue is almost entirely random noise. The best fit path is shown superposed on both
images. Note that there are eight disconnected wires, some of which cross over others. This
image was created by Keyvan Torkashvan and solved by Fred Wellstood in a few hours,
with no prior knowledge of the current path.
of the wires carried different currents than others (it turned out that some did) and it was not
known at the start if the layer-to-layer separation was the same for all the wires (it turned out
that one of the wires had a different layer-to-layer separation). Yet another challenging and
realistic feature of the images was that they had multiple in-feed and out-feed lines, some
of which headed off in a stair-case fashion well outside the images.
4.8 Cropping and region of interest searches
To speed up the path and parameter searches, I developed cropping tools that allow
a user to restrict the search to a chosen region. The first tool is the “crop2” tool. This
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restricts the region in which the χ2 of the image is calculated. In Fig. 4.9 I show an
example of applying a crop2 region to the lower left part of a magnetic scan (the crop2
region is shown in red). All of the 3D Solver search algorithms are based on minimizing
the χ2, and so a crop2 region has two main effects. First, it can dramatically speed up the
calculation. Imagine for example that in Fig. 4.9, we are only interested in working on
fixing the discrepancies in the lower left part of the image. If we only want to vary segments
in that part of the image, then it makes sense to restrict the χ2 calculation to that part of
the image as the field in the rest of the image will not change significantly, and calculating
it would be a waste of time. Thus, the crop2 region can dramatically speed up the search
routines by eliminating unnecessary calculations. Secondly, the crop2 region can be used
when one knows that searching a particular region will give good parameter or segment
information. For example, the crop2 region is often used on a long infeed or outfeed at the
beginning of the search process. Since those sections are usually only affected by the z and
g, limiting ourselves to a small region of the scan lets us acquire the z and g without being
hampered by not knowing the path or other parameters such as the hi’s.
I also developed another region of interest tool which is used for the segment searches.
When we know that most of the path is well resolved, it dramatically speeds up the search
to skip regions we know have the correct path to focus on areas where the path is incorrect.
When this ROI tool is used, the search routines will only vary segments inside the ROI.
This is used to speed up the path searches and has no effect on the parameter search.
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Fig. 4.9. Screenshot of the 3D Solver showing crop2 region in red. The crop2 region selects
a part of the magnetic image on the lower left of the image. The path is varied to minimize
χ2 in this region.
4.9 Conclusions
In this chapter I discussed the major algorithms I developed to implement the 3D
Solver. The most important of these are the corner search, the z-search, and the parameter
search. The parameter search is composed of multiple subroutines but at its core is a
multi-dimensional simplex search algorithm. The corner search allows one to search for
lateral ring combinations, while the z-search searches for vertical patterns. I also discussed
some of the other important algorithms we use in the 3D search, such as wirization routines
and the infeed and outfeed routines. I discussed how I measured the sensor noise in a scan
and determined the goodness of fit. Finally, I discussed how I implemented multiple wires,
cropping, and region of interest searches. In the next chapter I present the GUI I created to
use these algorithms, and discuss how to apply them to obtain good inversion results.
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Chapter 5: Running the 3D Solver
5.1 Introduction
The 3D Solver inverse software is an analysis tool I developed in Matlab in collabo-
ration with Neocera. The precursor of the 3D Solver were routines written in Mathematica
code. These routines were later migrated to Matlab for speed and to take advantage of
Matlab’s more powerful object-oriented programming capabilities. Eventually, I wrote a
graphical user interface (GUI) to make the inversion routines easier to use. In this chapter
I’ll describe how to use this GUI to run the 3D Solver and will also explain the decisions
made in designing the GUI software.
Typically, there are many steps involved in inverting a magnetic image. To obtain an
inverse using the 3D Solver it is important for a user to understand both how and why to
apply certain commands, as well as what order the steps should be taken in.
5.2 Main graphical user interface
There are two main windows in the 3D Solver GUI, the Main Control Panel and the
Interactive Plot. Figure 5.1 shows themain control panel after a scan has been loaded. Scans
taken with the MAGMA imaging system and stored in files with a .dc or .ac extension can
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Fig. 5.1. The 3D Solver’s GUI main control panel. (a) Wire parameters are listed in this
section. They are entered manually by the user or found via a parameter search. (b) Buttons
for the parameter search and main segment search. (c) Scan parameters fit by the user
including gain, noise level and sensor angles. (d) Scan parameters set by MAGMA image
acquisition software, including number of data points and scan resolution.
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be opened in the 3D Solver by selecting Open under the File tab in the main control panel
menu bar. When the scan is loaded, its file name appears in the Control Panel’s title bar (see
Fig. 5.1). The imaging parameters of the scan are loaded into a table on the right side of the
GUI (see Fig. 5.1 (d)). These parameters include the scanning area size, the pixel-to-pixel
distance in x and y, the type of sensor used and sensor calibration, the sensor-to-sample
distance, and the current passed through the sample. These parameters are collected by
the MAGMA imaging software when an image is acquired. Some of these parameters,
such as the current through the sample and the sensor calibration, are automatically used
by the inverse, while others, such as the estimated sensor-to-sample distance, are there for
the user’s reference.
Figure 5.1 (c) shows where a user can set many of the inversion parameters for the
scan. These fields are automatically populated by default values but they are modifiable
by the user. For example, while the default segment grid spacing is the same as the pixel-
to-pixel spacing, the pixel-to-pixel spacing can be changed via pixel interpolation to draw
segments on a different grid. Similarly, the gain, sensor tilts, and noise levels can also be
set by the user.
Figure 5.1 (a) shows where the user can set wire parameters. In this example, there
are four wires that I named “infeed,” “middle,” “outfeed” and “short.” Each wire can have
parameters independent from the other wires, such as the current through the wire, the
number of layers, the layer separations, and the wire width. In this example, all the current
(500 µA) is passing through the infeed and the outfeed wires. However the current is split
between the “middle” wire and the “short” wire. The infeed, outfeed and middle wires
have a wire width of 7 µm, corresponding to trace width of the manufactured sample. The
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Fig. 5.2. Main 3D Solver interface showing the display panel for the interactive plot.
short, however, has a different width which was found via a parameter search that gave the
best agreement between the measured magnetic field image and the simulation. All of the
parameters in Fig. 5.1 (a) and (c) can be entered manually if known, or they can be found
via a parameter search, as discussed in Section 4.6 and Section 5.6.
Finally Fig. 5.1 (b) shows the buttons on the main control panel for accessing the
parameter search andmain segment searches. Clicking on these buttons opens popupmenus
which allow the user to make choices for the parameter search and main segment search
routines (see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4).
Figure 5.2 shows the display panel for the Interactive Plot. In this example a false
color image of the magnetic field data is displayed in the center. As shown in the color
bar scale to the right of the plot, red represents strong positive fields while blue represents
strong negative fields. Overlayed on top of the image is the current best solution for the
currents.
To the left of the main plot, a user can select a variety of different types of images that
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will appear in the main plot region. The best fit current paths will be overlaid on top, also
color coded by layer as shown by the layer labels. Bdata shows the original data. B f it shows
the field corresponding to the current of the best fit path, and Btest shows B f it−Bdata. In this
example, the data is being displayed. We can see that the wire called “short” is extending
from the top of the image (“infeed” wire) to the middle. This is a good visual representation
of the short in this sample. Other images of interest, such as the field derivatives, can also
be displayed. These are helpful because they often give a rough idea of where the currents
are, and are in fact used as a rough “inverse” [78]. This is because ∂Bz/∂x and ∂Bz/∂y
tend to be maximum directly above a y or x current carrying wire, respectively.
The Neocera MAGMA system has an integrated optical/infrared camera to take
pictures of the sample. Optical images taken with the integrated camera can be loaded into
the 3D Solver and displayed in the interactive plot, with the path overlayed. These optical
images of the sample can be aligned and superimposed with magnetic scans and the inverse
solution. This helps a user guess locations of the current path and confirm the solution
obtained with the inverse when the currents paths are visible at the top of the sample. Users
can zoom in or out using the mouse scroll wheel, use the W, A, S and D keys to pan around
the image, and switch from one type of image to the next while maintaining spatial scale
(zoom) and registration. This way, potential anomalies in the magnetic data and the currents
can be correlated to any anomalies in the optical image (e.g. surface debris).
Finally, the MAGMA software records both the in-phase and out of phase channels
of the signal. Both channels can be displayed, and in fact any phase can be reconstructed
from these two images. Most of the time we are only concerned with the in-phase signal.
However in practice there can be signal in the out of phase channel, indicating capacitative
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leakage or some other issue with the sample (see Fig. 8.10 for example).
Some of the most frequently used tools for manipulating the path can be accessed
through buttons at the bottom of the interactive display panel (see Fig. 5.2). The “Add wire”
button allows a user to manually add a new current path by drawing a wire on the image.
The paths can be modified by using the “change layer” or “redraw wire” buttons. Finally,
the field from the new path can be updated by pressing the “recalculate field” button which
computes the field due to the currents in all path segments. This panel also has controls for
the crop region and the path search region. The crop region, outlined by the red square in
Fig. 5.2, is the part of the image that the 3D Solver considers when it is calculating the χ2
or running a search. Segments in the entirety of the image are used to calculate the field,
but the field is only calculated in the crop region, and only this field is used to calculate
the χ2 of the image. This is useful when one is only interested in inverting part of the
image, or when a global parameter such as the sample-to-sensor separation z can be easily
determined by analyzing a small portion of an image, or when one wants to speed up a
search by limiting the area searched (which speeds up the field and χ2 calculations). The
Crop region can be controlled directly from the Crop2 buttons below the interactive plot.
To the right of the Crop2 button are tools for defining a search region. If a search region
is defined, the segment search algorithms will only try to vary segments within the region
and leave others untouched.
Controls for lateral offsets and rotations of the data with respect to the simulation
are located on the lower right of the interactive display panel. These let a user align the
measured image to the x-y grid of the simulation. These controls allow subpixel to multi-
pixel offsets in the data by generating an interpolated image from the data. Such sub-pixel
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alignment is critical because pixel-sized errors in segment location would yield errors much
larger than the typical noise in our data. Similarly, we expect manhattan geometry in our
samples. The rotation option lets us make sure that the manhattan geometry of the sample
is precisely aligned with the segment grid.
5.3 Order of operations
Searching for a best fit path in an efficient manner requires that the steps in the search
process be conducted in a certain order. To begin using the GUI, go to the File tab and click
open to load a .inv or .ac file. .ac files are original magnetic scan data files generated by the
MAGMA system. .inv files are “inverse” files proprietary to the 3D Solver in which one
can save results from the analysis. After selecting the .inv or .ac file, the interactive display
shows a false color image of the magnetic field data (see Fig. 5.2). If one opens a .inv file,
the display also shows a plot of the segmented wire path. The main control panel loads
previously saved parameters as well as parameters relevant to the scanned image from the
.ac file.
After loading a scan, I typically crop the image if I am only interested in a subsection
of the scan. There is a “hard crop” option under Tools>Hard Crop (in the main control panel
menu bar) which completely eliminates cropped parts of the scan. Next, if there is a very
simple or known part of the path it is best to start by working on this section. To work on
one region of a scan, the “soft crop” tool (Crop2) can be used to select a rectangular region
where searches will be conducted. Unlike a hard crop, the crop2 keeps the rest of the image
displayed and easily accessible for analysis. As the analysis progresses, the crop2 region
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can be turned off or moved so that a different region can be analyzed. Next, I examine
the image for rotation and adjust the image so that it is well aligned by setting the in-plane
sample rotation (θ) in the interactive plot panel (see Fig. 5.2).
The next step is to add an initial path as described in Section 5.4. I select from one of
the automatic or semi-automatic wirization routines included with the solver, or I manually
draw a path on top of the magnetic data, an optical image, or another representation of
the data. Initially I may only be able to accurately wirize a small part of the image – for
example, an infeed or an outfeed section. That is enough to start with if I use the crop2
to indicate to the program that I focusing on this region for now. Generally, I try to use
all available information and insight to create an accurate starting path because the entire
process works much better if the starting path is closer to the true path.
The next step is to determine initial values for the global parameters for the scan.
Critical parameters include the z, the gain g, the sensor angles θ and φ, and data voltage
offset (if any). All of these parameters are critical to the search process and accurate values
should be obtained as soon as possible and updated as the analysis proceeds. It is important
to realize that since these parameters are global, in favorable cases I can get good estimates
for them by analysis on a small portion of the scan where I have a good idea of what the
path is, and these parameters should work for the entire scan. If one does not have good
initial estimates from prior scans or other information, then a parameter search needs to
be run. The parameter search requires intial “seed” values, and of course having seed
values close to the true value makes the search more accurate and faster. For example, I
usually expect the “gain” to be close to one and I use that as a default value before the first
parameter search. Also whoever took the scan may have a reasonable guess for the z based
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on whether the spin-valve sensor or the SQUID was used and the known characteristics of
the sample that was imaged. Typically, it is best to start with a parameter search on the z
and the gain g, because these are particularly critical to the fit. Next, one should search the
other global parameters, including the sensor angles and data voltage offset. It’s important
to remember that in order to be sensitive to certain sensor angles, the pattern simulated
must actually produce field in the x, y and z directions. Otherwise the angle just acts a
global multiplicative factor, just like the gain. After initial values have been obtained, it is
important to do simultaneous searches on the parameters, selecting all the parameters to be
searched on at once.
Once global parameters are established, one can extend the path to the entire picture
by wirizing or manually drawing, if only part of the image was wirized. If the starting
path is close to the true path, one can now try to search for wire parameters if that has not
been done yet. In particular, one can search for the layer-to-layer spacing, and the currents
in each wire if the wires branch. The wirewidth parameter usually only produces a small
effect and should only be searched on at the very end of the inversion. If the starting path
is too rough, or it does not contain any segments beyond the top layer, then it will not be
useful to search on the wire parameters at this point and best guesses should be entered for
the wire parameters.
The next step is to begin varying the path to obtain better agreement between the
simulated field and the data. Initially it may be best to use the drawing tools to make
some obvious adjustments, but the major work involves using the main search tools to
place segments to refine the lateral path of the wire and to place segments in the top or
bottom layer. Figure 5.3 shows the interface for the main segment search. As can be
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Fig. 5.3. GUI interface for calling the path search in the 3D Solver. The input text boxes
I outline in red to the left red control the z search, specifically the number of times the
algorithm runs and the correlation length (in segments). To the right I outline in red the
corner search and cleanup searches, which have many options for the type of ring patterns
that are searched for.
seen, it is quite complex as we have developped and tested many algorithms. However,
the two main ones used are the z segment search and the corner search. These searches
are indicated by the red boxes on Fig. 5.3. I can choose how many times each search
will run (the default is 0 times for each search when first opening the window). For the
z search, I can also input a correlation length in number of segments. The rule of thumb
is to focus on larger discrepancies in the field and progressively work my way down to
smaller and smaller discrepancies. I can identify areas of discrepancies by displaying the
difference field, Bdata − B f it . Typically, lateral misplacements of the segments produce
larger discrepancies than vertical misplacements. Therefore, I usually run the corner search
several times before running the z search. I can recognize the difference between lateral and
vertical displacements because vertical errors tend to produce dipole (+/-) patterns, while
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lateral errors produce monopole patterns in the magnetic field. Errors in the parameters are
also recognizable because they tend to affect the entire image rather than a localized area.
As the path becomes more refined, one may need to offset the pixels or adjust the grid by
interpolating the image, to make sure that the segment grid goes right through the middle
of the actual segments in the real sample.
The search process is iterative. Each parameter or path search returns a χ2 lower
or equal to the previous one. I am usually required to run each search many times. For
example, the z-search only moves segments by at most one layer each time it is run. For
example, if a segment starts in the topmost layer but is in fact located in the 5th layer, I need
to run the z-search algorithm at least 4 times to get the correct placement. Similarly, the
corner search algorithm usually only modifies the path by one ring at a time and must be run
several times to fully correct large discrepancies. Additionally, I typically use the crop2 tool
extensively to focus on regions with large discrepancies one at a time. When the searches
stop improving the χ2, I stop this process and re-evaluate my best fit path. Are there any
glaring discrepancies left in the magnetic difference image? Are these discrepancies at the
level of the noise, or much larger? What is causing these discrepancies? For example,
there may be a faint current line indicating a leakage that was not visible before, but is
made visible when most of the signal in the path is accounted for. In this case, I would
add a new wire and continue the search process. Other times, we have discrepancies in
our final image that are caused by factors that we know we are not modelling appropriately
but cannot correctly account for. For example, we may know that we are not appropriately
modelling the current in the TSVs in the sample, which is causing discrepancies in our
magnetic field fit despite our current path being otherwise correct. Or, we may know that
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there is significant position noise in the sample and that this noise is dominating our final
best fit path.
5.4 Drawing and re-drawing paths
In order to run the 3D Solver search routines such as the parameter search or the path
search, we need to create a starting path for the 3D Solver. We call finding the initial starting
path the “wirization” process. The closer the starting path is to the true path, the faster a
parameter search or a path search will converge on the right solution. There are three ways
to create an initial path: one can use one of the automated wirization routines, draw the
path manually, or import a path found from analysis of another scan of the same sample or
from some other source of information.
5.4.1 Automatic routines
There are four automatic wirization routines we use: the LVC wirization, the deriva-
tives wirization, the logarithmic wirization and the “weighed methods” wirization. These
automatic wirization routines can be accessed in the main control panel menu bar under the
“Wires” tab drop down menu. For samples that run from left to right without crossing back,
the LVC wirization is a good option, as it should yield good results and is extremely robust.
For more complicated samples, the other routines make use of the field derivatives and other
transformations on the data to follow the path of the current through the scan. For clean
magnetic field scans (low field noise and position noise) where the structure is relatively
discernible simple and discernible, an automatic wirization option is a good choice. Note
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Fig. 5.4. Tools for creating and modifying the infeed and outfeed lines. (a) The automated
infeed/outfeed creation routine is also run from this window. (b) To conduct a parameter
search, the user must select each parameter that will be searched. The wire parameters are
in the wire table at the top, while the scan parameters are listed at the bottom. (c) Control
panel for deleting or renaming wires.
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that the main goal of automatic wirization is to get an initial path that has good lateral
position for the segments. In fact the wirization routines put everything into a single layer
and getting vertical position for the segments is handled later in the process.
One difficulty and a remarkable feature of the wirization routines is that they must be
robust to work using just the magnetic image and without taking into account any parameter
values. This is essential because at the start of an analysis, the parameters are often not
known. In particular the gain, z and current values from the MAGMA scanning software
are not guaranteed to be accurate. Current leakage or sensor drifts can throw off the gain
or current. The scanning software can tell the distance from the sensor (spin-valve) or the
sensor window (SQUID) to the top of the sample but cannot tell the distance to the topmost
current layer in samples where the layers are buried.
The LVC wirization technique takes advantage of the fact that on some samples there
is a single path that more or less goes from left to right across the image (see Fig. 4.2 (a)
for example). This certainly doesn’t hold true for all samples, but when it does hold true
the LVC wirization is very effective. If the sample has a path that goes from top to bottom
instead, the routine can be employed after simply rotating the image by 90◦.
I note that none of our automatic wirization techniques can automatically detect if
the currents are going from right to left. But if the operator thinks this is likely, then the
LVC is a good choice. The routine allows the path to meander in y but does not allow the
path to cross back on itself in x, i.e. no −x segments are allowed. This allows the routine
to construct the path column by column. The algorithm of the LVC wirization works as
follows. For each column the routine places a +x segment at the maximum of |∂Bz/∂y |,
and then connects these segments together with ±y segments. This simple approach can
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give a remarkably good initial path in situations where the true path starts on the left side
of the image and finishes on the right but without doubling back on itself. The automatic
infeed and outfeed routines can then be used to add or remove segments at the start and end.
For paths that double back, if the individual sections are discernible, the technique can be
applied by first splitting the scan into different areas where the current doesn’t go back on
itself. This can be done by using the crop2 region, as the path will only be wirized in the
crop2 region if one is selected. Code for the LVC wirization is included in Appendix A.2.
Of course, currents don’t always flow from left to right. In fact, it is common for
samples to have infeed and outfeed leads right next to each other and to form a big loop (see
Fig. 5.5 (a) for example). To automatically wirize such samples, I exploited two proxies
to try to follow the path. The first proxy makes use of the fact that directly above a long




will be at a maximum (see
5.5 (b)). In fact, ∂Bz/∂x and ∂Bz/∂y has been used directly for an inverse [74], and I used
this in the “derivatives” wirization. Another useful indicator of a long straight wire location
in the x-y plane is that Bz is positive on one (lateral) side of the wire and negative on the
other, and goes through zero directly over the wire. If the wire bends, or other wires are
present the zero may not be exactly over the wire. Still, in simple cases the zero roughly
tracks the wire. Figure 5.5 (c) shows 1/(log(B))2, which is meant to emphasize data points
very close to zero. As we can see, this tracks what we could easily imagine are the currents
in the image, albeit with some rounding of the corners where the current changes diection.
While it is not perfect, it often helps follow the path. Finally, the weighed average wirization
weighs the derivatives and the logarithmic wirization to wirize the image.
The derivatives, logarithmic and weighed wirizations used almost the same algorithm
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Fig. 5.5. (a) Scan of a CEA-LETI sample. This sample cannot be wirized using the LVC
wirization. (b) ∂2Bz/∂x2 + ∂2Bz/∂y2 of the data. This is a good proxy for the currents in
the image, however the lower layer segments are very weak in this image. (c) 1/ log(B2z )
of the data. This view emphasizes the areas of the scan where there is zero field, which
we expect to be roughly above the currents in the image. (d) wirization using the “weighed
methods” technique overlaid with the difference image. Some segments in the path have
also been placed in the lower layer depending on the intensity of the field. The segment
length has also been increased to 10 µm (from 2.5 µm) which smoothes out the path.
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to wirize the path, but with different filter functions.
(1) A starting point for the path was generated. I had the option to provide the starting
point of the wirization manually by clicking on the image or automatically, by selecting the
pixel with the highest value in the image.
(2) The value for the filter function was calculated for the four pixels adjacent the
starting pixel. Whichever pixel had the highest value was the next vertex in the path.
(3) Step (2) was repeated until the path either reached the edge of the image or crossed
itself, which is forbidden by our restrictions.
The filter function for the derivatives wirization is Fd = ∂Bz/∂x, ∂Bz/∂y. This
wirization is especially useful because it carries a sign and therefore can follow the current
in a particular direction. The logarithmicwirization has a filter function ofFl = 1/(log(B))2.
One of the downsides of the logarithmic wirization is that it can tend to loop back onto
itself, because it only looks at the magnitude of the signal and carries no information as
to the direction of the currents. Finally, the weighed method used a filter function of
Fw = a1Fd + a2Fl . a1 and a2 are adjustable but usually set around a1 = 1 and a2 = 0.5,
which in practice has given the best results.
One of the difficulties for these algorithms is knowing where to start. Select-
ing the autostart option makes the wirization process start at the pixel with maximum(
∂Bz/∂x + ∂Bz/∂y
)2 the data. The idea is that the path surely goes through the point of
greatest gradient in the field. From this point, the wirization continues all the way to the
border of the image. This can often work well if the infeeds run off the image and the
path can then be completed using the infeed/outfeed routines. In case where the current
is fed in vertically in the middle of the image, infeed and outfeed routines can be used to
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automatically delete extraneous segments that go too far outside the image. There is also
an option for manually choosing where the routine starts the paths, instead of having the
routine automatically select the starting point. In this case, the user deselects the “automatic
start” option under the wire>wirization menu, and clicks on where they want to start in the
image after selecting which wirization routine they want to run.
5.4.2 Drawing a path manually
Sometimes the wirization routines do not produce a good wirization. This may be the
case when the signal is too weak or when multiple wires are preventing the wirization from
creating a good starting path. If the initial path is clear and straightforward to the user, or
the user has other information about where the current is in the sample, then a good option
is for the user to draw in the path (thanks to Bill Vanderlin for suggesting this option).
Before drawing a path, the user needs to decide which interactive plot they want to
draw on top of. A user can draw over any interactive plot, but I mostly draw over the raw
data, an image of the derivatives, the optical image or Btest.
To start drawing on the interactive plot, click on the “add wire” button on the bottom
left of the interactive plot (see Fig. 5.2). The algorithm then draws a straight line between
two points where the user clicks, similar to drawing a line in Microsoft Paint or Photoshop.
A modified version of the Bresenham algorithm [79] is used to convert that line into a
rasterized, segmented version that lies on the grid. By right clicking, a user can also assign
segments to the different layers. To draw a new wire path, I used the following procedure.
(1) First, I clicked on the wirize button.
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(2) I next left clicked on on a specific pixel in the interacive plot to set the starting
wirization point.
(3) I then dragged the mouse. This causes the interactive plot to display a manhat-
tanized preview path that hovers over the plot. It is important to keep in mind that the
direction you choose to wirize from point A to point B determines the direction of the
current. Right clicking clicking cycles through the possible layers that the wirized path
will be placed on. When new paths are created, they have 2 layers by default. This can be
changed in the wire parameter table on the left side of the main control window.
(4) I then left click again onto another pixel to set the first section of the path. I
continued to left click on the image to draw sections of the path until done.
(5) To finalize the path, I click the middle mouse button over the pixel at the end
of the desired path. After the path is drawn, the path parameters (such as the current or
layer-to-layer spacings) can be adjusted. An example of a manual wirization can be seen in
the additional materials video.
Once a wire exists, it can be manually modified at any point during the search process,
or “redrawn.” Re-drawing paths works the same way as drawing paths. A user initiates
re-drawing a path by clicking on the “redraw segments” button (instead of the “Add wire”
button), and then clicks on the part of the path that is to be re-drawn. When the user is
done redrawing, the previous version of that part of the path is deleted. The new segments
that the user drew are inserted in the middle of the path, replacing the part that was cut out.
At any point, wires that were drawn or wirized can be deleted individually via the main
interface menu bar (under wires > rename/delete).
When performing a manual wirization, I typically just created a wire that mapped out
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the top layer x-y lateral structure of path and used path search tools to move lower layer
segments to the correct layers. It is important to emphasize here that you must have a trial
path before any path search or parameter search can be done. Following wirization, you
can use the “adjust optical image” tool to align your wirized path with the picture of your
real sample. Although this has no impact on any of the automatic searches, it can be very
useful in guiding path changes during manual redrawing, in guiding where to conduct a
crop2 search, and in deciding if z-searches or lateral searches might be fruitful.
I note that when manually drawing a path, the routine does not allow the path to
intersect itself. No vertex in the grid can be in the same wire path twice. Bad paths will
give an error message and many of the functions will not work with bad paths. However,
two separate wires may be drawn such that they inersect or overlap, and this can be useful
in circuits with branching current paths as the branching point needs to be a part of each
wire in the path.
Once a wire is created, the magnetic field it producs can be found using the “Recal-
culate field” button. This updates the simulated magnetic field (B f it) to correspond to the
wirized path. B f it can be displayed by selecting B f it in the list box in the interactive plot
(see Fig. 5.2). The Btest plot, which is a plot of B f it − Bdata, is useful in deciding how to
vary the path and match the original magnetic field data. In many cases the first wirization is
good enough to allow a user to start searching for some of the parameters via the parameter
search. Typically, I first try to pin down g, z and the field offset.
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5.5 Using Wirization techniques
For a user who has just opened a .ac file for the first time, one of the first things to do
is decide on how to wirize the sample. In particular, it is necessary to determine whether
manual wirization or automatic wirization is the best approach to drawing an initial wire
path. Looking at the different plots available on the interactive plot can help inform this
decision. One can access automatic wirization techniques under the Tools tab, in the drop
down menu click on “wirize LVC Alex” for a list of techniques.
For clean magnetic field scans (low noise and low saturation) where the structure is
relatively discernible, an automatic wirization option is a good choice. There are a variety
of wirization techniques that we use commonly, the two best general purpose techniques
being weighed wirization and the LVC wirization. In many cases however, you may want
to use manual wirization, which involves the wirize, redraw, and change layer push buttons.
The automatic wirization algorithms I developed only draw the lateral shape of a path and
place all the segments in the top layer. With manual wirization the user can assign layers as
they draw the path.
Note that the wirization options all create a new wire for the path. This makes it easy
to try several different wirization techniques and keep only the best result while deleting
the other ones. To modify an existing path, I use the redraw option. The change layer
tool modifies the existing path by moving individual segments to different layers. For
preliminary manual wirization, I typically would draw a wire in the top layer that mapped
out the x-y lateral structure of the path and use other tools to adjust which layer each
segment is on, such as the z-search. After wirization it helps to adjust the optical image tool
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to align your wirized path with the picture of your real sample if a picture was available.
After adding a path, one can use the “plot path” button on the main control panel (see
Fig. 5.1) to create a 3D plot of the path. One can also display the fit field image by clicking
on B f it in the list of display images (see Fig. 5.2) and the recalculate button to view the
magnetic field generated by the new path.
5.6 Parameter search
One of the main difficulties of the parameter search is that in order to obtain good
parameters, one needs to perform the parameter search on a good path. But in order to
obtain a good path from the path search, one needs good parameters. To obtain reasonable
initial parameters, ideally one wants a starting path that includes as many known features
and is as close to the true path as possible. Key path features include lateral structures, layer
spacing, segment layer placement, infeed and outfeed wires, sample rotation and any other
sample or sensor parameters that are already known. In practice, I have found that some
key sample and scan parameters can often be obtained by working on just a small part of
the image that is clear or well resolved. If a good trial path can be drawn in this region, the
Crop2 tool can be used to run a parameter search on just this potion. This not only allowed
me to accurately resolve key parameters but also made the parameter search considerably
faster since the path was close to the true path and a smaller number of data points were
fitted to. Even though these parameters were only resolved for part of the image, all the
parameters, including the z, g and the sensor tilts are constant for the entire image.
To conduct a parameter search, one first inputs to the control panel the values for all
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Table 5.1. Parameters that must be specified or found in the parameter search in order to
obtain a simulated field image from a test path. There are 8 scan parameters, and each wire
has a current parameter, a wire width, and layer-to-layer distances between each layer. Thus
the total number of wire parameters will depend on the number of wires and the number of
layers for each wire.
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known parameters and best estimates or guesses for all the remaining parameters, i.e. the
parameter search requires a starting value for every parameter. Table 5.1 shows all of the
parameters that need to be determined. The actual number of parameters depends on the
number of layers and the number of wires in the sample. It is important before beginning
a parameter search to use all known information about the sample and sensor in order to
quickly obtain reliable and accurate results from the search. For example, having accurate
infeed and outfeed lines can be extremely important to obtain reasonable parameters.
For preliminary parameter searches I typically search z and g first because they are
interrelated and can otherwise cause a parameter search to compensate one for the other. I
found that parameter searches can be honed in little by little first starting with z and gain,
then adding other parameters to the search. After running a parameter search, it is important
to verify that the values you get are reasonable given what you expect from your sample.
Having decent starting parameters helps the searches, but a rough starting path may lead
the search to return unreasonable values. When this happened, I reset the parameters and
worked some more on refining the path before running another parameter search. When
using the 3D Solver, it was quite typical to alternate between running a parameter search
and running path searches to refine segment layer assignments and to get more and more
precise parameters.
I note that all parameter values can be entered manually by typing numerical values
into designated boxes in the main control panel or interactive display panel. Also, sliders
on the interactive panel (see Fig. 5.2) are used to perform manual rotational or linear
transformations on the data as well as for thresholding. Slider changes are updated live on
the interactive plot. (see the rotation, x-offset, y-offset sliders on Fig. 5.2), however to view
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the effects of the changes on the B f it and Btest plots, one must press the recalculate button.
Area averaging of the SQUID and spin-valve sensors are the only parameters that
can’t be searched on automatically, because I assume that the sensor sizes are well known.
Of course, one can always conduct a manual search by entering in the values of a parameter
by hand, recalculating, and noting whether the χ2 has decreased.
One technique I used to speed up a search was to resample to a large segment length
(wx,wy) which are set on the main control panel (see Fig. 5.1)). I found that this can
save considerable computation time. The other advantage is that automatic wirization and
cleanup searches will yield less corrugated paths. The use of excessively small segment
lengths allows noise to overly influence the results of any cleanup or auto wirization routine.
An image can also be resampled to larger pixel sizes to smooth out the signal and the noise.
Since the noise has high spatial frequencies, resampling tends to work best with data that
has been heavily over-sampled with respect to z, which sets the spatial scale of the signal.
To perform a parameter search, a user needs to take the following steps:
(1) Adjust the sample and wire parameters to the best estimated or known values
(2) Press the parameter search button, select the parameters that they want to search
simultaneously, in one launch, and then click the launch parameter search button. Note that
the search time increases exponentially with the number of parameters selected.
(3) After the search, check that the parameters obtained are reasonable by looking
at the Btest image (viewable by selecting Btest in the listbox to the left of the interactive
display panel). One should also check howmuch the χ2 has improved. Both the current and
previous values of χ2 are shown on the interactive control panel. Note that simultaneous
parameter searches on more than one wire will generally take much longer given that all
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permutations of wires and their parameters must be searched. After getting a preliminary
top layer path and parameters, typically I would next run some cleanup searches or a z-search
on the path. Another option is to use thresholding for a quick assignment on of lower layer
segments (see Fig. 5.2). Sliders are used to perform rotational or linear transformations
on the data as well as do thresholding; slider changes are updated live on the plot (See the
rotation, x-offset, y-offset sliders in Fig. 5.2).
The parameter search currently uses the built in Matlab function fminsearch to min-
imize the χ2, which uses a simplex algorithm [80], as described in Section 4.6. This
minimization technique relies heavily on initial input values and consequently the param-
eter space that is searched is localized. In some cases, the parameter search can get stuck
in a local minimum, but it usually works well if the starting parameters are near enough to
the true values. It is sometimes helpful to manually explore the parameter space and find
reasonable starting values before using the automated parameter search.
5.7 Grid size
Typical images produced by the MAGMA system have a 1 µm by 1 µm pixel-to-pixel
distance. However, other pixel sizes are common, for example if the user wants take a quick
scan of a large area. Sometimes it is advantageous to resize the pixel-to-pixel distance in
the x and y directions, wx and wy. Having less pixels can help make some calculations
faster when the extra resolution isn’t needed. On the other hand, wx and wy also set the
minimum segment length, as the 3D Solver requires the x and y segment lengths to be a
multiple of wx and wy respectively. The 3D Solver allows the pixel size in a data set to
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be altered by interpolating from the measured image. To do this, I used a built-in Matlab
interpolation function [76] that uses linear interpolation. These parameters are accessed in
Fig. 5.1 (c). This is important because the pitch of a sample might be different from the
image’s pixel-to-pixel distance. For example, one might have a sample with a repeating
sequence every 45 µm, but have an image with a resolution of 10 µm. In this case, one
would want to resample at 5 µm or 11.25 µm so that the segments can be in sync with the
sample i.e. so that the segment grid can match the sample.
5.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, I described how to use the 3D Solver, including its main tools and
the type of output solution it produces. Needless to say, the 3D Solver is a complex piece
of software to use and experience and understanding are needed to operate it. To get the
most out of it, a user will need to be aware of how to access its different algorithms, how
those algorithms work and when those algorithms should be applied. The 3D Solver is still
“research” grade software. A few key tasks have been automated or greatly simplified and it
is clear that many more tasks could be automated. The user interface should be significantly
improved and then user-tested for commercial grade software.
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Chapter 6: MAGMA System
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter I briefly describe the Neocera MAGMA system which we used to
acquire magnetic scans. I first give an overview of the different parts of the system. I then
describe the SQUID sensor (the spin-valve sensor is covered in detail in Chapter 7), the
cryogenic system, the vaccuum components, and the scanning stages. Finally, I discuss the
software controls, and conclude.
6.2 Overview of the system
Neocera’smagnetic imaging scanningmicroscope [81,82] uses two differentmagnetic
sensors as well as an optical/infrared camera. Onemagnetic sensor is a SQUID that provides
high sensitivity to magnetic fields and allows us to image very weak currents (in the nA
range) or currents deeply buried in a sample. The second magnetic sensor is a spin-valve
sensor that allows surface layers to be imaged with better spatial resolution than the SQUID,
although its magnetic field sensitivity is about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude worse than the
SQUID’s.
Figure 6.1 shows a photograph of the Neocera MAGMA Magnetic Field Scanning
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Fig. 6.1. Neocera MAGMA Magnetic Field Scanning System. To the left is the control
computer and software. The scanning apparatus is enclosed in a cabinet to the right.
System that was developed for the 3D imaging project. On the left is a computer workstation
that controls the system and on the right is a metal cabinet. The upper half of the cabinet
houses the scanning tables, the sensors, and the cryogenic and vacuumparts of the apparatus.
The base of the cabinet houses various pumps and other auxiliary equipment. During
scanning the upper metal cabinet is usually closed to reduce rf interference from external
sources and thermal drift due to heat and changes in air currents, as well as interference
from bright light shining on the sample or on the parts of the system that can lead to thermal
expansion and position drifts that are easily visible in a scan.
Figure 6.2 shows the xyz scanning stages and the sensors in more detail. The SQUID
is mounted at the end of a sapphire rod that is enclosed in an aluminum cone-shaped vacuum
chamber. The end of the cone is sealed with a 10 µm thick diamond window that separates
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Fig. 6.2. Close up of the MAGMA system xyz scanning stages, sensors and sample staging
area.
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room temperature and air from the cryogenic vacum environment. The SQUID itself is
fixed relative to the system. However, the aluminum cone moves with respect to the SQUID.
When the system is not scanning, the cone lowers so that the SQUID is kept far from the tip
of the cone. When the SQUID sensor is scanning, the cone is raised by the cone manipulator
assembly to bring the SQUID very close to the diamond window, so that it can be close
to the sample which is on the other side of the window. The rod is cooled to about 77K.
In Fig. 6.2, the SQUID cone is on the left above the sample stage. The camera, touch
probe and spin-valve sensor are to the right of the SQUID cone. In Fig. 6.2 the sample is
mounted on a sample holder, which is itself on the xyz motion stages. The scanning stages
move the sample under a given sensor for imaging. The touch probe and spin-valve sensor
can be retracted when not in use. That is, only one sensor (SQUID, spin-valve sensor or
infrared/optical camera) can be used at a time. The xyz stage position is calibrated to within
a few µm so that the same area can be imaged by different sensors. Also visible on Fig. 6.2
are probes that are used to connect power to the sample during scanning.
The xyz stages are quite large to allow correspondingly large (≈ 12”), wafer-sized
samples to be scanned. The x stage has a large range, about 45 cm, to allow a sample to
be moved under the different sensors. The stages are quite precise, with a position noise of
about σx ≈ 200 nm [83]. The position of the sensors (infrared camera, spin valve, squid,
and touch probe) is calibrated so that the stages can bring a sample from under one sensor
to the next, and the same area can be imaged by multiple sensors.
TheMAGMA system uses a commercial Stirling cycle cryocooler to cool the sapphire
SQUID tip to about 77 K. The system is relatively compact and low maintenance compared
to Joule-Thompson based cryo-coolers used in the first MAGMA system [84].
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During scanning, it is important that the the sample surface be parallel to the scanning
plane. Otherwise, the SQUID will vary in height above the sample during the scan. More
importantly, if the tilt is too extreme, the SQUID window will crash into the sample and
potentially break. Before starting to scan a new sample, the touch probe is used to touch the
sample surface in three areas to measure how level the sample is. If the sample is not level,
the MAGMA software automatically calculates how the stage needs to be adjusted and the
stages are then manually adjusted using three levelling screws on the sample mount.
During a scan, the x stage is continuously moving as the sensor is taking data. After
each x-line of data is taken, the sample is moved away from the sensor (the separation z
is increased), while the sample is respositioned in x and y for the start of the next line. If
there is a need for tilt correction, the z stage also slowly moves during the scan to keep the
sensor at the same height above the sample.
As the magnetic sensor scans over the sample in the x direction, a hardware or
software lock-in amplifier continuously measures the in-phase and out-of-phase voltage
from the sensor. The lockin’s output is continuously recorded as a function of the sample’s
position, yielding the magnetic field image which can then be displayed using the MAGMA
software or 3D Solver. The dc output from our sensor is also recorded. Although it does
not typically contain signals from current paths, it is sensitive to magnetized regions in the
sample and environmental disturbances, so it is useful as a diagnostic signal when problems
are encountered.
Figure 6.3 shows a control panel for the MAGMA system software. This panel allows
the user to apply the standard inverse described in Chapter 2 to a scan taken with the
MAGMA system. In Figure 6.3, the magnetic scan is loaded in the top right of the image
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Fig. 6.3. MAGMA software control panel showing the Magnetic field inversion interface.
In thisn window, the magnetic data is loaded into the top right image. The results from the
standard inverse are shown in the top left, and the MAGMA optical image is shown in the
bottom left.
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and displayed as a red/blue false color image. The optical image of the same area taken
by the MAGMA system is displayed in the bottom left. The results of the standard inverse
is displayed in the top left, which displays the square of the current density, J2 = J2x + J2y
as a false color image. The scan displayed in Fig. 6.3 contains no Jz currents and we can
see that the MAGMA software does a good job reconstructing the currents and that those
match the metallization which can be seen in the optical image. To the bottom right are
the controls for the inverse process. Users of the software have several parameters they can
fine-tune to obtain a better current reconstruction. The most important are the sensor-to-
sample separation and the spatial noise filter (i.e. the k-space cutoff kw). Users can also
choose which type of k-space cutoff to apply. As we can see, this software is much simpler
to use and much more polished than the 3D Solver software (compare to Figs. 5.1 and 5.2).
Finally, more analysis tools are accessible by pressing the buttons on the right edge of the
window.
6.3 SQUID sensor
The dc SQUID used in the MAGMA system is made from YBa2Cu3O7-x on a SrTiO3
bi-crystal substrate [85]. The device has a square-washer shape with an inside diameter of
about 20 µm, an outside diameter of about 40 µm and an effective area of about (30 µm)2
(see Fig. 6.7). It is mounted on the end of a tapered sapphire rod (the SQUID tip) [84] which
in turn is attached to the cold stage of the Stirling cycle refrigerator. While in operation at
77K, the SQUID is maintained in a flux-locked loop [86] with a roughly 20 kHz bandwidth
and the feedback flux is coupled to the SQUID via an on-chip line which is patterned next
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to the SQUID (see Fig. 6.7). The SQUID chip is polished to less than 1 mm in diameter
to allow it to be brought close to a 10 µm thick diamond window which separates air from
vacuum at the end of the cone-shaped vacuum enclosure. An xyz window control assembly
(see Fig. 6.2) is used to center the SQUID chip in the window and bring the window up to
the SQUID – it can be as close as a few µm from the inner surface of the window without
causing the SQUID to warm up.
The optimal SQUID sensor size is dependent on the distance between the sensor and
samples. If too small of a SQUID sensor is used, the signal-to-noise ratio will be relatively
low. However, if the SQUID area is too large, the image will be smeared out spatially and
the resolution will be limited by the sensor size. Neither of these extremes is desirable,
and this suggests there is an optimal choice for the sensor area. Thus, if the sample can be
brought closer to the sensor, we would do better by using a smaller SQUID. Our analysis of
this situation shows that for our current scanning distances of 40-200 µm, the optimal sensor
diameter is b = 0.89z. The devices currently used by the MAGMA system have an effective
diameter of about b = 30 µm. This was judged to be close enough to the optimal value
that there was little to be gained by using devices with the optimum diameter, especially
since small differences from the optimum lead to very small (second order) improvements.
In addition, we wanted to achieve even closer separations z between the sensor and the
sample. A SQUID with size b = 30 µm should be optimal at z = 34 µm, which may well
be achievable with the current setup.
As I discussed Chapter 3, getting the SQUID close to the sample is critical to getting
good spatial resolution. Figure 6.4 gives some idea of just how close the SQUID window
gets to the sample while scanning. In a series of tests, Neocera has demonstrated that the
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Fig. 6.4. Close up of the SQUID cone while imaging a sample.
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SQUID can be brought as close as about 45 µm to the surface of a sample. This is quite
challenging, as the surface of the diamond window is about 2 mm in diameter (see Fig. 6.4).
This means that window and sample surfaces must be extremely level. Also, the diamond
window is 10 µm thick, and space must be left between the SQUID and the window, and
between the window and the sample. In order to achieve such tight tolerances, Neocera has
developed an automatic levelling system. A touch probe is used to determine the location
of the sample surface and the window. Three levelling screws are connected to motors
that then level the surface of the diamond window with respect to the sample surface to
guarantee it is parallel to the sample.
Averaging time is an important consideration for both the SQUID and spin-valve
sensors. The settings are adjustable in the control software and the data is recorded at fine
time intervals to allow for post-processing. Most of the scans I examined are taken with
an averaging time between 5 ms and 20 ms. The x scanning stage is continuously moving
during the scan, while the y scanning stage only moves as the sensor is coming back to the
beginning of the next line. Typically, an ac current at a frequency of a few kHz is applied to
the input/output leads of a sample. The software lockin is then used to extract the in-phase
and out-of-phase signal from the ac magnetic field at the frequency of the applied current.
The software lockin allows us to adjust the lockin frequency and roll off frequency or time
constant to avoid aliasing effects. Suppose that the sensor is moving at 3 mm/s, and the
averaging window is set at 20 ms. This means that each data point would be averaged over
the field in a 60 µm long section. Since the SQUID has an effective diameter of 30 µm, this
section is actually 90 µm long end-to-end. The choice of window is important beacuse the
accuracy with which we can determine the vertical position of currents in the sample can
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be improved by decreasing the noise in the measured magnetic field. On the other hand,
averaging of the magnetic field over the area degrades the spatial resolution and limits our
ability to determine the depth of a current segment.
6.4 Comb contact pads
During the 3D Solver project we realized that the SQUIDs we were using produced
images with small artifacts, or distortion. To get a clear picture of what was happening, we
acquired images of the field produced by a long straight wire. We found that even these
simple straight wire images revealed a small systematic discrepancy between the magnetic
images and the expected image of a wire. The discrepancies were small (on the order of
1%) but systematic and much larger than the SQUID noise. This was an issue because
unaccounted for distortion in the image can cause problems when using the 3D Solver to
find the true path and the sample parameters.
Figure 6.5 (a) shows a line cut from a scan of a single straight wire taken using the
MAGMA system. At first glance this line cut looks exactly like one would expect. For
comparison, Fig. 6.5 (b) shows a line cut from the best fit path at that location, which looks
like a very close match. However, Fig. 6.5 (c) shows that the difference between the data
and the fit has unexpected features that do not look like random noise. We initially thought
that thes discrepancies might have been caused by averaging over the SQUID area, or by
the wire width, or by changes in z due to a tilted scanning plane, or possibly an unknown
problem with the lockin. However, we noticed that the anomaly was roughly 200 µm away
from the center of the signal on each side, and realized that this was the same as the distance
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between the SQUID and the contact pads. The superconducting contact pads did in fact turn
out to be the cause of the problem. The pads were superconducting and, due to the Meissner
effect, caused a pertubation of the magnetic field that the SQUID picked up. Figure 6.5
(d) shows the difference between the data and a fit that used this single model to account
for the pertubation caused by the contact pads. We see that the discrepancies have been
significantly lowered, suggesting that this is the cause. Finally, after also taking into account
the SQUID area and the wire width, we see that the discrepancy was further lowered to the
level of the noise, as shown in Fig. 6.5 (e).
The underlying cause for this problem is that magnetic fields are prevented from
penetrating the pads due to currents that flow around the perimeter of the pads (see Fig.
6.6). Since the pads are made of superconducting YBCO, they are subject to the Meissner
effect. These currents create a field that is picked up by the SQUID and this effect can
be modelled by assuming that each pad adds a magnetic signal to the SQUID that is
proportional to the field at the pad; it is as if there were a small pickup loop at each pad.
To reduce the distortion, we designed a SQUID chip with “comb-shaped” contact pads (see
Fig. 6.6 (b)). Each tooth has a width of 5 µm and a length of 180 µm. The space between
the teeth in the combs allows magnetic fields to thread through, greatly reducing the edge
currents in the pads. The perturbation detected by the SQUID is also reduced because
opposing edge currents are closer together (separated by the width of a tooth), producing
less field far away. Additionally, comb pads should tend to trap fewer magnetic vortices in
the superconducting films that form the pads. This is important because trapped magnetic
vortices can move around and cause magnetic noise in the SQUID, reducing its sensitivity.
Even if a vortex is nevertheless trapped in the YBCO film, the narrow lines in the comb will
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Fig. 6.5. (a) Measured magnetic field component Bz as a function of x taken using a high-Tc
SQUID with conventional contact pads. Line cut from a scan of a single straight current
carrying-wire looks as expected. (b) Magnetic field line cut showing field from best fit path
with z ≈ 180 µm. (c) Difference between the data (a) and the fit (b) reveals systematic
artifacts in the image; i.e. the difference is not random noise. (d) Difference after accounting
for the field perturbation due to the contact pads. Large anomalies about 200 µm away from
wire are removed.
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Fig. 6.5. (e) Difference after SQUID sensor size and wire width are also taken into account.
This last fit is at the level of the noise.
lead to less coupling of magnetic flux from the vortex into the SQUID. Finally, by exposing
more ab-faces of the YBCO film the comb pads may reduce the contact resistance between
the YBCO and Au metal pads.
Figure 6.6 shows the standard pad design side by side with the comb pad design.
Figure 6.7 shows a completed SQUID chip with the comb pad design. For this chip, we
also made a small change in the layout of the SQUID to reduce the width of the line used to
define the SQUID body along one dimension to reduce field perturbation from the SQUID
body itself. In figure 6.7 the pads are covered with a thin Au contact layer and the pad on
the left has been partly broken during dicing.
To test the SQUID sensorswith comb-shaped pads, we installed a device in aMAGMA
test system. Analysis of noise in the images showed a level of about 165 pT. This was about
20% lower than the nominal SQUID noise level of 200 pT, but well within the typical range
of noise seen in our SQUIDs.
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Fig. 6.6. (a) Conventional pad design for the high-Tc SQUID sensor. Blue regions are
YBCO. Typical edge currents are shown in the right pad (red). The pads are 400 µm by
200 µm. (b) New pad design, which reduces pad area and edge currents.
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Fig. 6.7. Photograph of YBCO SQUID. The SQUID loop is the small black rectangle in
the middle of the image and its center hole is about 30 µm on a side. It is connected to two
large contact pads which supply bias current to the SQUID and measure its voltage. The
other two pads are connected to the flux feedback coil.
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6.5 Magnetometer or gradiometer?
TheNeoceraMAGMAsystems have exclusively used z-axismagnetic field sensors for
the SQUIDs, meaning that the SQUID only measures the field perpendicular to the scanning
plane. A natural question to consider is whether there is any advantage to measuring the
magnetic field in the x or y directions [87] instead of the z direction. To answer this
question we used simulations to evaluate depth capability obtainable from an x-SQUID
(which measures Bx) and a 3-component xyz-SQUID. We also considered changing the
orientation of the spin-valve sensor to measure Bx or By instead of Bz. Our simulations
and analysis showed that there was no improvement in spatial resolution by having sensors
measure different components of the magnetic field. The only improvement was from the
relatively larger S/N due to using more sensors. It is possible that measuring Bx and By
would reduce the computational complexity of the inverse, but more research is needed to
show that this would be the case.
We also used simulations to evaluate whether a magnetic gradiometer [88] could be
used to improve the spatial resolution of the path search technique. The key to improving the
spatial resolution is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) (see Chapter 3) since this is
what determines the smallest grid size that can be used. Although using a properly designed
gradiometer would have little effect on the intrinsic sensor noise, it might reduce the impact
of position noise since the field difference would be taken at a fixed distance determined by
the gradiometer layout. Since position noise in our system was the dominant noise in many
real imaging situations [35], reducing the effect of position noise could potentially lead to
substantial improvements in the performance we could achieve in practice.
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To understand the S/N for a gradiometer, we consider a situation where position noise
dominates the magnetic noise from the sensor. That is, the total effective rms magnetic


















where σB0 is the intrinsic SQUID noise and σx and σy are the rms uncertainty in the
position at which data Bz was acquired for the pixel due to positioning errors in the xy
stages. For an N pixel magnetic image of a long straight wire along the x-axis we can write























where Bi is the magnetic field acquired at location xi. Since position noise is dominant








































where N′ is the number of pixels in the region where the signal from the wire is significant.
We now compare this to the signal-to-noise ratio from measuring the gradient of
the magnetic field. Again, we consider an N pixel image with position noise of a long
straight wire along the x-axis. In this case we construct the gradient signal by taking
difference in the field between two locations with a well-defined separation. Although the
average location of the two measurements will vary because of positioning of the sensor
and position noise, we assume that the separation between the two locations always has a
precisely defined difference and for simplicity we will assume that this is the grid spacing
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w. This corresponds to building two sensors which are rigidly separated by a distance w
and then scanning this over a sample. We will suppose that the first sensor reports field Bi1
at locations xi and the second reports field Bi2 at locations xi+w, i.e. one grid spacing away
from where Bi1 was measured. We can now write the signal-to-noise ratio for a gradiometer


























Again assuming that position noise dominates sensor noise, and using the fact that we are



















































Comparing the S/N of a gradiometer (Eq. (6.5)) to the S/N ratio for the standard case
of magnetic imaging with position noise (see Eq. (6.3)), we see that the S/N ratio of the
gradiometer is decreased by a factor of 4. This happens because the derivatives of B are
even more sensitive to small positioning errors than the B field is. Thus, even though there
is no error in the separation between the two sensors the average location of the two sensors
leads to an effective position noise term in the gradient that is even more detrimental than
for the magnetic field. Based on these considerations, we determined that the use of a
gradiometer configuration does not allow us to reduce the impact of position noise.
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6.6 Conclusions
In Chapter 6, I provided an overview of the MAGMA system, including the SQUID,
the cryogenic system, the software lock-in, and the MAGMA scanning software.
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Chapter 7: Spin-Valve Sensor Fabrication and Characterization
7.1 Introduction
The MAGMA system has two magnetic imaging sensors, a SQUID and a thin-
film spin-valve sensor (SV) [45, 89, 90]. In this chapter I examine the fabrication and
characterization of the spin-valve sensor. I first go over the basic physics of the spin-valve
sensor and then discuss sensor fabrication. I next discuss the sensor’s sensitivity and noise
performance, and follow with a discussion of the trade-offs between spin-valve sensors and
SQUIDs. I then discuss how the sensor is physically fastened to the system via a cantilever,
and finally conclude.
7.2 Theory
The spin-valve sensor is a thin-film device that is built from several layers [91]. The
three critical layers are the pinned layer, the conducting layer, and the free layer, as shown
in Fig. 7.1 (b). Most of the current flows through the 2 nm thick Cu conductive layer.
For zero applied magnetic field, the magnetic polarization of the CoFe pinned layer and
the free layer (CoFe/NiFe bilayer) are orthogonal; the magnetization of the pinned layer is
fixed by the pinning layer in the vertical +z direction while the magnetization of the free
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Fig. 7.1. (a) The resistance of the spin-valve sensor is determined by the orientation of the
pinned layer and free layer magnetization. By design, when no external field is applied
the two layers are magnetized perpendicular to each other. (b) Schematic showing the key
layers in the spin-valve sensor. The current passes through the conducting layer, which
is sandwiched between the free layer and the pinned layer. The sheet resistance of the
conducting layer changes according to the direction of the free layer magnetization due to
spin-dependent scattering.
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layer is oriented along the y axis (see Fig. 7.1 (a)). If an external magnetic field is applied
in the direction parallel to the pinned layer, the free layer magnetization rotates. As the
magnetization of the free layer changes, the resistance of the Cu conducting layer changes
due to spin-dependent scattering of electrons off of the free and pinned layers [92]. When
the free layer and pinned layer magnetization are pointing in the same direction, the sensor is
at its least resistive. When the free layer and pinned layer are pointing in opposite directions,
the sensor is at its most resistive due to spin-flip scattering off of the interface. Thus by
measuring the resistance of the sensor, one detects the strength of the applied magnetic field
along the direction of the pinned layer magnetization.
Figure 7.2 shows a magnetoresistance curve of a spin-valve sensor that is 70 µm
long and 10 µm wide. I built this device at INESC [93] using the same process, tools and
materials typically used for the smaller Neocera spin-valve sensors, but this device was
much larger than the 4 µm by 2 µm sensors used in the MAGMA system. The red curve
shows the resistance versus the applied magnetic field that I measured for this device. From
this curve, we can see that the sensor has a very linear response from -10 G to about +20 G.
The blue dotted line is a fit to this linear region which shows a sensor response of 1.5 Ω/G.
Above +/- 50 G, the sensor has fully saturated. The magnetic layers are already parallel or
antiparallel and the sensor is no longer sensitive to changes in the external magnetic field.
The sensor has a coercivity field of about 1.7 Oe, showing very little hysteresis and the
overall resistance of about 820 Ω varies by about 5% over the full field range shown.
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Fig. 7.2. The yellow points and red curve show resistance versus applied magnetic field for
a 70 µm long spin-valve sensor I fabricated at INESC. The sensor shows little hysteresis
(coercivity of 1.7 Oe) and the operating region near B = 0 is very linear. The maximum
response is 1.5Ω/G (blue dotted line) for an overall magneto-resistance (∆R/Rmin) of 5.6%.
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Fig. 7.3. Thin-film structure of the INESC spin-valve sensors. The AlSiCu layers on both
sides of the stack are the conducting pads that electrically connect the spin-valve sensor to
its bias leads. The blue layers in the middle show the spin-valve stack and different layer
thicknesses. Note: note to scale.
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7.3 Sensor stack and fabrication
The spin valve sensors we used were produced at the Instituto de Engenharia de
Sistemas e Computadores (INESC) in Lisbon, Portugal. The custom built sensors they
made for Neocera have a 2 µm by 4 µm surface area and are made from a complex stack of
thin films (see Fig. 7.3). In order from the top to bottom (Si substrate), the stack is formed
from a 200 nm passivation layer of silicon dioxide, 15 nm of TiWN, 20 nm of Ta, 6.5 nm
of MnIr, 2.0 nm of CoFe, 2.0 nm of Cu, 2.0 nm of CoFe, 2.8 nm of NiFe, 3.0 nm of Ta,
and 60 nm of Al2O3 on a Si substrate. The tantalum is used as a protective capping layer
on the top and bottom of the sensor. The MnIr layer is the antiferromagnetic pinning layer.
It is coupled to an adjacent CoFe layer, the pinned layer. The MnIr pinning layer forces
the pinned layer to keep the same magnetic polarization regardless of the external magnetic
field. The other key layers are the “free layer” formed by the CoFe/NiFe bilayer and the Cu
conducting layer which is sandwiched between the free layer and the pinned layer. Because
the signal comes from a change in the polarization direction of the free layer, the sensor is
sensitive to fields along the axis that is both in the plane of the sensor and perpendicular to
the free layer polarization.
Figure 7.4 shows three spin-valve sensors out of 100 that I fabricated on a 3 inch
diameter glass substrate. While these sensors are larger than the ones we used in the
MAGMA system (70 µm versus 4 µm long), they are made with the same materials, in the
same facility, and with the same layer profiles as the MAGMA sensors. As shown in Fig.
7.3, we used a current in plane (CIP) design, with the AlSiCu blocks acting as current pads.
Appendix C shows the run sheet I used for making spin-valves at INESC. I first did
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Fig. 7.4. Photograph of three spin-valve sensors I built at INESC. The sensors are 70 µm
long and range in width from 10 µm to 25 µm. These devices were built on a glass substrate
and are connected to large pads at the top and bottom.
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a cleaning step on the substrate using an Alconox solvent bath and applying ultrasound
for 30 minutes. The second step was a multi-layer deposition in a Nordiko 3000 ion
beam deposition system [94]. The Nordiko 3000 deposited the entire 7-layer spin-valve
stack without breaking vacuum. This allowed the sensor stack to be as contamination free
as possible. During the deposition I applied a field of 50 Oe to induce magnetization
anisotropy in the pinning, pinned and free layers. In the third step I coated the wafer with
HMDS photoresist using a vapor priming technique [95]. In the fourth step I determined
the shape of the spin valve sensors (70 µm long and widths between 10 and 25 µm) via
photolithography using a Heidelberg DWLii direct write laser lithography machine [96].
Fifth, I etched the sensors using a Nordiko 3600 ion beam deposition machine. At 1 Å per
second, I etched about 300 Å in two steps to avoid overheating. In step 6, I stripped the
remaining photoresist. At this point in the process the spin-valve sensors are complete but
I still have to create contact pads to be able to test them.
In step 7, I deposited HMDS as a negative resist, then used a second photolithographic
exposure in the Heidelberg laser lithography tool to define the contact pads. I then deposited
300 nm of Al and used a liftoff process in Microstrip 3001 [97] at 50◦ C and ultrasound to
remove the unwanted material. After a final cleaning step using isopropanol, the process
was complete.
Table 7.1 shows ΔR values I measured for the sensors I made (see Appendix C for
more details). All of the sensors had MR ≈ 5%, and resistances between 300 and 800 Ω for
sensors with widths ranging from 10 to 25 µm.
While the process I used was similar to that used for the MAGMA sensors, the
MAGMA sensors are two orders of magnitude smaller in area, just 2 µm by 4 µm, giving
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Table 7.1. Magnetoresistance values for some of the spin-valve sensors I built at INESC
are between 4 and 6%.
them 50 Ω impedance, and they are built on Si rather than glass. The length to width ratio
(2:1) of the MAGMA sensor is rather small considering that shape anisotropy [98] is used
to make sure the free layer is oriented along the y axis in zero field. The advantage of
the smaller design is that a smaller sensor leads to less area averaging and better spatial
resolution. In practice the MAGMA spin-valve sensors can resolve currents to submicron
resolution if they can be brought in close contact with a sample.
7.4 Sensor characterization
Figure 7.5 shows a magnetoresistance curve measured at Neocera for a 2 µm by 4 µm
MAGMA spin-valve sensor. The resistance of the sensor is typically designed to be about
50 Ω to enable a wideband frequency response, from dc to GHz. This sensor showed a
maximum magneto-resistance (∆R/Rmin) ≈ 10%, although this required applying fields of
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Fig. 7.5. Magnetoresistance characterization used to compute the transfer function for the
spin-valve sensor. This particular sensor shows an average sensor resistance of 43.9 Ω and
a magnetoresistance of 5.5%.
a few tens of Gauss, well above the range of magnetic field that are typically imaged.
From Fig. 7.5 I can also determine the sensor’s responsitivity in its linear regime
and find dR/dB ≈ 47.5 mΩ/G before amplification. When running the MAGMA system,
we current bias the sensor and measure the voltage. To get the strongest signal possible
∆V = I∆R, it is to our advantage to pass the maximum current possible. Typically we use
1 mA, and Neocera reports that the use of higher currents reduces the sensor lifetime. This
gives a response of 0.475 µV/µT before amplification.
At low frequencies, 1/f resistance fluctuations dominate the noise in the spin-valve
sensors. The Nyquist noise has a voltage noise power spectral density of Sv ( f ) = 4kbT R,
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where T is the temperature and R is the sensor’s resistance. Given the sensor resistance of






≈ 13 nT (7.1)
per pixel in a magnetic image. Our sensors have noise of about ≈ 120 nT per pixel. It is
possible that some of the remaining noise is coming from the spin-valve pre-amplifier and
1/f noise.
7.5 Spin-valve advantages and disadvantages compared to a SQUID
A spin-valve sensor has several advantages compared to a SQUID.A spin-valve sensor
is operated in air at room temperature and can run in contact with the sample. This allows
for a high spatial resolution (better than 1 µm) for current-carrying layers near the surface
of the sample. In practice, when we run scans in contact the sensor is 1-2 µm away from
the surface of the sample because it is difficult to get the sensor closer than that to the edge
of its substrate. Out of contact scans can typically be as close as 5-10 µm away. Also, the
spin-valve sensors are smaller than the SQUIDS we use (2 by 4 µm rather than 30 µm by
30 µm), so the effective pickup area and averaging are appropriately small for the scanning
distance.
The main disadvantage of our spin-valve sensors is that they have much higher
noise than a SQUID. As discussed above, the noise in our typical sensors is about 100–
200 nT/pixel given our scanning conditions (see Fig. 7.6). In contrast, the SQUID sensor
has 150 pT/pixel noise. In order to get better performance we would have to increase the
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Fig. 7.6. Bdata − B f it for L-shaped single scan # 21. The total noise from the spin-valve
sensor was found by looking at the difference between the measured field and the simulated
best fit field, in a region where the fit is good. The noise in the red box in the top right
was found to be about 120 nT by taking the standard deviation of the difference field in that
region. This is comparable to the value found from the sensor alone.
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Fig. 7.7. Tilt scans show that the measurement direction of the spin-valve sensor isn’t in the
z direction. (a) Schematic of currents in the sample. Design gives strong field components
in many directions, allowing extraction of sensor tilt parameters. (b) Magnetic field image
# 24 collected with the spin-valve sensor during a series of 24 scans. (c) Best fit simulated
magnetic field image created using 3D Solver software. Overall, the fit image is in good
agreement with the measured magnetic image, indicating that both the parameters and the
path are well resolved. (d) Difference image between the data and the fit.
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sensitivity ∂R/∂B or increase the maximum current we can use to bias the device. In
addition, position noise [35] can significantly degrade the noise performance, especially for
in-contact scans.
While the SQUID is much more sensitive, it has its own challenges. The SQUID
must be cooled to cryogenic temperatures and kept in vacuum while the samples are in air
at room temperature. This significantly increases the system cost, footprint and amount
of engineering required to use the SQUID. The need for a cryogenic system and vaccuum
pumps can also generate mechanical and electrical noise and these need to be dealt with to
ensure that the system performance is not compromised.
To maintain cryogenic conditions, the SQUID is kept behind a 2 mm diameter 10 µm
thick diamond window. The SQUID sensor cannot touch the window, nor can the window
be in contact with the sample during a scan.This increases the distance from the sensor to
the sample. In practice we have imaged with the SQUID as close as 44 µm away from
the sample, and bringing it closer in the present setup is challenging. The reason that the
window is 2 mm in diameter is that the face of the SQUID chip is about 0.8 mm on a side
and some space is needed for clearance and sealing the window to the aluminum cone. In
practice, it is difficult to get mm size surfaces parallel enough to bring them much closer
than a few µm apart. If the SQUID chip touches the window it can cause the window and
cone to cool, leading to thermal contraction and to the SQUID point pushing through the
window.
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Fig. 7.8. The spin-valve sensor is mounted on a cantilever in order to scan in contact with
the sample. (a) Front view. (b) Side view.
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7.6 Sensor integration into the MAGMA system
The spin-valve sensor used in the MAGMA system is fabricated on a Si wafer. The
wafer is diced into chips and each chip is then cut and polished to produce a tapered shape
with the sensor within a few µm or less from the edge of the chip (see Fig. 7.8 (a)). The chip
is mounted on a small aluminum block and attached to the end of a flexible cantilever. The
cantilever allows the sensor to be brought into gentle contact with the surface of a sample
and allows the sensor to follow the surface topography during a raster scan (see Figure 7.8
(b)).
One issue we found with this arrangement was that it caused deviations in the position
of the sensor when scans were made in contact with the sample. If the sample surface was
not flat, changes in the cantilever position and orientation would contribute position and tilt
noise to the final image. However, we also found tilt and position variations while imaging
flat samples. As part of a series of scans examining the sensor tilt, we took repeated images
of an L-shaped sample (see Fig. 7.7 (a)). These images were then analyzed using the 3D
Solver to extract the best path (see Fig. 7.7) and best fit parameters, including the sensor
gain g, the sensor tilts θ and φ, the sensor-to-sample separation z, the line width w and
noise σB, as well as other sample and imaging parameters. Table 7.2 summarizes the best
fit results for key parameters from these scans. Scans 17 through 21 were taken out of
contact, with the others taken in contact. As Figs. 7.9 and 7.10 (a) show, scans 17-21
showed much more stable values for the sensor polar and azimuthal angles θ and φ. Thus,
even in flat samples, in-contact scanning produces additional noise, likely due to variations
in the cantilever orientation and sample-to-sensor contact separation. In fact this problem
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Table 7.2. Table of parameters for the series of 24 tilt scans of an L-shaped test sample.
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is readily visible in Fig. 7.6 as a relatively large line-to-line discrepancy when the sensor
is near the current path (see upper left part of image near pad in Fig. 7.6). More work is
needed to improve the cantiliver design and operation to achieve repeatability of scanning
in contact with the spin-valve sensor.
7.7 Spin-valve sensor tilt
TheMAGMAspin-valve sensors were designed tomeasure the z (vertical) component
of the magnetic field. During our analysis of scans, we noticed that many images had an
“imbalance” in the maximum positive vs. negative field. Figure 7.7 shows an example
from our set of L-scan images. For an image of the z-component of the magnetic field
from a straight wire in the x-y plane, we would expect to see positive and negative regions
of equal strength near the wire. Analysis of these images using the 3D Solver revealed
that the spin-valve sensors were not picking up the z component, but a component tilted
significantly away from the z-axis. Specifically, we use two angles θ and φ to describe the
direction of the field component that the sensor is measuring. Following typical spherical
coordinates convention, φ is the azimuthal angle (angle from the x-axis) and θ is the polar
angle (angle from the z-axis, see Fig. 2.1). While φ was near 90◦, as expected, we were
surprised to find θ ≈ 45◦ (see Table 7.2). If we were measuring along the z axis, we would
expect θ = 0◦.
The simple L-shaped pattern (see Fig. 7.7 (a)) was chosen because the geometry of
its currents is simple, so it would be easy to get a good fit, and because this pattern generates
a field along each axis in different locations, so the fits were sensitive to the sensor tilts.
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While we had suspected the sensor was tilted for quite some time, it was often ambiguous
in a scan because many current layouts don’t generate fields with all three components or
generate very complicated patterns.
Fig. 7.7 (b) shows image # 24 from this set. Using the 3DSolver software, we obtained
the best-fit magnetic field fit (see Fig. 7.7 (c)). The difference image between the data and
the fit is shown in Fig. 7.7 (d), and overall this shows a reasonably good fit, although clearly
some discrepancies remain. Specifically, we were most interested in the global parameters
of the scans including the detection direction. The strongest discrepancies are located at
places where it is difficult to model the currents (i.e. the corner) – these discrepancies do
not overly affect the tilt angles.
From Fig. 7.7 (b) we extracted parameters, and found that the sensor was rotated
by θ = 35◦ from the z axis. In contrast, the angle φ was near 90◦, as expected. Figure
7.10 (a) shows the angle θ from the z-axis for each of the scans we took of the L-shaped
sample.These results show that the sensor angle is varying but generally tilted from the
z-axis by 30-40◦, even when the cantilever was not in contact with the sample.
These results naturally raise the question of why the sensor detection angle of the
spin-valve sensor is tilted so far from the vertical. Observation of the cantilever during
a scan reveals only small physical tilting of the sensor during scans. Thus we conclude
that the tilt is due to the in-plane magnetization of the free layer pointing away from the
horizontal direction (see Fig. 7.11). The most likely cause is the low shape anisotropy of
the 2 µm by 4 µm sensors leading to the magnetization being off from the z axis. We note
that the tilt angle is close to the corner-to-corner diagonal direction of the sensor, which is
arctan(1/2) = 26◦.
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Fig. 7.9. Plot of the best fit sensor detection angle θ versus data set number n from an
analysis of the tilt images of the L-shaped sample. The scans #18 to 21 (red band) were
taken out-of-contact while the other scanswere taken in-contact with the sample. The sensor
tilt and variations in the sensor tilt appear to be larger when the sensor is run in-contact.
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Fig. 7.10. (a) Plot of the sensor angle φ versus data set number n. (b) Plot of the gain g
versus data set number n. (c) Plot of the sensor-sample distance z versus data set number
n. (d) Plot of the noise standard devation σB versus data set number n. These parameters
are from an analysis of the tilt images of the L-shaped sample. Scans #18 to 21 (red band)
were taken out-of-contact while the other scans were taken in-contact with the sample.
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Fig. 7.11. Model of the spin-valve sensor in which the free layer’s magnetization is tilted by
35◦ from the y-axis. Since the sensor is most sensitive to the magnetic field perpendicular
to the magnetization of the free layer and in the plane of the free layer, this device detects
the component of the field 35◦ from the z-axis. It is unclear whether or not the pinned layer
is also rotated. Note that θd = arctan(2/4) = 26◦.
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7.8 Conclusion
In Chapter 7 discussed the layout, fabrication and operation of our spin-valve sensors.
I also discussed the noise of the sensors and compared the advantages and disadvantages
of spin-valves and SQUIDs. I discussed some unexpected behavior we observed in the
spin-valve sensors – they are detecting a field at a tilt from what they were designed to do –
and the possible cause of this behavior.
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Chapter 8: Select Magnetic Images
8.1 Introduction
Over the course of this project we acquired hundreds of scans of a wide variety of
samples. In this chapter I present a few scans in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the
3D Solver for analyzing magnetic images from the MAGMA system. The first example is
an image of a simple 3-layer linear via chain. The second image is of a more challenging
path, a five-layer meander sample. I next discuss two examples of modified samples which
demonstrate how this system can be used to identify the location of a short. Finally, I
present a large area scan of a sample containing tens of thousands of TSVs. This last
example demonstrates how the system is useful even without running the inversion, and in
particular demonstrates the importance of in-phase and out-of-phase information.
8.2 SU8 three-layer sample
Figure 8.1 shows a summary of some key results from sample 1. Sample 1 had three
distinct wiring layers with a 10 µm layer-to-layer separation, with the different layers being
connected by 10 µm by 10 µm square vias. The wire was 5 µm wide, with a slightly larger
infeed/outfeed metal trace of 7 µm. The metal was gold and the 10 µm thick insulation
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Fig. 8.1. Results from sample 1, a three layer sample in SU8. (a) Magnetic data (Bdata)
acquired with the spin-valve sensor. (b) Reconstructed magnetic image (B f it) based on
best fit current path and best fit parameters. (c) Magnetic difference image (B f it − Bdata)
shows areas of discrepancies near the vias. (d) Side view of best fit path. (e) Optical
image from MAGMA system of entire scan area. (f) Zoomed in optical image shows good
agreement with superimposed path. Vias in best fit path (marked by red arrows) fall within
metallization of vias in optical image.
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layers were made from SU8 (a clear plastic printed on an Si substrate). In this sample,
the current path goes up and down over three layers as it goes from left to right across the
sample. Figure 8.1 shows the image measured by the spin-valve sensor. It covers an area of
1200 µm by 300 µm, has a pixel size of 2 µm by 2 µm and took about 22 minutes to acquire.
For this scan, the spin-valve sensor was scanned in contact with the sample.
In Fig. 8.1 (a) we see that the linear via chain goes along the center of the image from
left to right. Notice also that the left hand side of the image contains a long straight section
of wire that is in the top layer – this part of the image is very useful for extracting global
scan parameters such as the sensor to top layer separation z, the gain g, and the sensor tilts φ
and θ. To analyze this image, I drew a straight line starting path across the image, adjusted
the sample tilt so that my path would line up with the magnetic field, and then used the
parameter search to find the global scan parameters from the left part of the image. I then
alternated z-searches and parameter searches, generally working on a small part of the path
at any time by defining a crop2 search region. The corner search was not necessary since
the path does not meander in the y direction. It was necessary to do a careful search of
the sample rotation, and apply an x and y offset so that my path was well-aligned with the
image. The field from the infeed and outfeed wires to the sample affects the final image and
it was necessary to take them into account. I used the automated infeed and outfeed routine,
which extended the infeed and outfeed about 200 µm straight out from on the left and the
right of the image. Beyond that distance, the infeeds have no measurable effect on the χ2.
Figure 8.1 (b) shows the magnetic field corresponding to the best fit path. By eye, this
image looks indiscernible from that shown in 8.1 (a), however they are slightly different.
This is visible in Fig. 8.1 (c), which shows the difference image of the magnetic fit and data
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(B f it − Bdata). Note that the scale on the difference images goes from -7.1 µT to 6.4 µT,
whereas the data originally ranged from -60 µT to 13 µT. Thus there are still significant
discrepancies in the reconstructed image, but the reconstruction has captured much of the
signal. A closer look shows that the most significant discrepancies are all located near the
vias. This is not surprising since if the grid spacing is not exactly commensurate with the
via-to-via spacing, the path will differ from the true path at the vias. Also, the vias in the
sample are square and 10 µm by 10 µm, while we are modeling the current through the vias
as an infinitely thin wire. Since our imaging distance is only z = 3.6 µm to the top layer,
this effect is noticeable in the data. The rest of the image fits remarkably well.
Despite the differences, the reconstructed best fit path (see Fig. 8.1 (d)) is close to
the path seen in the optical image. Fig. 8.1 (e) shows a top view of the optical image
for the entire scan area with the best fit path overlaid. The via positions on the right side
appear to be well-aligned with the optical image, while the via positions on the left side
appear to be slightly misaligned. One possible cause is that the grid spacing (10 µm) is not
commensurate with the via-to-via spacing in the image. For example, a small error in the
optical image scale could cause such a discrepancy. Figure 8.1 (f) shows a top view of a
zoomed-in portion of the optical image with the best fit path overlaid. In this image we can
see the relatively large (10 µm by 10 µm) square pads of the vias, which are significantly
wider than the horizontal metal traces. For the most part the vias in our best fit path
correspond with the location of the vias as seen on the optical image. However, while my
best fit path vias all fall within the metallization (see red arrows in Fig. 8.1 (f)), my best
fit path tends to shorten the top layer sections as compared to the bottom layer and middle
layer sections. There are a few reasons why this might be the case. First, it could be that
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Table 8.1. Best fit parameters obtained for scan of sample 1 (3 layer LVC) shown in Fig.
8.1 (a).
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our fitted z distance is slightly too small, and the path search is compensating by putting
segments on the edge of the top section in the middle layer instead. Or, it could be that our
path is doing its best to model the currents in the vias on the manhattan grid. Putting the
via currents in the middle layer would produce a smaller error than putting them in the top
layer because the field from top layer segments is very strong. It is likely that to improve
my model I need to have a more detailed model of the currents in the vias.
Table 8.1 shows the best fit and other parameters I obtained for this particular scan
and the nominal values from the design. In the Table’s top left are the scanning parameters
set and measured by the MAGMA system software before the scan is acquired. In the top
middle I list scan parameters fit to and extracted via iterative parameter searches on the
magnetic image. At the bottom left are parameters describing the wires, which are also
found by a best fit search. These wire parameters include the layer-to-layer separation, the
wire widths, and the current through each wire. Note that this path was modelled with two
wires sas the infeed section of the path had a wider wire width than the linear via chain
section. This also allowed us to take into a account a very slight height discrepancy between
the infeed section of the scan and the meander.
To the right of Table 8.1 are the nominal design values for sample 1. The biggest
discrepancy between the expected (nominal) values and our best fit parameters is the θ
sensor tilt. Our sensor is tilted 45◦ from the z axis, instead of being parallel to the z axis.
The sample parameters are in very good agreement. The nominal layer-to-layer separation
is 10 µm and we are about 1 µm from this value. While h1=2 = 11.2 µm, keep in mind that
h1−3 = 20.38 µm which is very close to the design spec. In other words, errors in h2−3 may
be compensating for errors in h1−2, and h1−3 is only 300 µm from the design value.
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8.3 3DiS five-layer sample
Over the course of this project, we received several samples built to our specifications
by 3DiS technologies [99] that used copper electroplating [100] to deposit conducting paths
on insulating 3D surfaces formed using a laser deposition technique. While this method
does not produce TSVs, these samples could be made with our desired dimensions (1 to
10 µm layer-to-layer separations) and the resulting paths are completely visible optically
or with an SEM. This means that we can evaluate the 3D Solver by comparing a path
reconstructed with the 3D Solver directly to an SEM or optical image. This is not possible
with more traditional TSV samples without de-processing the sample because the lower
layers are buried under Si.
Sample 2 is a meander produced by 3DiS. Figure 8.2 shows an SEM image of a sample
with similar layout but with a 10 µm layer-to-layer separation. Sample 2 has 5 layers with
nominal 1 µm vertical layer-to-layer separations, and a nominal wire width of b = 7 µm.
Note that one challenge presented by 3DiS’s samples is that the metallization pattern is
deposited on the “built up” surface of the sample (see Fig 8.5). Unlike many other samples
we imaged, the 3DiS samples have relief on their surface. This makes it more challenging
to bring the spin-valve close to the sample surface, for fear of knocking the sensor into
the protrusions on the surface of the sample. Similarly, running with the sensor in contact
with the sample would produce large z variations and the resulting data would not be a fair
representation of an image from “buried” paths, nor could it be analyzed with the present
version of the 3D Solver since the 3D Solver requires a constant z. For the image I present
here, the MAGMA system was run with the sensor out of contact about 5 µm above the top
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Figure 8.3 shows results from the 3D Solver analysis performed on sample 2. Fig-
ure 8.3 (a) shows the false color magnetic image acquired using the spin-valve sensor, with
red representing strong positive fields and blue representing strong negative fields. In this
image the magnetic field strength ranges from -30 µT to +8 µT, with this assymetry sug-
gesting a substantial sensor tilt. As in sample 1, this scan presents a long, straight infeed
section to the left, with a more complicated and interesting pattern occuring on the right
side of the image. As we will see, two complications of the infeed are that it is on the lowest
layer (layer 5) and that its width is different from the width of the rest of the pattern. The
overall area of the scan is 1.3 mm by 0.3 mm, with a pixel step size of 2 µm in the x and y
directions.
Figure 8.3 (b) shows the reconstructed magnetic field corresponding to the best fit
path. This image is very similar to the measured magnetic image. Figure 8.3 (c) shows
that there are still some discrepancies remaining in the difference between the data and
the fit. Some of the segments are assigned to incorrect layers. Figure 8.3 (d) shows the
corresponding optical image from the MAGMA system. In this image, the building blocks
on which the metallization is deposited are visible, allowing us to easily identify the layout
of the true path for comparison with the path found from the magnetic scan. In Fig. 8.4
(a), I have enlarged Fig. 8.3 (d) and superposed the true path with color coded layers. This
allows easy comparison to the best fit path shown in Fig. 8.4 (b).
To find this path, I first wirized the sample using the LVC wirization. Then, I set the
crop2 region to the long infeed located on the left of the image. This allowed us to get a good
value for g and z and the sensor tilts. One complication is that because the infeed is in the
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Fig. 8.3. (a) 1378 by 330 µm magnetic image of sample 2 acquired with MAGMA system
spin-valve sensor. (b) Best fit magnetic image. (c) Magnetic difference image (B f it − Bdata)
shows some discrepancies. The best fit path is close to the design path, but some segments
are assigned to incorrect layers, particularly on the lower layers. (d) Optical image from
MAGMA system.
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Fig. 8.4. (a) Design path overlaid on top of MAGMA system optical image. The edges of
surface relief supporting the metallization is clearly visible. (b) Best fit current path. Note:
image is 1378 µm by 330 µm. layer 1 = blue, layer 2 = green, layer 3 = red, layer 4 = yellow,
layer 5 = purple.
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Table 8.2. Sample and imaging parameters for sample 2 image in Fig. 8.3 (a), a spin-valve
magnetic scan of a 5-layer meandering 3DiS sample with 1 µm layer-to-layer separations.
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lowest layer, we are actually fitting to the value z + h1−2 + h2−3 + h3−4 + h4−5, which makes
the actualy location of the top layer somewhat more incertain than in samples where the
infeed is in the top layer. After wirizing and conducting a first parameter search, I started
using the corner search to improve the path. I then alternated between corner searches,
z searches and parameter searches. In this case, I did not modify the segment length w
from the default segment length which is equal to the pixel-to-pixel distance. Since the
pixel-to-pixel distance is quite small in this case (1 µm), but the features of the path are quite
a bit larger, I should have used a larger segment length, which likely would have produced
much better results. It is rather counter-intuitive that my individual segments are 1 µm long
but 7 µm wide. In part because of this, we can see many of the segments are placed in
the wrong layers, as they introduce transitions that do not fit with the optical image. The
nominal design layer-to-layer spacing in sample 2 was 1 µm, which made it challenging to
determine between adjacent layers, especially between layers 4 and 5. By visual inspection
we can see that top layer segments are much more accurately placed than the lower layer
segments. This is unsurprising since we expect much more signal from the top layer than
from the bottom layer. In general, even when segments are misplaced, they are usually not
more than one layer away from their correct layer. For example, segments that should be in
the top layer (blue) can be found in the 2nd layer (green) in my best fit path, but rarely in
a layer lower than the 2nd layer. Overall, the field from the reconstructed path is capturing
99.82% of the signal power in the image and the lateral placement of segments is very good.
In Table 8.2, I summarize the parameters extracted from the analysis of 8.3 (a). Note
that we have used different wires for the infeed and the outfeed, as the infeed has a larger
wire trace than the meander section, as can be seen in Fig. 8.3 (d). Our layer-to-layer
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separations match well with the design values from 3DiS, as the largest difference is a
0.30 µm difference from the nominal value. Note that the infeed has no lower layers and
that those values were not searched on – only the hi of the meander section of the path were
optimized. In terms of imaging parameters, our values are in line with our expectation.
The only anomalous parameters are the spin-valve tilt, fit to 55◦ and the noise, which was
unexpectedly high in this scan at σB ≈ 1 µT per pixel.
8.4 Modified 3DiS five-layer samples
As part of the evaluation of the 3D Solver technique we wanted to test our ability to
identify and locate shorts in multi-layer samples. In order to do so, we designed samples 3
and 4 as meandering via chains with 1 µm and 10 µm layer-to-layer separations, respectively.
Subsequently, a group at Sandia National Laboratory used a focused ion beam to modify the
samples and induce shorts in unknown locations. Our goal was to identify the location and
specifically the layer in which the short was located. Of course, the short would have been
visible in optical images of the sample, but we were prevented from viewing the sample
optically for this exercise. In fact, prior to imaging we were not even certain whether a
short had in fact been added or some other modification had been made. This exercise was
part of an evaluation our team had to take while being observed by the managing team from
IARPA. Figure 8.5 shows SEM images taken by 3DiS before the samples were modified. I
note that samples 3 and 4 shared the same layout, with the only differences being that they
had nominal layer-to-layer separations of 1 µm and 10 µm, respectively, and different trace
widths of 7 µm and 10 µm, respectively. Each scan presented in this section took about 20
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Fig. 8.5. SEM images of 3DiS samples 3 and 4 (images courtesy of 3DiS). (a) Angled view
of sample 3 (1 µm layer-to-layer). (b) Angled view of sample 4 (10 µm layer-to-layer). (c)
Top view of sample 3. (d) Top view of sample 4.
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minutes to acquire.
Figures 8.6 and 8.7 summarize our results on sample 3, the 3DiS short-induced
sample with 1 µm layer-to-layer separation and an added short. Figure 8.6 (a) shows a
magnetic field image taken of the entire area of sample 3. This SQUID scan covers an area
of 10.17 mm by 0.5 mm with a 16 µm by 8 µm pixel step size and the total scan time was
about 22 minutes. Here red corresponds to 0.4 µT (out of the page), and blue corresponds to
-0.4 µT (into the page). As we did not know where or how the Sandia group had edited the
circuit, we took this low resolution large area scan first to see if we could identify obvious
regions of interest that were worth examining at high resolution.
Although we did not know how sample 3 had been modified, we did know what the
unmodified sample was designed to look like, and this was crucial to identifying the location
of the short. Figure 8.5 (c) shows a top-view SEM image of a small section of sample 3. In
the original design, the path entered from the top left, went horizontally across the sample
from left to right while meandering up and down on five layers and in the x-y plane. The
path then went back from right to left, and then from left to right one more time before
exiting the sample on the right. Examining the raw large-scale SQUID image in Fig. 8.6
(a) we see that about 1.6 mm from the left edge of the image the horizontal meandering
section signal suddenly grows weaker, and a weak path continues to the right before it
wraps around and rejoins a strong section of the path on the left side of the sample. This
behavior suggests the presence of an additional current path connecting the upper and lower
meandering sections. In other words, the scan reveals an induced short in the structure.
The magnetic field to the right of the short is weaker as some of the current in the structure
is diverted through the short.
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Fig. 8.6. (a) A coarse SQUID scan of sample 3 quickly pinpointed the problem region,
1.6 mm from the left edge. The pixel size was 16 µm by 8 µm and the total area was10.1 mm
by 500 µm. (b) In contact spin-valve scan of a smaller region around the short. Resolution
of 2 µm by 4 µm, total area of 2 mm by 500 µm. (c) In contact high resolution scan (1 µm
pixel-to-pixel distance) of the shorted area. (d) Optical image from the MAGMA system
showing the short created using FIB.
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Subsequent images of sample 3 were taken with the spin-valve sensor. Figure 8.6 (b)
shows a second image with a medium level zoom (2 µm by 4 µm pixels), and Fig. 8.6 (c)
shows an even smaller region centered on the short’s location and acquired with high 1 µm
by 1 µm pixel size. Each of these images took about 15-20 minutes to acquire. At this
point in the process, the lateral position of the short was very well resolved, and all that was
left was identifying the vertical layer in which the short was located. Considering the CAD
layout of the sample and the lateral location of the short deduced from the magnetic image,
it was likely that the short was on the lowest layer. Nonetheless, I applied the 3D Solver
technique to get confirmation of the short’s layer, as in general the lateral location of a short
would not be enough to deduce its depth.
Figure 8.7 shows the results from the 3D Solver analysis which was performed on
the scan in Fig. 8.7 (a). This spin-valve scan covered a 300 by 300 µm area around the
short. Figure 8.7 (b) shows the reconstructed magnetic field from the best fit path. To find
this path, a starting path was drawn by hand by following then obvious currents. We then
iteratively applied the parameter search, z search and corner search until the test path had
correctly captured most of the image. Comparing Fig. 8.7 (a) (the data) and Fig. 8.7 (b)
(the fit) we see that they are very similar. As expected, the best fit path had the short in
the lowest layer (layer 5). We also found the best fit wire width b for the short was about
21 µm, substantially wider than the 7 µm width of the rest of the path. Figure 8.7 (c)
shows B f it − Bdata, the difference between the field from the best fit path and the data. The
difference is typically small, with the larger discrepancies tending to be horizontal streaks
likely due to position or tilt noise from the sensor. Figure 8.7 (d) shows the reconstructed
path superposed on the MAGMA optical image. As we can see, our reconstructed path
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Fig. 8.7. (a) High resolution (1 µm by 1 µm) magnetic scan of 300 µm by 300 µm area
around the short in sample 3. The current is split between the vertical short and the branch
going to the right. (b) Simulated magnetic image created from best fit path and parameters.
(c) Difference magnetic field image between measured image and reconstruction from best
fit path. (d) Best fit path superposed on optical image from MAGMA system. The location
of the short in the reconstructed path matched that in the optical image.
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lines up very well with the circuit visible on the optical image, including the induced short.
The short was on the indeed on the lowest layer and the width of the short as seen on the
optical image compares well with the best fit value of 21 µm (see Table 8.3).
This example provided a very realistic test of the 3D Solver. The magnetic images
were obtained by one member of our team, who could see optical images of the sample, but
the magnetic images were analyzed by members of our team who did not view the optical
images and had limited time of a few hours to complete the analysis. Needless to say, all
this made the inversion more challenging than would have been the case otherwise. The 3D
Solver had some difficulties placing segments in the middle layers in their correct layers (see
Fig. 8.7 (d)), however it did a good job with segments in the top and bottom-most layers and
if we had used a longer segment length for the reconstruction the resulting path would have
been much cleaner. We found that the short was located in the bottom-most layer, and this
was later confirmed by the team at Sandia. In the end we “passed” the evaluation and these
results established the viability of detecting and localizing an unknown circuit modification
in a 5-layer 3D test sample.
The best fit parameters for sample 3 are summarized in Table 8.3. Note that on
top of a good match with the nominal layer-to-layer separations, the actual layer-to-layer
separations were later measured via FIB. We found a very good match between the layer-to-
layer separations measured via theMAGMA system and FIB. In particular, the four nominal
layer-to-layer separations on this sample were 1 µm and the 3D solver was able to extract
these separations to a few percent. Finally, I note that the SQUID and spin-valve images
were all of high quality and largely free from artifacts and distortion.
A similar analysis was performed on sample 4 which also had 5 layers but with a
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Table 8.3. Best fit parameters for sample 3 – modified 5-layer 3DiS sample with added
short and 1 µm layer-to-layer separation.
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Fig. 8.8. (a) Medium area SQUID scan shows that the current does not follow the metal-
lization in sample 4 as designed. A short connects across the designed path about 300 µm
from the left edge of the scan. False color scale in µm. (b) Optical image from MAGMA
system shows the location of the short and confirms the location found from the SQUID
scan. (c) Optical image from MAGMA software shows the short and nearby sections of the
path.
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nominal 10 µm layer-to-layer separation. Figure 8.8 (a) shows an initial SQUID scan of
the left half of sample 4. This reveals that the current in the sample did not follow the
left-right-left-right path designed for this sample. Instead, the path abruptly changes course
about 800 µm from the left edge of Fig. 8.8 (a). This suggests that a short has been added at
that location and this short connected the upper horizontal section of the meandering path
to the middle horizontal section. Figure 8.8 (b) shows an optical image of the sample. The
induced short is clearly visible and its location matches with that suggested by the magnetic
image. Figure 8.8 (c) shows an optical image of the short in more detail. As in the analysis
of sample 3, the optical images of sample 4 were not available to the analysis team until
after we had completed the analysis.
I note that, unlike sample 3, in the magnetic image of sample 4 there did not appear
to be any field detected in the bypassed section of the path to the right of the short. This
suggested that there was an open on the bypassed section of the path, or that this section
had a very high resistance so that all the current went through the short. It is likely that
this open was created when the modification to the sample was made, but its location was
not revealed by the magnetic scans. To pin down the location of the open from a magnetic
scan, one would have to use an opens detection technique such as Neocera’s high frequency
magnetic imaging technique [101], but this was outside the scope of this evaluation.
Once the location of the short was identified from the large scale magnetic image
shown in Fig. 8.8 (a), we used the spin-valve sensor to acquire a high resolution (1 µm by
1 µm) image of a 300 µm by 300 µm area around the short (see Fig. 8.9 (a)). Table 8.4
summarizes the parameters for this scan. Although the designed path was similar to that in
sample 3, as the Sandia team chose to edit both samples in a similar location, there were
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Fig. 8.9. (a) High resolution (1 µm by 1 µm pixels) magnetic scan of 300 µm by 300 µm
area of sample 4. All the current appears to be diverted to the short, which suggests that
the section of path to the right of the short has an open somewhere. (b) Magnetic image
created from best fit path and parameters. (c) Difference between measured field and that
reconstructed from best fit path. (d) Best fit path overlaid on top of optical image from
MAGMA system with color indicating the layer depth.
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several obvious differences. First, there was no split current branching off to the right side
of the image. This makes the analysis considerably easier, as I only needed to deal with one
continuous current rather than a branching current path. Indeed, I only used a single wire
in the inverse for sample 4, as opposed to four wires in the inverse of sample 3. Second, the
layer-to-layer spacing was 10 µm in sample 4 as opposed to 1 µm in sample 3. This made
it much easier to distinguish the top layer segments, but more difficult to see the bottom
layers as they were 40 µm away.
To invert this scan, I first wirized the image by drawing the suspected path by hand.
From the larger area scans I had an idea of the path layout outside of the scan area and I
already knew that there was no current through the normal metallization path that normally
goes off to the top right of the image. I then iteratively applied corner searches, parameter
searches, and the z search algorithm. I focused the z search algorithm around the region of
the short since this was the region we were most interested in. Unlike in sample 3, I did
not use a separate wire for the short. This meant that I could not adjust the wire width b
of the short independently from the wire width of the normal metallization, and the inverse
likely suffered from this. If I were to redo the analysis I would include a separate wire for
the short in order to be able to adjust its wire width.
Since this analysis was part of our final report to IARPA, I kept track of the analysis
time, whichwas about 5 hours on this sample. The best fit path produced themagnetic image
shown in Fig. 8.9 (b). Figure 8.9 (c) shows the resulting difference image (B f it − Bdata).
Significant differences remain but the path has clearly captured most of the signal and most
of the difference image appears to be noise. Given the time constraints, the fit was judged
to be good enough to locate the short, which was the goal of the inversion. With more
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Table 8.4. Best fit parameters for sample 4 – modified 10 µm sample with added short.
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time, I could likely have obtained a better fit around the top to bottom layer via, which
fits poorly and produces a large blue (negative) discrepancy. Finally, Fig. 8.9 (d) shows
the best path we obtained overlaid on the optical image. Evidently, the path matches the
optical image very well, including the location of the short added by the Sandia team. We
also found layer-to-layer separations close to the FIB measured values for the sample. Our
largest difference with the FIB measured values was 0.55 µm, which is quite good.
The analysis I performed on images of samples 3 and 4 show that both the spin-valve
sensor and SQUID were able to identify the location of shorts and discern key parameters
on a 5-layer path. Of course, to identify what is part of the intended circuit and what is
an unintended short, the original layout must be known. The analysis of samples 3 and
4 also shows that for practical applications, a full inversion and a completely converged
current map may not be necessary to identify the location of a short. Indeed, commercial
users would likely be most interested in obtaining the location and depth of a short. In
favorable situations, it is possible that they could get this information without going through
the trouble of a full 3D inversion. For example, we did not fully invert the currents in the
entire scans of the sample (Figs. 8.6 (a) and 8.8 (a)). Instead, we chose to invert the currents
in a smaller region around the short (Figs. 8.6 (c) and 8.9 (a)). This made the analysis
considerably easier and it is likely that a full inversion of the large-scale images would not
have provided significant additional information about the short. Nevertheless, comparison
of the best fit parameters to the known sample parameters provides a powerful check on the
integrity of the image and the path obtained from the inverse.
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8.5 Fraunhofer sample
Sample 5 is a 3-layer sample made by the Fraunhofer Institute to test its TSV man-
ufacturing repeatability in a single sample. Sample 5 covers a relatively large area (about
1 cm2) and contains roughly 70,000 TSVs connected in series. The TSVs in this sample
are created using a microbump technique [102] which connects the 3 dies together. Our
analysis of sample 5 provided insight on how the phase of the magnetic signal can be an
important factor in the imaging process, and showed how the MAGMA system can be used
to troubleshoot large area structures.
Figure 8.10 shows a large area (1 cm2) scan of sample 5 with 500,000 pixels. In this
sample the current is fed in through a vertical infeed which connects to the bottom left in Fig.
8.10. The current exits through a vertical outfeed at the top right of the sample. This scan
reveals some interesting behavior. I note that the MAGMA system automatically collects
both x and y-channel measurements when it scans. The x-channel is the signal in phase
with the AC current powering the sample, while the y-channel represents the magnetic
signal 90◦ out of phase with the current. Thus, the x-channel from the SQUID or spin-valve
sensor usually carries all of the signal, and the (y-channel) which is 90◦ out-of-phase with
respect to the drive signal is pure noise. In this case, however, we found there was a large
signal in both channels.
The x-channel (Fig. 8.10) image shows the regular pattern expected for the TSV
meanders. However, a closer examination reveals that the upper part of the image is slightly
bluer (i.e. negative) than the bottom portion of the image. At the same time, the y-channel
(Fig. 8.11) shows a broad, diffuse blue-red dipolar background, as well as the fine-scale
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Fig. 8.10. x-channel of magnetic scan of sample 5 (spin-valve scan).
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Fig. 8.11. y-channel of magnetic scan of sample 5. The x-channel should be the magnetic
signal from currents running in the TSVs. The y-channel should just be noise, but instead
there is a significant blue-red background in addition to some fine-scale contribution from
the TSVs.
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Fig. 8.12. Spin-valve signal -25◦ out of phase. This phase best represents the sample and
gets rid of background contributions.
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Fig. 8.13. Spin-valve signal 65◦ out-of-phase captures out-of-phase signal, possibly due to
dielectric or capacitative leakage.
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pattern due to the TSVs. The fact that there is a fine-scale pattern from the TSVs in both the
x and y channels may just be due to there being a phase-difference between the drive and
the current in the sample. The measurements were made at 9 kHz and the meander path is
actually several meters long if you were to unfold it, and the resulting RC time constants
may be contributing a significant phase shift. However, this would lead to a constant phase
shift between the source voltage and field, but not a spatially varying background and cannot
account for the broad red/blue dipolar background. Because this background is out of phase
with the rest of the scan, it also cannot be explained by infeed or outfeed currents in the
image. Two possibilities are that it is dielectric leakage or that the spin-valve is picking up
a capacitive (voltage) signal.
One feature I built into the 3D Solver was the ability to take in two magnetic images
for both the x and y channels and combine them to produce an image at a user-defined
phase. In this case, choosing a phase of -25◦ from the x-channel gave the best result (Fig.
8.12). The -25◦ image was much cleaner and more uniform than the original AC image and
the dipolar background was removed to first order. Note in particular that the background
in Fig. 8.12 is uniform and shows no sign of the gradient present in Fig. 8.10. Figure 8.13
shows the image formed at +65◦ out-of-phase, where the expected TSV signal is minimized
and the dipolar signal is maximized.
Getting the correct phase information is important for two reasons. First, a dipolar
background introduce artifacts in the inversion process and cause problems with the fitting
if we try to apply the 3D solver. The fact that the dipolar signal is out-of-phase with respect
to the drive suggests that it is not a magnetic signal, or at least not due to the magnetic field
produced by the current flow in the wire. To faithfully reconstruct the wire path from the
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magnetic image, we need to be able to remove this out-of-phase artifact. Thus, to obtain
the current path through the TSVs one should perform an inverse on the image shown in
Fig. 8.12 at a phase of -25◦ because the dipolar component has been minimized. Second,
this dipolar signal carries additional information and may be interesting for failure analysis.
A significant out-of-phase signal can be due to a non-magnetic signal. One possibility is
that the spin-valve sensor is acting as a capacitive pickup, which could produce a signal
that is out-of-phase with respect to the magnetic field. With the relatively high resistance
of the sample (2kΩ), we needed to apply a 1.5 V amplitude signal to drive 750 µA through
the sample. This is a relatively large voltage, and would give a relatively large capacitive
signal compared to other samples discussed here. Voltage detection could be useful for
detecting the location of breaks in an open circuit. Further work is needed to understand
the underlying cause of the out-of-phase signal in this sample and how it can be used.
From an analysis perspective, this sample contains about 70,000 vias. These vias are
stacked in pairs (see Fig. 8.14 (b)) and therefore the minimum number of individual seg-
ments required to invert the entire image would be about 70,000, which is computationally
challenging for the current version of the 3D Solver. Of course, inverting a small portion
of the image would be easier except for the field produced by the path outside the region.
Had a particular section of the image been of considerable interest, we could have looked
at powering up just that section and imaging it in a tighter region as we did with samples
3 and 4. However this magnetic scan still gives a lot of information about the sample.
Since sample 5 has a highly repetitive structure, a full inverse is not necessary to get good
information about the quality of the vias.
In the magnetic scan shown in Fig. 8.12, each dipole (red and blue dot pair) corre-
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Fig. 8.14. (a) Top view optical image of sample 5. TSVs and top layer connections between
adjacent TSVs are visible, while bottom layer connections between TSVs are not visible.
(b) Side view schematic of metallization in sample 5 from [103]. The vias are arranged in
series so there is a single continuous current path through the entire sample. The current
path meanders between the top and bottom layers and passes through each of the roughly
70,000 TSVs.
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Fig. 8.15. Zoom in of small region in the bottom left of sample 5. The signal from two
top-layer segments is missing, suggesting that there was a short in the lower layer at that
location or that the sensor did not pick up signal in that region
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sponds to a lateral segment in the top layer of the sample, which connects two TSVs (see
Fig. 8.14). Close examination reveals that the entire sample is connected and the signal is
spread uniformly throughout the whole die. Examining the repeatability of these dipoles,
I note that there is a small region in the lower left part of the image that appears to be
missing 2 top layer segments (see detailed view in Fig. 8.15). In this case, it is unclear if
there a short on the lower section bypassing a few vias entirely, or if there was a problem
with the scan itself rather than the vias. To find out, we could re-image the sample. If the
new image contained the missing top segments, this would indicate that the problem was
with the original scan rather than the vias. A more quantitative analysis could also be done
using the solver. One could also fit each dipole to a model of the magnetic field or measure
any deviations from the mean dipole signal. Having identified the location of potentially
defective vias, one can then use a tool such as an FIB to cross-section the sample at that
location and understand the precise nature of the defect.
8.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I presented five multi-layer samples with scans taken using SQUID
and spin-valve sensors, and discussed the analysis of their images using the 3D Solver. In
particular, I demonstrated the use of the 3D Solver search routines on magnetic scans of
these samples, and used the solver to reconstruct the 3D current paths that produced the
field and to determine key sample parameters such as the layer-to-layer separations. My
analysis showed that the MAGMA system and the 3D Solver are effective tools to analyze
samples with lateral pitches on the order of a few µm, and with layer-to-layer separations
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between 1 and 10 µm, which is a technologically interesting size scale. I showed in blind
tests that the 3D Solver is an effective tool for finding shorts in a sample provided you have
a reference for what the original, undamaged circuit looks like. I also showed that magnetic
imaging is an effective tool for large area analysis of tens of thousands of TSVs.
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Chapter 9: Future Work and Conclusions
9.1 Future work
Magnetic imaging has proven to be a useful tool for Fault Isolation/Failure Analysis
and this application will likely continue to drive the development of the MAGMA platform.
Here, I briefly discuss some possible next steps in this development.
One major change that would significantly improve the microscope’s performance
would be to use sensor arrays. A cellphone camera sensor typically has about 107 pixels. In
contrast, the MAGMA system uses a single SQUID or a single spin-valve sensor to image a
sample. With a single sensor, images which usually take about 15 minutes to acquire. This
imaging time was chosen as a compromise between noise performance and the maximum
time that a busy engineer might think is reasonable. Using an array of sensors has the
potential to make the scanning time as fast as taking a picture. Alternatively, if scanning
time is plentiful, then the extra time can be used for improved resolution or lower noise. A
sufficiently closely packed array of sensors would allow one to forego scanning completely.
This would greatly reduce the position noise of the scanning stages, which is a significant
noise source in our present system [35]. Sensor arrays may also be the key to scanning at
submicron resolutions as spin-valve sensors are about 50 nm thick. Using an array would
potentially allow high resolution on large areas.
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Making arrays of spin-valve sensors or SQUIDs is not particularly difficult. In fact
such sensors are already made in large batches using standard photolitographic processes
[104,105]. The main challenges lie in developing an effective multi-sensor read-out system
and a robust positioningmechanism for getting the sensors close to a sample andminimizing
position noise. Unlike CCDs, where charge accumulates and to be read out in a sequential
fashion [106], readout in a SQUID or spin-valve array must be continuous to be able to take
full advantage of the sensors’ low noise. At present, individual sensors are read-out using
what is effectively a hardware or software lock-in amplifier. While the use of a software
lockin should simplify readout of multiple devices, ultimately this read-out method is not
obviously scalable cheaply to thousands of sensors, and a new scalable approach would be
desirable.
Another major area where more work is needed is on the inverse problem. We now
have at our disposal two partial inverses. The “standard inverse” allows us to quickly invert
currents constrained to a single layer. The 3D Solver inverse allows us to invert currents
that are constrained to a Manhattan grid geometry. Some natural questions to ask are: what
other partial inverses can we use? Is there a choice better suited to failure analysis? Are
there advantages to combining these different approaches?
We have partial answers to these questions. The set of current distributions in a
finite volume can be thought of mathematically as a group [107]. The operation on this
“current” group is adding current distributions together. Its identity element is the zero
current distribution. Similarly, the set of all possible magnetic field measurements in the
plane of the sensor also forms a group. The addition of magnetic fields is the operation on
the “image” group and the identity element is zero magnetic field.
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There are some things we can understand about these groups. The Biot-Savart law is a
linear operation, that is B(J1+ J2) = B(J1)+B(J2). Thus it defines a homomorphism [107]
between the current group and the image group. This homomorphism is surjective and its
kernel is not trivial. The kernel KBS of the Biot-Savart law homomorphism is the set of
current distributions that produce no magnetic field in the imaging plane.
Finding KBS, and using it in combination with any one partial inverse would essen-
tially fully solve the magnetic inverse problem. To see this, suppose Jsol is the solution to a
magnetic measurement Bdata. Then∀Jk ∈ KBS, J = Jsol+ Jk is also a solution. Conversely,
if J is also a solution, then J = Jsol + Jk for some Jk ∈ KBS. Thus one could use KBS
along with any one partial inverse to find all the possible solutions to a particular magnetic
measurement, as having the kernel allows you to go from any one solution to any other.
Other incremental modifications could also be implemented to improve the system.
On the hardware side, many small improvements can be made to the SQUID-associated
parts of the detector system. In practice, the main limitation to the SQUID resolution is its
distance to the sample rather than its sensitivity. Therefore improvements should mainly
be aimed at bringing the SQUID closer to the sample by reducing the SQUID-to-window
distance.
One way to bring the SQUID closer to the sample would be to have a smaller SQUID
chip. Currently the SQUID chip is about 1 mm by 1 mm. This is a relatively large surface
and getting it tens of µm or less away from the window requires extremely precise levelling.
A smaller chip would not need as precise a level. In contrast, the SQUID itself is only
30 µm on a side. The most space consuming part of the SQUID chip are the contact pads;
there are four of them and they are each about 0.1 mm by 0.1 mm (see Fig. 6.7). The pads
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are so large because we need to get a low resistance contact between the SQUID and its bias
leads so that we do not lose output signal from the SQUID. If the contact resistance could
be lowered through better fabrication or if it was possible to move the pads to the sides of
the tip, we could make a drastically smaller chip, and more easily bring the SQUID close
to the window. We could also then use a thinner, smaller window. Unfortunately, getting
good YBCO to grow over the edge of the chip is difficult due to the need to have the YBCO
grow with the correct crystalline lattice structure in order for it to be superconducting at
77K. Another approach that allows the contacts to be moved out of the way is to use an
“x-SQUID” [87], which would involve placing the SQUID on the side of the tip instead of
on its face.
Additionally, because the SQUID in the MAGMA system is housed inside an alu-
minum cone that holds the thin window, it is hard to determine precisely how close the
SQUID is to the window. In order to better measure and control the window, one could
add a wire to the window and use this as a window locator. By passing current through
the wire, and then scanning the window with respect to the SQUID by using the x and y
window control assembly, one could image the field from the wire. Fits to the resulting data
would reveal the distance between the SQUID and the window. While scanning samples,
no current would be applied to the window wire and it should not affect sample scans. We
did some proof-of-principle tests of this idea and found that we should be able to achieve
an accuracy of around 1 µm for the window-to-SQUID separation, and this accuracy can
likely be improved. This approach could also be used to calibrate the SQUID gain and
check the window level. This could potentially allow us to break the 45 µm barrier in
SQUID-to-sample distance and simplify the set-up and operation of the window control.
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Another factor that limits the SQUID-to-window distance in practice is debris that
falls onto the window. Debris can prevent us from bringing the SQUID close to the window
and requireswarming up the system to remove, which is a relatively time consuming process.
Incorporating a “dust catcher” into the tip or cone walls could reduce the amount of debris
falling onto the window, thereby allowing closer proximity between the window and the
SQUID and letting the system run at consistently tighter SQUID-to-window distances.
While sensor-to-sample distance is a major limitation for the SQUID, the situation is
quite different for spin-valve sensors. Since we are already able to bring spin-valve sensors
1-2 µm away from the samples (see Chapter 7) and our magnetic inverse further sharpens
the resolution of the current path, reducing the separation is not a major issue provided we
don’t need significantly better resolution. Instead, our spin-valve sensors would significantly
benefit from better signal-to-noise performance.
If resolution better than 1-2 µm is needed, smaller spin-valves would help. The
sensors we use are between 2 and 6 microns long. We believe that the current design would
scale down to sensors about 500 nm in length, but more work is needed to see how much
current can be applied without destroying the device and how the resulting S/N scales.
It is interesting to note that for the standard inverse, improvements in sensitivity only
yield logarithmic improvements in resolution (see Eq. (2.60)). However, scaling of the
resolution with the S/N is much more favorable for the 3D inverse (see Section 3.7), and
sensitivity gains are worth pursuing. One limitation to the sensitivity of the spin-valve
sensors is the amount of current that can be passed through them. Passing more current
through the sensors would increase our signal. Unfortunately, Neocera has found that
passing more than 1 mA can reduce the life of the sensor [108]. We need to gain a better
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understanding of how sensor breakdown is happening. If heating is the issue, then placing
a heat-sink on the sensor might allow us to increase the current and the sensitivity.
Another way to get more sensitivity is to use a larger sensor. However since sensor
size limits spatial resolution, there are real trade-offs. One way to avoid this trade-off is to
use a dual sensor approach. With a small sensor and a large sensor on the same chip, one
can get both high sensitivity and high spatial resolution. In this scheme, the spin-valve chip
would have a small spin-valve sensor as close as possible to the sample, giving good spatial
resolution, while also having a larger, secondary spin-valve sensor for good sensitivity.
SQUID and spin-valve dual scans can be useful, but we have yet to demonstrate similar
benefits can be achieved for dual spin-valve sensor scans.
There were some other issues with the spin-valve sensors. As discovered in the
course of the project, field detection using spin-valve sensors is not as straightforward
as with SQUIDs. Specifically, we need to better understand why the spin-valve sensor
measurement direction is tilted and somewhat unstable. A complete field detection study,
and tests such as torque magnetometry [109] could help us better understand what is going
on and devise a fix. In addition, the flexibility of the cantilever that holds the sensor
introduces tilt noise, which together whith position noise results in a significant increase in
the sensor noise.
On the analysis side, many improvements can be made. The software for the current
3D Solver is a prototype of what a commercial tool could look like. While it has good
scientific capabilities, the user interface needs more development to make it truly usable
to FA engineers. Right now, many manual steps are required, which increase the difficulty
and effort needed to do analysis. Many of these steps can be automated. Full automation
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of the 3D Solver would require more research; although most of the individual steps can be
automated, the order of operations matters and it appears to be very challenging to develop
a fully automated package.
More effort could also be put to speeding up the calculations. Achieving reasonable
run-time has been a major limitation of the more ambitious path searching algorithms of
the solver. Improving the efficiency of the algorithms and using more powerful computers
to run the inverse are obvious ways to shorten the time to find a solution.
It would also be useful to develop the capability to search multiple scans simultane-
ously. Right now we analyze scans independently, but it is possible to run the parameter
search and path search algorithms on multiple scans simultaneously (i.e. optimizing the
combined χ2 from two or more scans at the same time). The way to do this is straightfor-
ward, but it would require significant modifications of the existing software.
Another interesting idea is to link the inversion software with the scanning software.
For example, a noisy low resolution preliminary image could be quickly acquired and
analyzed to identify interesting areas that would be worth scanning at higher resolution.
This would help by resulting in lower noise in parts of the image that matter, while keeping
the total imaging time reasonable. Figuring out how to do this in amethodical and automated
way would allow us to optimize the total scanning time.
It would also be interesting to try to extend the 3D Solver technique to open circuit
failure localization [101], and incorporate information from Space Domain Reflectometry
[110], an open-failure detection technique.
Another interesting avenue is to focus less on inverting the currents and more on
finding defects, which is subtly not the same thing. In many cases, it is not actually
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important to get a full current map, as the user may already have the CAD design. Rather,
what is important is to precisely locate a defect. Using available CAD information to
generate an accurate “model” magnetic field could allow one to find the location of defects
without inverting the field. Similarly, a “correlation” technique where one powers different
pins, all of which have a shorting path in common, can reveal the short location while
leaving out signal from non-shorted paths.
Finally, while our work shows proof-of-principle applications of 3D magnetic imag-
ing, commercial acceptance of 3D magnetic imaging remains to be demonstrated. Com-
mercial testing is ongoing, and time will tell if 3D magnetic imaging becomes a widely
used technique for failure analysis.
9.2 Conclusions
In this thesis I discussed the development of a technique for obtaining 3D currents from
2D magnetic images of samples with wires that connected multiple layers. I demonstrated
the viability and performance of my 3D Solver by using it to analyze multi-layer test samples
and samples containing through silicon vias. I found that it is a practical method and this
approach is being tested by Neocera for Failure Analysis of multi-layer test samples and 3D
integrated circuits.
In Chapter 2 I discussed the “standard inverse,” which was the state of the art of the
field before I started on this project. I also showed how the Fourier inverse can be modified
to account for sensor tilts. In Chapter 3 I discuss the theoretical underpinnings of our new
inverse technique, including noise considerations and the spatial resolution. In particular,
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I found that the spatial resolution could be substantially better than is possible with the
standard inverse.
The “standard inverse” requires the assumption that all currents are in a single plane.
My new technique relaxes that assumption, and allows us to invert 3D currents. However,
it introduces new assumptions, in particular the use of a Manhattan grid and discrete
segments, wires, and layers. Implementing these constraints requires the use of a search
algorithm instead of a closed-form expression. I used path search algorithms to reconstruct
the currents in the sample, mainly the lateral search, vertical search and corner searches.
Parameter searches are also critical to find the correct current paths. These algorithms are
detailed in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5 I introduced the 3D Solver, a matlab GUI that allows one to use all the
software tools we built in one convenient place. Because the order in which the different
search routines are applied is sample dependent, the routines need to be selected by an
experienced operator. The 3D Solver is a prototype for what a real world solving software
might look like.
As described in Chapter 6, we used the Neocera MAGMA system to scan samples
and obtain magnetic data. Neocera, in collaboration with my group at UMD, performed
significantwork to upgrade theMAGMAsystem to obtain the resolution, noise performance,
and sensor-to-sample distance necessary to reconstruct 3D currents. Indeed, we are able to
scan with the spin-valve sensor about 1.5 µm away from a sample, and the SQUID sensor
44 µm away. We are routinely able to scan at 1 µm pixel step size and 0.5 µm position
accuracy [108]. Our SQUID sensors show a flux variation of 10-20 µφ0/
√
Hz, which
corresponds to a magnetic field root mean square noise of 20-40 pT/
√
Hz. For typical scans
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with 5-20 ms spent per data point, this translates into a 150-200 pT rms noise level in each
pixel. Our spin-valve sensors show about 1000 times more noise, with a noise level of
100-200 nT/pixel.
InChapter 7, I showed that the spin-valve sensorswewere using for some of the images
did not pick up themagnetic field in the z direction as expected, but were consistently rotated
in the in-plane direction by up to 40◦. I also looked at the advantages and disadvantages
of spin-valve sensors and SQUIDs for practical imaging applications. Both sensors show
strengths and weaknesses. The spin-valve sensors are significantly easier to work with,
and can give very high resolution results. The SQUIDs are much more sensitive and are
ideal for very weak signals. The SQUIDs allow us to image more deeply buried layers
because of their exceptionally low noise. The spin-valve sensors allow us to image at room
temperature conditions, and let us get much closer to our sample. With both SQUIDs and
spin-valve sensors, the present MAGMA imaging system can make use of the advantages
of both sensors.
In Chapter 8 I presented some magnetic images and their analysis with the 3D
Solver. Over the course of this work, we acquired and analyzed hundreds of magnetic
scans to understand how different samples and parameters affect the 3D inverse technique. I
presented some representative scans and results on samples with up to 5 layers. I showed that
I could resolve layer-to-layer spacings to the sub-micron level and independently resolved
layers that were about 1 µm apart. I also demonstrated the ability to identify the location of
shorts and defects in unknown samples.
Finally, in this chapter I briefly discussed some possible future directions for research
and summarized my main results.
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4 layerdepths = [0 10]%depth in microns of specific layers wrt top
layer
5 coordSystemOrigin = [0 0]%gives the origin of the frame of reference
6 % the wire coordinates are calculated from. This value coincides
7 % with the bottom left corner of the magma scan the wire was first















22 isDisplayed = 1;
23 identifier







31 xcoordinates%x, y, z positions in real microns with respect to
startPoint
32 ycoordinates %all 3 are row vectors.
33 zcoordinates
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34 longCoordinates %coordinates specified in the format x,y,z,
segLength, segType
35 %for example: x,y, z -micron coordinates from bottom left of image
36 %segLength - micron length of segment
37 %segType: 1 =x, 2 = y, 3 = z
38 end
A.2 Wirization Schemes: LVC wirization
1 function wirizeLVC_cb(~, ~)%rename wirize_xy_meander?
2
3 [topy, topx ] = size(B_active1);
4
5 newWire = wire;
6 newWire = setNewWire(newWire);
7 newWire = newWire.old2newWire(parameters, userpar);
8 if ishandle(hcroprect)%needs to deal with optical image!!%*crop
9 pos1 = get(hcroprect, ’position’);
10 pos1(3:4) = round(pos1(1:2)+pos1(3:4)-0.5);
11 pos1(1:2) = round(pos1(1:2)+0.5);
12 if previousplot == 2;%if optical image
13 xcoef = newWire.xsegmentlength/(parameters(2) - parameters(1))*((
size(opt_image,2)-1));
14 ycoef = newWire.ysegmentlength/(parameters(4) - parameters(3))*((
size(opt_image,1)-1));
15
16 pos1(1) = pos1(1)/xcoef - rect(1)+1;pos1(3) = pos1(3)/xcoef- rect(1)
+1;
17 pos1(2) = pos1(2)/ycoef - rect(2)+1;pos1(4) = pos1(4)/ycoef- rect(2)
+1;
18 pos1 = round(pos1);
19 end
20 else
21 pos1(1:2) = 1;
22 pos1(3:4) = [ topx topy];
23 end
24
25 if pos1(1) <1;
26 pos1(1) = 1;
27 end
28 if pos1(3) > topx
29 pos1(3) = topx;
30 end
31 wirexy = {};
32
33 ppsx = newWire.xsegmentlength/userpar(1);
34 ppsy = newWire.ysegmentlength/userpar(2);
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35
36 [ ~, ycoord] = max(dBdy2);%gives value and index(row#) assoc. w/ max val.
in col.
37 ycoord = round(ycoord/ppsy);
38 pos1(1) = round(pos1(1)/ppsx); pos1(3) = round(pos1(3)/ppsx);
39 %by convention we start at 1
40 for i=pos1(1):pos1(3)-1%need (-) to match the ycoord(i+1) dimensions
41 if(ycoord((i+1)*ppsx)==ycoord(i*ppsx))
42 wirexy = [wirexy {[i ycoord(i*ppsx) 0]}];% do +1 everywhere to prev.
implementation...HK code started at 0
43 elseif(abs(ycoord((i+1)*ppsx)-ycoord(i*ppsx))==1)
44 wirexy = [wirexy {[i ycoord(i*ppsx) 0]}];
45 wirexy = [wirexy {[i+1 ycoord(i*ppsx) 0]}];
46 elseif(ycoord((i+1)*ppsx)>(ycoord(i*ppsx)+1))
47 wirexy = [wirexy {[i ycoord(i*ppsx) 0]}];
48 wirexy = [wirexy {[i+1 ycoord(i*ppsx) 0]}];
49
50 for n=1:(ycoord((i+1)*ppsx)-ycoord(i*ppsx)-1)
51 wirexy = [wirexy {[i+1 ycoord(i*ppsx)+n 0]}];
52 end
53 elseif(ycoord((i+1)*ppsx)<(ycoord(i*ppsx)-1))
54 wirexy = [wirexy {[i ycoord(i*ppsx) 0]}];
55 wirexy = [wirexy {[i+1 ycoord(i*ppsx) 0]}];
56
57 for n=1:(ycoord(i*ppsx)-ycoord((i+1)*ppsx)-1)





63 wirexy = [wirexy {[pos1(3) ycoord(pos1(3)*ppsx) 0]}];%add last endpt seg at
outfeed
64 xwirize2 = zeros(size(wirexy));ywirize2 = zeros(size(wirexy));zwirize2 =
zeros(size(wirexy));
65 for i = 1:size(wirexy,2)
66 xwirize2(i) = wirexy{i}(1); ywirize2(i) = wirexy{i}(2);
67 end
68 %wirearray = wire;
69 newWire = newWire.old2newWire(parameters, userpar, xwirize2, ywirize2,
zwirize2);
70 newWire = thresholdWire(newWire);








1 function [wireParameterSearchResults, scanParameterSearchResults] = ...
2 parameterSearchNew(scanParametersToSearchOn,
wireParametersToSearchOn,...
3 userpar, parameters, angle1, rect, Bdata, B_active1
, ...




7 % - scanParametersToSearchOn: structure array of logicals with the
following fields:
8 % z, thetaSensorRotation, phiSensorRotation, gain, dataOffset, xOffset,
9 % yOffset, sampleRotation. Each field contains a logical, either 1 or 0.
10 %
11 % - wireParametersToSearchOn: structure array of logicals with the
following fields:
12 % current, layerSeparations, wireWidth. the fields "current" and
13 % "wireWidth" are m x 1 arrays, where m is the # of wires in wirearray.
14 % layerSeparations is an m x n array,where n is the # of layerSeps in the
15 % wire with the most layers.
16 %* describe rest of input variables
17 %*make it so that fields that you want to search on only have to exist. ie
18 %have a section here that fills fields that aren’t there.
19
20
21 %declare variables spanning nested function scopes




26 numOfWires = length(wirearray);
27 numOfDataPoints = size(B_active1,1)*size(B_active1,2);%check what B_active1
looks like
28 B_active1_init = zeros(size(B_active1));
29 Bfit = zeros(numOfDataPoints,numOfWires);
30 Bfitx = Bfit;
31 Bfity = Bfit;
32 Bfitz = Bfit;








39 scanParametersToSearchOn.gain = 0;
40 end
41 if ~isfield(scanParametersToSearchOn,’thetaSensorRotation’)
42 scanParametersToSearchOn.thetaSensorRotation = 0;
43 end
44 if ~isfield(scanParametersToSearchOn,’phiSensorRotation’)
45 scanParametersToSearchOn.phiSensorRotation = 0;
46 end
47 if ~isfield(scanParametersToSearchOn,’dataOffset’)
48 scanParametersToSearchOn.dataOffset = 0;
49 end
50 if ~isfield(scanParametersToSearchOn,’xOffset’)
51 scanParametersToSearchOn.xOffset = 0;
52 end
53 if ~isfield(scanParametersToSearchOn,’yOffset’)
54 scanParametersToSearchOn.yOffset = 0;
55 end
56 if ~isfield(scanParametersToSearchOn,’sampleRotation’)





62 wireParametersToSearchOn.current = zeros(numOfWires,1);
63 end
64 if ~isfield(wireParametersToSearchOn,’wireWidth’)
65 wireParametersToSearchOn.wireWidth = zeros(numOfWires,1);
66 end
67 if ~isfield(wireParametersToSearchOn,’layerSeparations’)
68 wireParametersToSearchOn.layerSeparations = zeros(numOfWires,1);
69 end%*problem with # of layers
70
71 %% calculate # of level 3 Parameters
72
73 nWireCurrentsSearchedOn = 0;
74 for p = 1:numOfWires
75 if wireParametersToSearchOn.current(p) == 1




80 numOfLevel3Parameters = nWireCurrentsSearchedOn;
81 if scanParametersToSearchOn.gain == 1
82 numOfLevel3Parameters = numOfLevel3Parameters + 1;
83 end
84 if scanParametersToSearchOn.dataOffset == 1




88 %initialize matrix for level 3 search before the loop.
89 Bmatrix = zeros(numOfDataPoints, numOfLevel3Parameters);
90
91 %% search level 1 starts here
92 %unpackaging variables for search level 1: z, layerdepths, wirewidth
93
94 x = []; %vector to contain all search variables for level 1 search
95
96 if scanParametersToSearchOn.z == 1
97 x = [x userpar(5)];
98 end
99
100 for m = 1:length(wirearray)
101 if wireParametersToSearchOn.wireWidth(m) == 1
102 x = [x wirearray(m).wirewidth]; %#ok<AGROW>
103 end
104
105 for n = 1:size(wireParametersToSearchOn.layerSeparations, 2);
106 if wireParametersToSearchOn.layerSeparations(m,n) == 1







114 level1Parameters = [];
115 else
116 level1Parameters = fminsearch(@(x) recalc2(x), x);
117 end
118
119 %% reconstruct answer here, not in other functions. keep it nice and tight.
120
121 %*initialize wireParameterSearchresults and scanParameterSearchResults. for
122 %variable parameter size (ie wireParameterSearchResults.current), make sure
123 %they are the right size.
124
125 scanParameterSearchResults = scanParametersToSearchOn;
126 wireParameterSearchResults = wireParametersToSearchOn;
127
128 %leve1Parameters: z, wireWidths, layerSeparations
129 q = 1;
130 if scanParametersToSearchOn.z == 1
131 scanParameterSearchResults.z = level1Parameters(q);




135 for m = 1:length(wirearray)
136 if wireParametersToSearchOn.wireWidth(m) == 1
137 wireParameterSearchResults.wireWidth(m) = level1Parameters(q);
138 q = q + 1;
139 end
140
141 for n = 1:size(wireParametersToSearchOn.layerSeparations, 2);
142 if wireParametersToSearchOn.layerSeparations(m,n) == 1
143 wireParameterSearchResults.layerSeparations(m,n) =
level1Parameters(q);





149 %level2Parameters angle1; xOffset; yOffset; userpar(8); userpar(9) (sensor
150 %angle rotations)
151
152 n = 1;
153 if scanParametersToSearchOn.sampleRotation == 1
154 scanParameterSearchResults.sampleRotation = level2Parameters(n);
155 n = n + 1;
156 end
157
158 if scanParametersToSearchOn.xOffset == 1
159 scanParameterSearchResults.xOffset = level2Parameters(n);
160 n = n + 1;
161 end
162
163 if scanParametersToSearchOn.yOffset == 1
164 scanParameterSearchResults.yOffset = level2Parameters(n);
165 n = n + 1;
166 end
167
168 if scanParametersToSearchOn.thetaSensorRotation == 1
169 scanParameterSearchResults.thetaSensorRotation = level2Parameters(n);
170 n = n + 1;
171 end
172
173 if scanParametersToSearchOn.phiSensorRotation == 1
174 scanParameterSearchResults.phiSensorRotation = level2Parameters(n);
175 %n = n + 1; %no other parameter after this
176 end
177
178 %level3Parameters: gain, data_offset, currents
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179
180 m = 1;
181 if scanParametersToSearchOn.gain == 1
182 scanParameterSearchResults.gain = level3Parameters(m);
183 m = m + 1;
184 end
185
186 if scanParametersToSearchOn.dataOffset== 1
187 scanParameterSearchResults.dataOffset = level3Parameters(m);
188 m = m + 1;
189 end
190
191 for p = 1:numOfWires
192 if wireParametersToSearchOn.current(p) == 1
193 wireParameterSearchResults.current(p) = wirearray(p).current*
level3Parameters(m);
194 %since answer just gives us a multiplicative factor to the current




199 %% Nested function definitions
200
201 function chi = recalc2(x2)
[Redacted code optimizes level 2 parameters and calls level 3 parameter search.]
1 if isempty(x3)
2 chi = recalc3(x3);
3 level2Parameters= [];
4 else
5 [level2Parameters, chi] = fminsearch(@(x3) recalc3(x3), x3);
6 end




11 function chi = recalc3(x4)
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Abstract
Without using magnetic flux guides, the best spatial resolution that has been achieved with
SQUID microscopes is presently about 20 µm when imaging room temperature objects with a
100 µm standoff. The standoff distance z between the room temperature sample and the SQUID
loop, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the inversion techniques which map the magnetic field image
back to the source current density, are the main factors that limit the spatial resolution. We analyze
magnetic imaging processes in general and find the ultimate limit to the spatial resolution for a
given standoff z and signal-to-noise ratio. In the process, we develop a general formulation that
can be applied to other near-field imaging techniques, and find that existing SQUID microscopes
operating at 100 µm standoff have an ultimate spatial resolution of about 0.5 µm for typical sample
imaging parameters, two orders of magnitude better than is currently being achieved.
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In scanning SQUID microscopy [1–9], the output from a small flux-locked Superconduct-
ing Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) [10, 11] is recorded by a computer as a sample
is scanned back and forth under the SQUID. The resulting data can be used to construct
a false-color ”image” of magnetic fields from the sample. For such a near-field system, one
might expect the spatial resolution to be about equal to the sensor-to-sample separation z.
In fact, for images of the z-component of magnetic field from current-carrying wires the spa-
tial resolution is much worse, being almost five times the sample-to-SQUID separation [12].
For practical applications involving circuits, however, one often prefers a map of the current-
carrying wires that are producing the fields rather than the fields themselves. This can be
found by applying a Fourier-based magnetic inverse transformation to the magnetic field
data [13]. Remarkably, such images of source currents can show a spatial resolution that
is not only finer than that in the original magnetic field image, but also smaller than the
SQUID-to-sample separation [12].
In this article, we begin with a brief review of the standard magnetic inverse technique and
how it determines spatial resolution. Although the inversion technique is well-known, the
spatial resolution that can be obtained from the inversion has only recently been found [12].
We next discuss, in principle, how the inverse technique could be ”improved” by taking into
account additional information that might be known about a sample [14]. We then explore
how much improvement is possible in the spatial resolution by developing a general theory
for the minimum measurable value of a small parameter λ from a magnetic image. We
then apply this theory to find the minimum resolvable separation between different types of
identical sources (e.g. wires, magnetic dipoles), and finish with a few concluding remarks.
A. Magnetic Inverse Technique
The standard magnetic inverse technique has been widely used in SQUID NDE and
microscopy and has been described in detail by B. J. Roth et al. [13]. The main result is
that if a magnetic field is generated by currents that are confined to a thin sheet of thickness
d that is a distance z from the SQUID, and d is much smaller than z, then it is possible to
uniquely determine the location and strength of the source currents from knowledge of just
2
the magnetic field.
For the standard inverse, Chatraphorn et al. [12] showed that the spatial resolution s













where ∆x is the length of a pixel in the magnetic field image, I is the current flowing in a
wire being imaged, and σB is the rms magnetic field noise in each pixel. The parameter a
is determined by the shape of the Fourier-space filter used to filter out noise at high spatial
frequency; for a hard cut-off filter, a = 2.783. This result assumes that the only source of
noise σB is magnetic field noise from the sensor, and not position noise [15], noise in the
source currents, or other spatially dependent noise. Images obtained on several samples
using a SQUID microscope have shown good agreement with this result, with z/s up to 4.5
being achieved at separations of 50− 500 µm. [4, 12].
B. Defining the ultimate limit
Equation [1] gives the spatial resolution in a current density image formed using the
standard magnetic inverse technique. To arrive at this result, two broad assumptions needed
to be made: (1) current was confined to a two-dimensional plane whose thickness is small
compared to the resolution of the microscope, and (2) current is conserved in this 2D plane.
While these assumptions may seem restrictive, and will not be true for all samples, in practice
one often knows much more about a sample. For example, in many integrated circuits the
currents flow in wires that are thin enough to be considered as line sources, and these line
currents may also be arranged according to Manhattan geometry. Further consideration
suggests that if such information about a sample could be incorporated into an inversion
technique, one could reduce the noise and improve the spatial resolution in the resultant
current image. Use of “Manhattan filters” on scanning SQUID images of circuits bears this
out [12].
A key question now becomes apparent: if by adding more information one can improve
the spatial resolution, what is the ultimate limit to the spatial resolution? Of course, if
one knows all information about a sample, then by definition even the smallest feature is
3
resolved, and the resolution s = 0. Instead, we may ask the penultimate question: what is
the spatial resolution if one incorporates all information about a sample, except one unknown
parameter?
For example, suppose that the sample consists of two parallel wires (long, straight, in-
finitesimally thin), each carrying known current I/2, separated by an unknown distance w
and arranged as in Fig. 1. The idea is that if we can reliably determine the one unknown
parameter w from the measured magnetic imaging data, then we will have resolved the
wires. In the following section we develop this idea in detail for any parameter.
II. THEORY
To determine the ultimate limit to the spatial resolution we assume we have N magnetic
field measurements Bmi , and that each measurement has an uncorrelated random error drawn
from a normal distribution with standard deviation σBi. In addition, we will suppose we
have a theory for constructing values Bthi . Let B
th(~x, λ) be the theoretical value of the field,
where ~x = {x1, x2, ...} are the known parameters of the problem, and λ is the one unknown
parameter. From the data, the uncertainties, and the theory, we can construct the statistical
quantity χ2 as a function of λ [16]. The best estimate of λ is that which minimizes χ2. From
χ2(λ) we can also find an analytical expression for σλ, the uncertainty in λ, in terms of the
σBi.
For the application to magnetic field due to current flow in a wire, the components of
~x could be for example the cartesian coordinates x, y, z where each measurement is made,
the current I flowing in the wire, and the direction and position of the wire. λ will be an
unknown parameter of the problem, and we assume that it can be written in dimensionless
form, such that λ  1. This condition is appropriate for finding the smallest resolvable λ -
we will consider some specific examples below. Taylor expanding about λ = 0, we find:


























































We now introduce a weak assumption about the noise σBi, which simplifies the problem
considerably. Since in a real experiment we can typically reduce the noise by increasing the
measurement averaging time ti at each point i, we rewrite σBi in terms of ti. Assuming a









ti is the total time spent measuring all N points, and σB is the rms field noise














We next consider how well known λ is, i.e. what is the uncertainty σλ in λ. Since all
parameters, other than λ, are assumed to be known exactly, the only contribution to σλ
comes from the data Bdai , which have uncertainties σBi given by Eq. 9. Propagation of






























ti (b1i + λb2i)
2 . (13)
Since the ti are completely arbitrary, we can now choose them to minimize σλ. In this
simplified picture, averaging for an infinitely long time would reduce σB and σλ indefinitely.
However, in practice only a finite amount of time will be available, so we should minimize
σλ with respect to the ti subject to the constraint
∑
ti = T .




ti − T = 0 . (14)
We next introduce the undetermined Lagrange multiplier, µ, and define a new function F :
F ≡ (σλ)2 − µG (15)




− µ = 0 . (16)
























tjb2j (b1j + λb2j)
}
. (17)








− 2ΣC(b21i − b0ib2i) +














tjb2j(b1j + λb2j) . (20)
Note that Eq. 18 must hold for all i, but the only free parameters dependent on i are the ti,
since the bi are fixed by the particular B(~x, λ). However, the ti only enter into Eq. 18 via the
sums in ΣC and ΣD in Eqs. 19 and 20. Therefore the only way in general to satisfy Eq. 18
for all i would be if N = 1 or if the bi are independent of i. Either way, this implies that
the minimum σλ will be obtained by collecting all data at a single point, either by making
a single long measurement, or N repeated measurements at one location.
This result allows us to greatly simplify Eqs. 8 and 13, since for the optimum choice of
ti there will only be one term in the sum, so that for all i we have b0i = b0, b1i = b1, and



















We now impose the criterion that the minimum λ we will be able to resolve is when the
uncertainty in λ equals λ, i.e. λ = σλ = λmin. Applying this condition to Eq. 23 leads to a




























one can expand the square root in Eq. 24. In this limit, only the minus sign yields a physical






Eq. 26 turns out to be a very good approximation to Eq. 24 for many practical situations,
as we will see in Section III. Finally, we note that Eq. 26 implies that the measurement is
best made where |b1| = |∂B/∂λ| is a maximum.
III. MINIMUM RESOLVABLE SEPARATION OF TWO MAGNETIC FIELD
SOURCES
To determine the ultimate limit to the spatial resolution in magnetic imaging, we consider
the resolvability of two identical sources.
Let B1(x, y, z) be a component of the B-field from a single source, centered on the origin.
The field from two such identical sources that are separated along the x-axis by ±w/2 from
the origin can then be written as:
B(x, y, z;w) = B1(x+ w/2, y, z) +B1(x− w/2, y, z) . (27)
The idea is to find the smallest w that can be resolved. From Section II, this suggests that















= 0 . (28)
Thus we cannot assign λ = w and apply Eq. 26 since this requires |b1| > 0. In fact, due
to the ±w symmetry, all odd powers of w in the Taylor expansion vanish. Since only even






























A. Resolving Current-Carrying Wires
We now consider the case of two parallel, infinitely long, current-carrying wires, and
determine the minimum resolvable separation wmin (see Fig. 1).
The z-component of the magnetic field B1z due to a single wire carrying a current I/2



































u(u2 − 3) z
3 . (32)
This function is a minimum at u =
√
2 − 1. Substituting for u and taking the square root
of Eq. 32 yields
wmin = 4(
√








We note that α has dimensions of length, and is related to the signal-to-noise ratio.
The thick solid line in Fig. 2 shows wmin vs. z from Eq. 33. The dashed line shows
the spatial resolution of the standard magnetic inverse from Eq. 1. For these plots we
used typical parameters for scanning SQUID microscopes (I = 100µA, 15 minute scan at
30 pT/
√
Hz). Note that for z = 100µm the ultimate limit to the spatial resolution (wmin) is
about 0.5 µm, whereas the standard inverse yields s = 20 µm. The implication is that there
are almost two orders of magnitude to be gained by adding information into the inversion
routines.
We next consider the case of two parallel wires of finite length L, each carrying a cur-
rent I/2, separated by a distance w in the x-direction. From the Biot-Savart law, the
z-component of the magnetic field from a single wire, centered at x = 0, z = 0, with ends at






x2 + (y2 − y)2 + z2
−
− y1 − y√
x2 + (y1 − y)2 + z2
}
(35)
Intuitively we expect that we will obtain the best spatial resolution if we take data along
the midpoint of the wire (y = 0), and indeed this can be shown to be the case. Setting
y = 0, y2 = L/2 and y1 = −L/2, and introducing the dimensionless variables u ≡ x/z and







1 + u2 + `2
. (36)
9
To find the best resolution we must measure at the value of u = x/z which minimizes
σw2 . This optimal value of u will depend on the length L of the wires, and must be solved
numerically. We can now evaluate the minimum measurable w2 from Eqs. 26 and 29. The
results for wmin are plotted in Fig. 2 for some representative values of L, using the full
expression for λ given in Eq. 24.
A similar analysis can be made for the x-component of the magnetic field from two parallel







1 + u2 + `2
(37)








`(3 + 2`2)(1 + `2)
. (38)
For two parallel wires carrying opposing current, Eq. 27 is modified to
B(x, y, z;w) = B1(x+ w/2, y, z)−B1(x− w/2, y, z) , (39)






























measured at the origin. Figure 2 again shows wmin vs. z for this case (see dotted curves).
The resolution is better for the anti-parallel wires than for parallel.
To better understand these results, we consider two limiting cases: infinitely long wires
(L  z, or equivalently `  1), and infinitesimally short wires (L  z). Evaluating these
limits for Bx or Bz, and for parallel or antiparallel wires leads to a total of eight possible
cases (see Table I). In these limits, there is no `-dependence, so wmin reduces to a simple
power of z. The fourth column in Table I gives an expression for wmin. For the first item in
the list (two long, parallel wires, Bz measured), we recover Eq. 33, for example.
Some general conclusions can be drawn from Table I. First, the z-dependence in every
case is a power larger than 1. This indicates that it is beneficial for resolution to reduce z
as far as possible, which is to be expected. Second, if we compare the results for Bx and
10
Bz, we find the same dependencies on z, I, and σB. The numerical coefficients are slightly
different - wmin is marginally lower for Bx in the parallel cases, whereas in the antiparallel
cases, Bz yields a slightly lower value for wmin. However, a word of caution is necessary here
- since we are discussing ultimate limits for idealized situations, these small differences are
likely to be swamped in practice by other effects.
Lastly, we find that I and σB always occur in the combination µ0I/4πσB, which we
denote as α. This quantity, which has dimensions of length, is a measure of the signal to
noise ratio, since increasing the current, or decreasing the magnetic field noise both lead to
an increase in signal-to-noise. From Table I we also see that the effect of α and z is stronger
for the antiparallel configuration than for the parallel configuration.
B. Resolving Magnetic Dipoles
We next consider the minimum resolvable separation wmin between two magnetic dipoles
of magnitude m. There are many interesting physical phenomena which produce magnetic
dipole fields, ranging from the microscopic level, such as sub-micron ferromagnetic particles
used in recordable magnetic media [17], to magnetotactic bacteria [6, 18], up to the truly
macroscopic scale of geophysical [19] or astrophysical fields, for example due to the Earth
or sun.




3~r(~r · ~m)− r2 ~m
r5
. (42)
















x2 + y2 + z2.
We proceed as before and set λ = w (or λ = w2 if the w-term vanishes, as in Eq. 27), u =
x/z, and y = 0, due to the symmetry of the problem. We then evaluate the first and second
order derivatives with respect to u, which yields b1, wmin, and the value of u that minimizes
wmin, for the antiparallel and parallel cases, respectively. The results are summarized in
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Table II; column 3 gives an expression for wmin, for example wmin = 0.3646z
4/β for two
antiparallel magnetic dipoles, with Bz being measured. Here β ≡ µ0m/4πσB is the relevant
signal-to-noise parameter, which has dimensions of (length)3.
If we assume σB = 1 pT, which is a reasonable number for a SQUID sensor, and m =
10−15 Am2 for an individual magnetic domain or a magnetotactic bacterium, we obtain
β = 10−10 m3. To resolve neighboring magnetic domains/bacteria separated by about
0.1 µm would require z to be no greater than about 70 µm (assuming antiparallel alignment
of neighboring moments). This is well above the minimum z of about 20 µm of many existing
scanning SQUID microscopes that image room-temperature samples. Fig. 3 shows plots of
wmin vs. z for various cases.
C. Resolvability of 1/rn Fields
The above results can be generalized to cover any field which decays as 1/rn, for n > 0.
In such a case we can always make a transformation to dimensionless variables e.g. u ≡ x/z.





If the field from two sources separated by a distance w is symmetric in w, then it will depend





























consistent with the low-z behavior of wmin for the examples discussed above.











where fj = ∂
jf/∂uj. If a value of u exists for which f2/f4 < 0, then the dominant term
in an expansion of Eq. 24 at high z is b1/b2, which is independent of σB, and has the same
dimensionality as λmin. For example, if we set λ = w
2, b1/b2 will be proportional to z
2,
whereas if we set λ = w, b1/b2 will be proportional to z, thereby wmin is always linear in z
at high z.






For the antisymmetric case b2 = 0, so we must repeat some of the analysis from Sec. II to












In the low-z limit, we recover Eq. 26, as expected. In the high-z limit, the b1/b3 term






IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The theory for the spatial resolution s obtained by the magnetic inverse technique, given
by Eq. 1, shows that s ∝ z. However, the magnetic inverse technique contains relatively few
assumptions about the sample, giving it broad applicability but sub-optimal resolution. If,
instead, we could place greater restrictions on the possible solutions, then we could increase
the ability of the inverse to resolve smaller features.
In an effort to understand the potential gain in spatial resolution that may be obtained
by adding known information about a sample into a magnetic inversion algorithm, we have
determined analytical expressions for the ultimate limit to the spatial resolution. In order
to do this, we have developed a formulation for determining the minimum measurable value
of a single parameter, when all other parameters of a theory are known exactly. We applied
this theory to several specific, relatively simple examples, in which the unknown parameter
13
is identified with the spatial resolution. As an aside, we note that this single-parameter
formulation is very general, and can in principle be applied to analysis of other types of data
with a single unknown parameter.
Since in this paper we are primarily concerned with scanning SQUID microscopy, the
examples we have considered are simple approximations of typical systems measured exper-
imentally. We find that to a good approximation, the minimum separation wmin scales as
a power law with the standoff distance z. For small z the exponent of the power law is
greater than 1, indicating that there is a significant advantage to reducing z as much as
possible. In every case, at large z the minimum separation becomes linear with z, agreeing
with the standard near-field limit, where the spatial resolution is roughly the standoff z. It
is also interesting to note that the ultimate limit to the spatial resolution scales as a power
law in the number of measurements (or S/N or σB), as compared to the standard magnetic
inverse, which scales logarithmically. [12] Finally, at small z, we find that existing SQUID
microscopes are achieving spatial resolutions that are about two orders of magnitude from
the ultimate limit. If additional information about a sample could be incorporated into the
imaging process, then it should be possible to obtain substantial improvements in spatial
resolution even at relatively large stand-off distances.
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Tables
TABLE I: Summary of the minimum resolvable separation wmin for two parallel/antiparallel (P/A)
wires of length L separated by a distance w. Each wire carries a current I/2; the signal-to-noise is
contained within the quantity α = µ0I/4πσB, where σB is the uncertainty in the measured magnetic
field. The long (L) and short (S) wire limits correspond to L  z and L  z, respectively. xopt/z
is the location at which the measurement should be made for optimum resolution.
Bz/Bx P/A L/S wmin xopt/z
Bz P L 1.6569z
3/2α−1/2 0.4142
Bx P L 1.4142z
3/2α−1/2 0
Bz P S 2.0347z
2α−1/2L−1/2 0.3615
Bx P S 1.6330z
2α−1/2L−1/2 0
Bz A L z
2α−1 0
Bx A L 1.5396z
2α−1 0.5774
Bz A S 2z
3α−1L−1 0
Bx A S 2.3292z
3α−1L−1 0.5
TABLE II: Summary of the minimum resolvable separation wmin for two parallel/antiparallel (P/A)
magnetic dipoles ~m = mẑ separated by a distance w. The signal-to-noise is contained within the
quantity β = µ0m/4πσB, where σB is the uncertainty in the measured magnetic field. C is a
dimensionless numerical coefficient, e.g.wmin = Cz
5/2β−1/2 for two parallel magnetic dipoles (Bz).
x/z is the location at which the measurement should be made for optimum resolution.












FIG. 1. Two current-carrying parallel wires centered on the origin, separated by a distance
w.
FIG. 2. Minimum resolvable wire separation wmin(z) for Bz due to two parallel (solid line)
or antiparallel (dotted line) current-carrying wires. The thick lines show the result for
infinitely long wires, the three thin lines show the results for 1 mm, 100 µm, and 10 µm-
long wires (from right to left). We assume a current of 100 µA, σB = 1 pT, equivalent to
averaging for 15 mins at 30 pT/
√
Hz. The dashed line shows the spatial resolution of the
standard magnetic inverse, as given by Eq. 1; we have chosen the pixel size to scale with z
(∆x = z/100).
FIG. 3. wmin(z) for Bz due to two parallel (solid line) or antiparallel (dotted line) magnetic
dipoles ~m = mẑ, with β = µ0m/4πσB = 10
−10, 10−8 and 10−6. The arrow indicates
the direction of increasing β. A value of β = 10−10 corresponds to a dipole strength m =
10−15 Am2 for magnetic field noise σB = 1 pT, which is equivalent to counting for 15 mins at
30 pT/
√
Hz. Eq. 24 was used to generate the curves, note the change to a linear dependence






























FIG. 2: Minimum resolvable wire separation wmin(z) for Bz due to two parallel (solid line) or
antiparallel (dotted line) current-carrying wires. The thick lines show the result for infinitely long
wires, the three thin lines show the results for 1 mm, 100 µm, and 10 µm-long wires (from right
to left). We assume a current of 100 µA, σB = 1 pT, equivalent to averaging for 15 mins at
30 pT/
√
Hz. The dashed line shows the spatial resolution of the standard magnetic inverse, as















FIG. 3: wmin(z) for Bz due to two parallel (solid line) or antiparallel (dotted line) magnetic
dipoles ~m = mẑ, with β = µ0m/4πσB = 10
−10, 10−8 and 10−6. The arrow indicates the direction
of increasing β. A value of β = 10−10 corresponds to a dipole strengthm = 10−15 Am2 for magnetic
field noise σB = 1 pT, which is equivalent to counting for 15 mins at 30 pT/
√
Hz. Eq. 24 was used
to generate the curves, note the change to a linear dependence on z at high z. The shaded area
maps out the region that is inaccessible by varying z and β.
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